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Get things 
moving 

Fasten your seatbelts and take 
those motion sickness pills as 
AA hurtles headlong through 
the world of computer 
animation. If s the complete 
guide to getting things 
moving on your CPC, from 
single characters to complete 
sprites. Don't get left behind. 
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Round-up: 
Platformers 

In th« first of a now 
series Our investigates 

The Good, The Bad 
And The Ugly of 
Platform mimes in 

Logical is one of the PO games reviewed In 
thi« month's Puhlk Image on page 30, 

Interview: 
Radical 

* « I V Platform fpni 
E the search for 

k platform action. Which 
I game comes nearest? 

Which strays furthest? 

Rob Buckley down in 
Radical Software has got 
a couple of games 

that look like they could 
l>«' rt'.il stormers, so we 

decided to 

PSb have a chat with him. r . • 

I II OCTHA N 
^ H might not haw 
- | heard of her yet, hut Is Switchblade one of tt 
_ J she's gonna be big. Ugly platformers? rind out 

It's a totally new concept (well, for AA. 
anyway). Coming soon • the AA fanaine, the 
page on which you write all the articles. 
Find out how by turning to page 10. 

Power-Up: Meet 
k j The Team 
Discover the things that that scare the 
screaming ab-dabs out of the AA crew (none 
of which could be half as scary as the 
pictures, of the c i • w themselves). 

Reviews: 
Public Image 

Just 'cos I f s cheap doesn't mean you don't 
have to be choosy. Keith Woods checks out 
the latest games, utilities and applications 
to come out of the Public Domain. 



o 
Forget the January sales (you probably 
already have), you'll find all the best 
bargains In our Reader Ads pages. 

In which mm stretch ExoIon's 30-wofds of 
Instructions over a page and a half and try 
to cram Monte Accounts' 12-page manual on 
to one page. Amazing, isn't It? 

The letters page writh everything; wit. 
Intelligence, controversy, Insults, cryptic 
messages, pigs... Pigs? Vep. 

W e like to think of Amscene as our own 
version of The Guardian. Simon wanted it 
to be more like our own version of the 
Sun, but Clur refused to pose. 

^ r r f r r v - ^ T T ^ 
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The failsafe way to make sure you never 
miss a copy of Amstrad Action (unless you 
move house and don't tell us). 

for a puzzle page 
(weH, a couple of 

I f s the all-new, redesigned Back Issues 
service. Mow not only Is it dead useful 
but it looks aesthetically pleasing too. 

Game Tips 

games tips you'll find find 
CPC. Featured games this l 
HvfoQycit* Hard Or I win'. S 
Hollywood .1 nd Ficntii^N Fr 

the most crucial 

k month includc 
Seymour (<oi". To 

Adventures 
To the Cast lay IMordor. To the West was Ky 
ATdor. Northwards n h the Castle of Ksitfc 

b local Tesco's had Just opened to 
On the ground was a copy of Amstrad 
open at the best taut adventures 

wtth a special Next 
Month Wortlsriirch 
(we must be 
desperate for ideas). 

I DATA ON ZAONCE 
I D i s U n o t i 6 . 6 L i g h t Vee rs 

Economy i f tweroge I n d u s t r i a l 
Governments C o r p o r a t e S t a t e 
T e c h . L o v e 1 I 18 
P o p u l a t i o n i 6 . 3 B i l l i o n 
< Hum«n C o l o n i a l s ) 
C r o s s P r o d u o t i v i t v t 4 1 9 7 6 M CR 
A v e r a g e R a d i u s i 3873 km 
T h i s p l a n e t i s a t e d i o u i p l a c e . 

More than Just a shoot- em up - Elite. 

n e v i e w s . 
J Fanzines 
CPC fanzines (and. yes, okay 
is a diskzine for all the pedai 

you'll find In this part of the land. 

y m g u p 
there) come under Dave's scrutiny. 

R e v i e w : 
Street Rally 

Or, how to be a success at Elite without 
having to try too hard. Tips, hints and 
iji'iM'r.il pl.jyinq .irfvico to give you the edge 
in last month's covertape star. 

time to burn 
t from CPC Now! Street Rallys 
racing game, but Is it a Formula 
ir or Demolition Derby material? 

L •*• U U 
r j f ^ rp Q B g S B B E 

Okay, this game is great. 
Okay, If you want an 
unadulterated blast-'em-up you 
can't get much better. Okay, 
the graphics are gorgeous. 
Okay Ifs got more missiles 
than a small Arab country. 
Okay. Ifs another Rafaelle 
Cecco game which means ifs 
got to be a bit of alright. But 
to be perfectly honest. I'm 
really browned off with the 
way that everybody's been 
wandering around the office 
saying. "AXELLOOOOAINiyiU!" 
In a cheesy, way-past-if s-sell-
by-date Bill and Ted-style. 

Stay In the black and out of the 
red. you get nothing in this 

.. er. because it isn't a 
Ifs a package which 

helps you keep track of your 
personal money matters. Vou 
might forget that monthly 
down-payment on your 
Complete Works of Jeffrey 
Archer (the limited hardback 
editions in imitation chipboard 
presentation case) but Home 
Accounts won't. 



C O V E R T A P E 

ACCOUNTS 

Okay, I'll admit it. Exolon does have a 
reputation for being fairly tough. If 
you're one of those girly wimps that 
can't handle a challenge then here's a 
cheat to give you infinite lives: 

Hit 2 to enter the control options 
screen, then enter ZORBA (that's Z for 
move left, 0 for move right, R for jump, 
etc). Once you've done that you should 
be back on the title screen. Hit 2 again 
and enter the controls you want to play 
with (joystick or keyboard). Now. when 
you hit 1 to go into the game, you 
should be blessed with infinite lives. 
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Marcus Dyson (Ed - Amiga Format ) I 
get scared just hearing the music. 
Maf f Evans (lead singer of cult 
industrial band Maschine Manitou) All 
I remember was the smart shiny space suit. 
Simon (Hairy - A A ) If you survive for 
more than 10 seconds you'll be having fun. 
Dave (what do you mean, which 
Dave?) It got the oil stains out of my shirts 
better than my old powder did. 
Stuart Campbell (not the edi tor -
Amiga P o w e r ) Erm... it was very popular 
wasn't it? Everybody else I knew loved it. 
Andy Butcher ( rev iewing b loke -
PC Gamer) Probably the smartest bloke-
in-a-space-suit-wandering-around-killing-
things game ever. 

Exolon is one of those games that people 
walking past the office just had to stop and 
comment on. Here are a few of the 
printable remarks that were made: 
Rod Lawton (ex-AA Ed) If they wrote 
games like this today, the Amstrad's future 
would be assured. 

Trenton Webb (Ed - Came Zone) One 
of Raf Cecco's first and one of his finest. 
Harry Webb (pub singer) Exolon's so 
good I almost wrote my 1993 Christmas 
song all about it. 
Mary Whitehouse (retired) The amount 
of violence evident in the video games of 
today disgusts me. It really does. 

[ C O V E R T A P E 

Getting started 
To load up either sido of the tape, simpfy rowind 
it. hold down CONTROL and press ENTER. Owners 
of 6128s or 664s will have to switch their 
machines to tape by typing I TAPE first. Exolon 
should load without any tussing about, but Home 
Accounts needs a little more lovo and attention. 

The main bit of the program should load as 
normal and then it will prompt you to press play 
and hit any key. As soon as you see the prompt hit 
a key then immediately rosot your tapo counter to 
zero. The program should now load a couplo ol 
programs called COL and NAMFL If for some 
reason it doosn't simply rewind the tapo 'til the 
counter reads zero and try again. 

Disk not tape 
It you've got a disk drivo and you want to got a 
disk version of this month's tape then it's easier 
than falling off a log In a gale forco wind. Whip 
out your scissors and chop off that token down 
the bottom of this page, chuck it in an envelopo 
along with your name and address on a slip of 
paper and a cheque or postal ordor for £2 made 
out to Ablex Audio Video, then send off tho whole 
klt'n'kaboodle to: 

Loading troubles? 
Wo mako the greatest efforts to ensuro our cover-
tapes work properly, but If you're having problems 
loading tho tape try out thcso solutions: 
• Load at sovoral different volumo lovels (if you're 
loading from an external tape recorder). 
• Clean the tape heads (a drop of isopropyl 
alcohol on the tip of a cotton wool bud is best). 
• Adjust the tape player's head alignmont by 
twiddling the scrow to the left of the tape head 
just a little bit at a time. 
• Tap the cassette, very gently, on a hard surface 
- the spools might be jammod. 

If you've tried all that and your tapo's still 
not loading then pop it in the post (includo 
your name, address and a brlof description of 
the problem) to: 

AAKM OwMtapt iwUmmm, 



61 C O V E R T A P E 

J L 
Money makes the world go around. It makes quite a f ew 
heads go around too. So If keeping track of your financial 
matters makes your head spin. Home Accounts is the solution. 

We all know that having money i t 
great, but i fs darn difficult 
when you're running on a tight 

budget to keep track of where all your 
money goes. That's where Home Accounts 
comes in handy. The program can keep 
track of all your incomings and outgoings 
and keep an eye on all your accounts (even 
credit cards). Home Accounts will even keep 
track of oxactty what you've spent your 
money on and when you've spent it. 

I fs operated through a series of easily 
accessible menus all controlled via the 
keyboard. There's a multitude of options, 
outlined below, all of which are invaluable to 
the penny pincher. 

When you first load up the program 
you'll be asked to input the date (e.g. 0301 
is the third of January. 1411 is November 
14the). Then you'll be asked for a password 
- there's an option to choose one later, but 
for the moment just hit return to get into the 
program proper 

The best thing to do the first time you 
use the program is to load the data named 
SAMPLE (hit 6. then 2 and type in sample 
and press return). Once you've loaded the 
data just play around with it - enter made-
up transactions and standing orders, get 
print outs of the account statement and 
fiddle with the colour preferences. 

What's on the menu? 
Each menu is accessed by hitting 1-10 on 
the keyboard. These menus are outlined 
below, grouped according to their locations 
within the program. For example. H you 
wanted to change the on-screen colours hit 
1 on tho main menu to access the account 
codes/utilities menu, then hit 2 to access 
the colour change section. 

1 Account codes/utilities 
1 View/amend codes 
Every transaction needs coding, 
according to whether it is one of 40 

Income s u p p o r t 
you do have problems SO 

Microsystems run a support 
service which they charge 

£12 per year for. This means 
you'll get advice, nows sheets 
and discounted supplies. 

Send an SSAE to SO 
Microsystems. PO Box 24. 
Holbeach. Unconshire PE2 
7JF for more information 

on the service. 

February 1994 AMSTRAO ACTION 

types. These transaction codes can be 
altered to suit your particular needs. 
2 Change colours 
Enables you to choose your preferred 
colours for the background and text. 
3 Change password 
The password is there to help you keep 
your financial matters private. H nobody 
else has access to your CPC disks then 
it isn't really worth using a password 
since there's always the chance you 
might lose it. 

t f i i l < 

sighted In which 

>-9 lane* idea of what 
fcr, tSftloM yOll'ff lha 
ITs Ml at.»-«qaint 

ri nines l a m m a n i n i i i i i i 

M b *t 

VJjjttj 
are made up. by the way. Daw 

would never pay me (hat much a month 

2 Data Entry 
1 Credit item 

Amount 
Detail j t S & j 
Reference 
From account y ^ . ^ j S J j B ^ 
To account [ I l y j l ; i 
Confirm (Y/NJ W M S K y 

2 Debit item 
See operations above in Credit item. 
3 Transfer funds 
This enables a transfor of funds between 
one account and anothor, for example a 
transfer of funds into a savings account 
to your current account. 
4 Delete item 
If you ever find you've made a mistake, 
you can delete any entry. 
5 Mark entries 
If you're checking your monthly 
statement from the bank then mark 
entries off against it using this function. 
M marks the entry. N moves on to the 
next entry and Q quits this option. 

3 Reports Module 
1 Ledger listing 
This option will give you an audit trail - a 
double entry version of all entries. 
2 Single account listing 
Choose this option to list only those items 
concerning a particular code (1-40) 

3 Net worth 
A quick guide to the overall state of your 
money matters. 

4 Statement 
Gives you a simple income versus 
expenditure comparison. 

5 Column totals 
This gives you the totals of each 
particular account. 

6 File operations 
1 Save transaction file 
After adding any entries to your file 
you'll need to save the data for future 
reference. Never leave the program 
without saving otherwise all your 
alterations will be lost 
2 Load transaction file 
3 Catalogue a disk 
4 Change drive 
5 Save NAMFl 

7 NAMFL Is a support file containing all 
the Information like colour choice, 
password and account headings. It auto 
loads when you run the program. If you 
amend any of the above information 
thon you should save NAMFL on to the 
program disk. 
6 Eraso files ^ ^ ^ 

7 Standing orders I f 
1 Enter standing order H 
2 Cancel standing order b H b 
3 View standing order table fl 
4 Generate standing orders K S K t K l 

8 Date scrolling L - ^ r 

9 Start new period/reset file 

10 Exit from program 
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ARCADE 
Cass 

Addomtfam |̂«28K| Un-
lock » *>e run** II 
Bonouo Bwi .̂w.fc..... IIUJ Wp*tln Owl . . 
C.KO Heat . C7 99 
Di«y Ciyilol Kingdom C8 50 
Double Dtocon III • Sodbnd 
EddfeDucl £3 75 
H 6 Con bat Not. £3 73 
GolocK Gomei 
GoVwy force _„.-
(Aoc |I78*| 
I Jonei fo*e A)kjn*i 
Incredible Shfiri.na Sphete 
Urnnirtgt CI? 95 
light Corrida1 

Mysbcal 
My«i £375 
Ne« York Wornon 
Ngel Mantel W Champ C9 50 
Nlghlbreed • Midlist ':<tvitar<« 
North A South 
Outrun Emopa 
PoperboyH 
fcpUp. 
P>«h.itoftk « C9 50 
»«fard C3 7i . 
Shodow ol iln Beat? 
Shode* fence. • Abee Stom. 
SpOrtng Irimiylei 
Street Fighter II 
Str-det II . UN Squadron 
Super CoUdw (950 
Titu* the fo« 
JMt 

D isk 

C6 99 
£4 99 
£6 99 
£6 99 

£1295 
£6 99 
£6 99 
£6 99 
£9 V9 

£1395 
£6 99 

£1.5 95 
£6 99 
£6 99 
£6 99 
£7 99 

£17.95 
£9 99 

£13 95 
£13 95 
£1395 

£6 99 
CI? 95 
£1295 
£699 

CI? 95 
£4 99 

£699 
£l?95 
CI? 95 

£6 99 

SPECIAL OfFER O N WSK ONLY 
Monty Python • Monopoly • 

Wild Sfreett . Off Shore Wbrrior • 
Joyst-ck Splliw far C9 99 

AVAILABli WHILI STOCKS IAST 

COMPILATIONS 
CaUV ixauiNt AOV: <«vit Son*. Sp«*»..n<t fa* fc* Ropidt Pot* 
C*irr cou: D,ttr, fat* Food, fontoty Treaiure hk**l Mugnkiiid 
lOOf/ COUICnON !0C*U. EmV H-fll"* Airade Qui*. (Win 
WtAM TtAM Iwni.ftoKy I. Vmptom WWf WMwonki 
MIQA 5fO*IJ JO« Soomng Even* 
wtOJTillOrm MonopoV St'obUe Ckedo .— 
SUffHKWttS '•*-<•«< flflli wwr WrewUrwuo . ' it lighter 

Cass D isk 
C8 50 
ik 50 GI593 

£9 90 
CI595 
CIS 95 
El2 95 

figN wwr Wr»WW«tTOO.O p.t I .gtitiw 115 95 
SOCCH MAfAA ftollMj- It fboll W,JI Wsrld Cuji Gutn Sup Socc M'prnt* Socc £15 05 

STRATEGY/S IMULAT ION 
Cass Disk 

CU> ... C6 09 
Calmi-i 4 0 H"du* £3 '5 If V5 
Coloû i 4.0Cheti C3 75 £7 95 
football Manege* II £6 99 
• oortxjJI Ma»oger II . Up i f 99 
fooabotl Monogw VA-W Cup £6 99 
fodboll Manage, m CI? 95 
Monopoly £2 99 £2 90 
Nkg«l Mantell W 0**«p 19 JO 112 95 
Sporting Irmnglet C6 99 
WiddClatt Rugby £1795 
f 16 Combo* PUor £375 

B U S I N E S S / U T I L I T I E S 

M. A/1 . AM* MO»m • M Vwf 
Cdow 0*mp .1 (CrfSo Dumpl 
Croth Courte Typing T,.t 61 Jfl 
IXuoljg, |0.»* OUlN) 
Maitexok ••2«Ji:e.) 
VoiArrlilo m |l2flk| 
M,e«od«.igr. • DlPlordlZBAH?*!. 
Microdaugn • wirti am< «*xt« >MM 
Ml*. OHH• |l £12 05 

CI6 95 

Monoan |«KW| 
feopflfl* I' 
hoijul 
PtQteal 
Profyp* Enhortcot) 
lotword 6128 
fat p̂ad |t >M VowKKifl 

£1995 
£34 05 
CI505 
£20 05 
£1205 
£2/95 
»20 03 
£70 09 
£50 09 
£16 93 
£24 9J 
£15.99 
£20 93 
£21 95 
£23 93 
£24 95 
£2093 

ACCESSORIES 

£34 95 
£54 93 
£59 93 
£7 93 
£3 95 
18 9J 
£8 95 
£3 95 

AM* MOUM & tntaifoca 
A MX Moum • Ad* Ait . Maim Mot 
AmwodlOl 2-vl D'vk O.T. 

Ounwl 
Co lion* I rod ItM Conn) 
Com Sal (2 (hmcs. •into mncK K «om| 
CocryMol̂ . 
Oitk D'iyi» CUanw 3* 
(KiU 3* MuJ I £263 5 £1230 10 £3393 
Ouki3"L*Goto*GoodQuul 10 £»?99 
loyt»«ck £2.99 
• board £.1 Uodi 464 £8 95 6128 £9.95 
Kboord Ext leodt 444./6I281 £9.95 
M^wvy E.perlK*. 64K fer 464 ... £44 95 
frwuwCoU I W» £8 95. ?M» £1095 
P..*** Cabl»4*.4./6l28. £795 
W W MilUK MoooVCtV £14 95 

JOYSTICKS 
COMPETlllON WtO Mm 
CHHIAM 
CHEETAH Mocf. 1 
KONa p̂wnft .Mj 
».0»UA y 
POWTRPIAY T»«<niroit» 
QUiCtCSMOT P̂ bo.1 1 
CKKKSHOl ryKan I Uii<mw«l. 
/ifSTKX Svpaf Pio 
4A4./6l28./GX4000Go«« PoddU 

£14 93 
£1393 
£1195 
£11 93 
£1393 
£14 93 
£10.95 
£11 95 
£1495 

£8 95 

EDUCATION 
Cass 

r«n School I Und* 3 

f mi School I 8-17 
f«n School II Undw 6. 
htn Schoê  II 6-8 
fun School N8< 
I «•> School II 
fu> School n 5-7 
rw> School W 711 
fu. School IV V 
fw> School (V 57 
fun School IV 711 
florfey 
U»i Hay will Wooli 44 
Fun wilti Wordi ' 
food litflit Awr t 
R«od R-̂ ii Awoy 2 69. 

Awr:T 3 
8«Mf Sp«iUg V. 
l«fi Hay Numb«i 4 8 
t«*> Kry Mon̂ r 46 
PHmq«y AVHhi H? 
fun Ntm<b«» 7. 
ta»g* Mflitii 613 
MK-IOMCWII IN 
Mi*. Mtfht 12-16. 
M*gaMoiht 15* 
flMwh MHIibh I I • 
Gwmon Mailnr 11 • 
Spoiilih Tuioi 11 • 
M*u>l!/^il. 8 Ad 
II-- TW®. IWi 5. (6128) 

on Troowm Iklond 
CmnVi G«tl<n t, 10 (61781 
Oregon WoHd6-IO|6l70) 
Gtonl r.itir Mctt'.i Ad< 9 14 
4nrw«r Bort Jrw Omi 6-11 

lot Aamn Bod 6-11 
mj ky Am*« Back 6-11 

£1093 
£'095 
£1095 
£10 93 
£10 93 
£1093 
£1093 
£17 95 

£8 50 
£9 95 
£9 95 
£9 95 
£8 93 

£1793 
£17 93 
£24 95 

£8 50 

£24 95 
£8 95 

£24 95 

£24 95 

£9 50 

D isk 
£8 95 
£8 95 
£895 
£309 
£3 99 
£3 99 

£13 93 
£13 95 
£13 95 
£13 95 
£13 95 
£13 95 

£17 95 
£»l 93 
£17 95 
£1795 
£1295 
£17 93 
£17.93 
£17 95 
C74 95 
£11 93 
£17 95 
£74 95 
£17 93 
£24 95 
11695 
£16 93 
XI695 
£74 95 
£12 93 
£11 95 
£16 95 
£70 95 
£15.95 
fill 93 

£7 95 
£795 

P R I N T E R S 
All printed luted below two untuUo ft* 

um with AMSTRAD CPC. ATARI ST. 
CQMMOOORE AMIGA. IBM PC & 

COMPATIBLES 
Whiwi ordering plua»e iioto compotoi 

PANASONC EXP 1170 .... C144 95 
S1A* IC20 9 Pkn Mono C149 95 
SUIHCI009PinM6no/C«l CI 89 95 
STAR IC?4 ?0 24 Pin Mono C209 95 
STAR IC2A100 24 Pv» AAono C2I9 95 
STAR LC24-30 24 Pm Mon/Col C249 95 

Fill COlOUtDUMP 3 WITH STAJt ICIOO 
t*<*\ mdwd* cobb A M i r y 

P R I M I R R I B B O N S 

Quarts I 2 
0MT 7000/3000 £3 13 £7 00 
CITIZEN 1200 £3 75 £7 00 

£3 73 t/00 
STAR IC10/70/100 £J73 £7 00 
5t*l î 'IO/JO/MO £3 05 £7 30 

KXPII74 £J 75 £7 00 
STA* IC700 Mcno £4 95 £9 30 
ST AS tc 200 Cob* £ 11 93 £22 03 
Other primer ribbon i please phone 

S 
f 16 35 
£16 73 
£1625 
£1673 
£1730 
(1675 

RIBBON BE4NK C 12.95 

BUDGET CASSETTES C3.75 EACH 
A f̂mfaoll 
Conlni«l|lol ClKW 
DoubU Oogun u 
tmkyn »*ugh« Socc* 
llGCorOai Pikx 
CrJdnii A.. 
Huhc* HowV 
Kodond 
r. -

j l ww ( 
l>n«oi CiKU.ll 
Tumcnn 8 

Pio Bo»njj 
Dirr, Voli itli 

Diogcm ol flon>« 
>15 So.UfogW 
fWnbo'l Ow*«' 

G-̂ iK î 
UAuTmbo 

IKS Oarv t̂Mtt 
W«n« Sor̂ ca 
WmirwHt* It 

Roxbow lilanj 
VVWf W.rvSwnon.3 

MANY MOM OAMIS STOCKtO. FUASI WWT1 0« tllimONI KM LATIST Mia UST. MOOS IMCIUM POSTAOI * PA C KINO IN UJI. PUAU MAKI CHIOUIS * KHTAi OeM»S MTMU TO: OJ. SOfTWAM A NO UNO KM 
OJ. So'twaii, 273 Mossy Ua Roao, Whomtinoton. Ni. Wioan, Unci WN6 9RN (most otom msmtouo by niubn). Acciss A Visa o n m m/tAx on 0257 421915 
Mon-Fw 9.00• 17.30, Sat 9.00-12.30 (answiwhoni/iax ouram noues). Ovmsiasotom wilcomi (sottwam u o C l m n w kmtaoi; patmimt bycmwtcajto. lueocmoui ot bank o«An) 

P E R I P H E R A L S 

R O M B O R O M B O A R D 
Now only C25.00 

Iho moil w.dolv uwd of all Romboordt 8 
tockott eoch with on on/oH »wi>ch high 8 or 
low 6 ROM tlofc »lec*>bk <ocili»y b, a Zlf 
iccintof 161 RAMROM 

DISCOUNTS 
20% with the DualMcxie Di»V Drtvo 
I0\ with ROM tohware of C20 ond over 

V I D E O DIGITISER 
Now only C65.00 

(see otto D I Y Kits] 
TVn • t» ROMBO VIC* It copUw paLm kon. 
any *dK> w«e mch ui u v«d*o toocrdai. comrru 
cv oncdw computer ond kmh thsn lo dhc Thn 
piClwrei ton be mampulotad in many wny» 
l'irt/m car bo impcrtoii mto Aandad podogw 
lie Stop Pie*, Ad-onoed Art Sl»ick>. 

VC>I tobwaim on ROM add £5 

3 2 k R A M R O M - £ 1 4 . 9 5 
|tee alio 0 I V. K<n| 

32k ol 1 A M iIkh +«mkt f t (mo R O M i When 
loodod w.th ROM toftwnr*. eoch 16k block 
beho-ret e»octty bie a ROM oven .wing 
resalt. until thn comput«r it turned oH Iti 
prlmoiy pwrpoie u lo 'eit ROM loftwar* 
doling dewiloprmni. making the blowing and 
•fining ol E P R O M I unnecesiory 

EPROM P R O G R A M M E R 
with ZIP socket £35.00 
with EJECT socket C35.00 
Program! Bk and 16k I PROM», 12 5v and 21 v r, h.8 or pott EPROM o» i.ngln bytei ROM 

•d.t'(>i). Supplied w th «aiy to ut« menu 
dri.en d>i< tonware, P0 garnet ROM hie. 
reody to blow, and mil.net to Mm BASIC and 
machine cod* program* into ROM lilei 

3 " DUAL-MODE DDIVE 
Winner of the Best Disk Driw 

a w v d Amstrod Action 

The obowe ilotonieni it untrue. Amstrod Acllon never 
prnv«mtod iwch on owoid Don't bo doceived by ony toch 
statement wherever you might tee it 

Tho No. 1 3l" disc drive package around. 
The price includes all of tbesei-

* MSB00 on disc * MS800 on ROM ' 22 Disk 
• 10 blank discs * Power supply * Carrioge 

Our d"»«t dn *««ryA-ntf "uji a'J (Mhnt d'lwt do - and a pood deal 
iw»l Chocfc ir out 
MODI I 
Wwii oi a compUt* aWAm v, rtm normal Amilrod 2nd Arv* (»0D 
ikMmg 1804 on «odi nda of diK. 
MODI 7 
M unimpeded wm with (OOOS RAMOOS ROMOO& and BC)MtX» 
XI. giving up to 800k p<m d>K willi'ĵ  I'm need to ute liie diive'i clev*< 
tide iwiKh M 8004 me ol MS800 
OVIBAU 
Ultio awwr TEAC mechanic con be ined at o 14Mb drive on orf»i 
conpvitni iupe> tinali tepoiuie pcwe» ncioded. tlwel uurdr 
T«K)I cote Yow need In bvy norh.ng elie 10 u*e your dr.vw in<in*dia«ely 

li o 70% ditcount oo the ROMBO ROMdOARO .» * It puuhoied 
•A the d>iv» 
ni<i dn«* li nal turtoble at o I6T liidiM 
Sunobleota 161 P<ui 1M dti«* wiif on mierfoce 
Pleaie i*0*e year compute' model orderiny 

£79.95 

ROMONOfF SWTTCH C7.95 
(tee olio Dl.Y Kttt) 

Connecri to the eiponnon port lo Kirn all 
external ROM» on o« oH at needed II It not 
tuiVible lor o 464 wl«S un external due dnve 
'r*a<Ke a t d l K ROM vmukf dta be t«ned oil 

M S 8 0 0 - h i g h c a p a c i t y d isc s y s t e m 
Simply die beu a--Tno» witho«.r mony jood rootcnt MS80G »to.m up to 
400k on eoch tide ol a 3 5' dltc - malng a total ol 800k Eoch tide 
ho» .r» own directory to d w • lull ol i-ol I.Wi con iltU M then dretlonet 
on *e tcreen MS800 moiet Hand alone rfitct 
MS800 ii the ONir tyv̂ m 
lho» doet not need lo be preienl lor the duct to be wied »W it 
ownpOfWe with oH u>*ore including CPM Itioi uiet no memory ai oO 
rt-ol <-x vte ill dbo tn drive A («8SA iwith uwrt) and -hot workl with 

Plul mochln*. 
h II tupplied with III own copy>ng mil'iy ond a pnjgrom rhot ollowt 
moiry uncooperot.ve gomei lu tun horn dtive 8 Check oo* all ilieie 
leohitei ogamtl Hat tell imd you wil lee why MS800 it limply llie lie»t 
MS800 cm due a ROM C9.95 

U T I L I T I E S 

BONZO SUPER MEDDLER 13.95 
Suporb tape to diK lonifni ieli(i«y Doali with mott 
lormt of piotocliont Motilve and increotlng 
dalobute al veiilled wontleit. STANDA(ONf 
IranUen 
BONZO BLITZ 13.95 

28 BELMONT AVENUE 
BRADFORD BD12 0PA 0274 602180 M A J O R C R E D I T 

C A R D S T A K E N 

Trontlert all lormt o| SPEEOtOCK tapei onto doc, 
producing STAND ALONE liantleii taiae 
dotobate ol venliod ttansfwi includet 4 fREE 
adventures 

BONZO S FLASHPACK 9.95 
Over 60 powerlul addilioat to BASIC lo» ute 
wî iin your own program! Ptoducet itand alone 
programt i.e. Hath Bat< doet nor neod to be 
preterit lo< the programt to tun 

BONZO S BIG BATCH 9.95 
Fatf. flexible OATABASf tuperb POOtS 
PREDICTOR SCREEN ond SPRITE DESIGNER 
MAXIDOS 13.95 
The motl completion live ond effective of oil CPC 
dltc uhlltlei All functiont work with AMSDOS 
CPM. RAMDOS and ROMDOS fermah 
ftincliont include • dnc/llle copy, opnm.ie d.tci 
tpoedinQ up accettet by up to 50X CAT 
iticludei orated hlet. erate lilei. unorate lilei 
dltc editor, lormat. CAT file inlormotion, idenWy 
lor mat, kill filoi rename hlet print CAT. tei wte< 
numberi, moke filat Rood Only. RoodWnte 
Svtiem ond non tyttom, backup dltci. verily 
diKt. aichnm ditct to tope and much more 

22DISK (Shareware) 5.00 
The premier CPC to PC to CPC III* Itamfet ulltrfy 
Workt with AMSDOS duct and one of the 
MS800 Hymaft to your progiom't doto dKt can 
limply be token ttraight to itio PC for tits far.dert 
27DISK runt on «ie 

ROM SOFTWARE 
PROTEXT C30 00 UTOPIA £25 00 
PROSttll £25 00 MAXAM C30 00 
PROAA£RG€ £25 00 MAXAM I 5 £25 00 
PD GAMES £3 50 VO ROM £5 00 
6128 ROM £25 00 MS800 £9 95 

R S - 2 3 2 (dual-channel ) 
with commi software 

by the daiunni ol the PACE RS-232 
£ 3 9 . 9 5 

3rd DRIVE SWTTCH .... 
ABBA SWITCH 
SID€ SWITCH [plugon) 
AM A A SOL comb>ned 
3* tndrriduol ditc cotei 

1295 
12 95 

5 95 
14 93 

10 for 5 95 
3 5' d.tci 10 lor £7 50. 30 for 20 00 
3 5* locking d>tc boj. (40) 7 95 
64k RAM PACK {04 t'on«| 39 95 

D . I . Y . K I T S 
AU kitt mailed * lequire elierafieni n> your 
compiiter't (ircuil board. II you are eol 
ComlortaWe Hue don't buy k 
Kitt ttvj» are not Moled at machine tpecilK «r.«i 
an all rnr*hi»*i 
All kilt ti'e tup|i''*<i w.th d.ngtumt iind l»ll 
inilrucSaru. 
VIOIO DIGITISE* .46.00 
Thie i» the lull VOMBO VI0I and mclvdei 
eretyihing mvold receive il bowght it 
reody mode 
32k HAAAROM TBA 
HOI SWTTCH 3.00 

3.00 
7.50 

...4.30 
^3.00 

Inner anon m your lite drnmt tablet 
ABBA SWTTCH' ... 
3rd DBIVI SWITCH 
RomortoM SWTTCH 
464-6138 CONVERSION' 
Thli >i the <c«n(itele OI7N C"CU!' boatd which 
IncUdet the diK .nrwtoce o'd H» 178k KAM The 
corrvertrtMt II to replace tW rjrtt'l booid w.«i 
•he 6178 are oml rettA .t a 6178 In it 404 
cote A dttc dr/ve li alio needwi 
6178 ROM* ....33.00 
6138 Pfui TAPf tocket* .... __„,1B.00 
Ikrehdet ihe ItMOTl factfcM 
464 Ho. DISC interface* 30.00 
464 Plut «»tro 64k RAM' 13.00 
We will !•» followlr<9 kiti lor pw d yQu Mrai 
yOm COrpM*" to VI 
6138 ROM ... 40.00 
6138 Plu» TAP! tocket 30.00 
464 Plui DISC inlirrfnie.... 45.00 
464 Plut extra 64k RAM 33.00 

All pri'rer mcfirde carriope 
SAf lor IwlUr detailt of rhete kit* 
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s J i p t ^ n d n o t wha t ' s no t on the CPC news f r o n t . 

Dave Is great, Dave Is fab, 
Dave to good-looking, Dave 

Dave to writing this caption. 

You might think that 
issue 101 must be a 
bit like the calm 

after the storm, but far from 
It. Blimey. I thought at I 
picked the hairs out of my 
cornfalkes the other morning, 
this has got to be the 
maddest issue I've worked on 
yet - because of Christmas 
and the new on-sale date 
(starting this month we're 
going to be on sale every 
third Thursday of the month) 
Issue 101 had to be thrown 
together in less than two 
weeks - no easy task. 

But. as is often the way 
with these things, the 
pressure has actually 
produced some stunning 
results - this issue is packed 
with features that' l l appeal to 
all CPC users from the 
serious tech-head to the 
serious games-player. The 
leisure side of the machine If 
really picking up again it 
seems, which is darned good 
news indeed. But if you're 
wandering what happened to 
the French games we said we 
were going to review this 
issue, they unfortunately fell 
victim to the tight deadline 
(and the language barrier). 
C'est la vie. Dave 

Campursoft ease 
the transition 
A new tutorial package designed to 
help BASIC-proficient programmers 
make the transition to Machine 
Code is set for release in February 
from Campursoft. 

BASIC Idea will comprise a 
booklet and a disk. One side ot the 
disk will contain code that will 
explain sections in the booklet. The 
other side ol the disk will feature a 
game based on the routines 
contained on the other side. 

A final price for the package has 
yet to be announced but 
Campursoft expect it to sell for 
about £15. Campursoft can be 
contacted on r r 041 554 4735. 
• Campursoft are also on the look-
out for new programmers. If you've 
written a program you think might 
be of marketable standard contact 
the company on the number above. 

DESirable desktop 
Campursoft (is anybody else doing 
anything this month?) revealed their 
sooo-tobe-released ROMbased 
desktop environment to the public for 
the first time at the Glasgow AJI 
Format's Computer Fair in December. 

The Mac-style front-end is 
provisionally called DES (Desktop 
Environment System). The name is 
likely to change because, according 

Cheap 
sporting 
action 
The cart pricing 
war starts horo 
(well, perhaps). 
Campursoft are 
soiling the Epyx 
World Of Sports 
cart for a mero 
£6.99. Contact 
Campursoft on 
V 041 554 4753. 

A rather picturesque but only slightly relevant 
shot that fills the gap left by lock of hard news. 

to Campursoffs Peter Campbell, "it 
isn't really catchy enough." 

According to Campbell DES was 
given an almost unanimous thumbs 
up by CPC users at the show. He 
reckons that it should be generally 
available by the start of February. 

Campursoft is contactable on 
t r 041 554 4753. 

The Ultimate Sprite Searcher 
will be part of The Hack Pack. 

Compiled hacking 
Sentinel are set to release The Hack 
Pack, a compilation of Ihree 
programs in early February 

The pack will comprise The 
Ultimate Sprite Searcher (reviewed 
in AA97), Soundhakker and an as-
yet unannounced disassembler 

The pack will retail for around 
£15-£20. Contact Sentinel on 
t t 081 876 7032. 

PD news 
Two major releases are just about 
to hit the Public Domain scene. First 
off there's a simultaneous four-
player game (this we have got to 
see) called Megablasters which cs 
being coded by Odiesott. 

Also coming to a PD library near 
you is the latest demo from the 
European demo masters. Beng. Ifs 
called The Wonder Demo and is, 
according to people who like that 
sort of thing, the group's best 
otfenng yet Yeah but what's the 
gameplay like..? er, forget I said that. 

B u y i n g g o o d s t h r o u g h m a i l o r d e r 

There are loads of great »"ch as compatibility, price, 

bargains to be found in the postage costs, etc. 
ads and c lassed ads in • Check about a delivery date (ask 

There are loads of great 
bargains to bo found in the 
ads and classified ads in 

Amttrad Action. But tome of you 
may be a bit reticent about sending 
money through the post for goods 
you haven't seen to someone you've 
only talked to over the phone. But 
don't panic. Just follow our simple 
guide to buying goods by post and 
you can't go wrong. 
• Before ordering 
anything try to contact the 
company by phone to 
check that the product you 
want Is In stock. Write 
down a list of questions 
you want to ask them. 

such as compatibility, price, 
postage costs, etc. 
• Check about a delivery date (ask 
how long It will take before you 
should receivo the goods). 
• Never send cash through the 
post. If possible use a credit card 
bocauso that will probably give you 
some form of insurance covorage. 
Failing that, use either a postal 
order or cheque. 
• Beware of any companies that 

seem to leavo their 
answer phones 
permanently switchod 
on or ftrms that don't 
put a phone number or 
address in their ads. 

• Keep records of correspondence 
or phone calls with the company -
dates, terms agreed, etc. 
• If a problom does occur the first 
place to contact Is the company 
causing the problem. Be calm, and 
explain clearty what the problem is. 
Most faults are just mix ups and can 
bo sorted out. 
• If, howovor, you still have 
problems write to Amitrad Action's 
advertising department at the 
following address: 
Alison Winter. 
AA advertising department. 
Future Publishing. 
30 Monmouth Street. 
Bath. Avon BA1 2BW. 

f . - h f u . i r y l 9 9 4 AMSTRAD ACTION 
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PD LibrarSe: 
Amsof 
• 1 Utuaty. OVJIM. 

Large range of European stuff. 
Colrob PO 

• 9 AM 

New tapeonly PO library 

Dartsma 
tl OBI W7 ItJO 
And they do loads of other CPC-related 
stuff as well 
Demon 
• 47 HltM U n i t . M 

3.Sinch disk drive owners might like to 
investigate 

Disk PD 
Lmw Ortiir, DnImv, H»>»»wi«iy. 

D i i i i iaanA. 
t? oaa u i u 

Small but perfectly formed. 

CD PD 

DTCWUHML 
New library with a large selection. 

PD Fun 
>« 41 Klrfcby LanuUla. Via 

>4 2R> 
A policy of 'no senous software.' 

Presto PD 

M1 ifH 
The only library to offer stuff on 5.25-
inch disks (as far as we know) 

Signal Software 

Sheepsoft 
rt 0444 m» 
Based in Wales, of course. Baaaaa 
The Vault 

>J 41 Wlndfl.Ui Cwdwi. 0|Ww no*d, 

TR (MO M TI MUM 
A new but rapidly expanding library with 
lots of European software. There's a 
special two selections-for the price of 
one (25p) offer unW the end of January. 

Fanzines 
CPC Now! 
tr om M>JOJO 
Issue five of this rapidly expanding fanzine 
is due any time now. Entrepreneurial 
editor James Hockney promises even 
more txg changes to come. Check out 
the review on page 54. 
The Eliminator 
>. M (U«M RmmI, Rkufl. Ymeh. tort* 
YoHatAIra V04 OQJ 
We don't realty know much about this one 
because noone's actually sent us a copy 
yet (hint, hmll 
WACCJ 
Tt 0402 ns«M 
Buy it and find out how many rude 
comments they make about us (but 
marvel at the depth ol technical 
knowledge at the same time), 
CPC User 
rt ornwm 
The UAUG's fanzine 
CPC Undercover 
>- rt Trimln«Ham Or«*». nr«mll«hoin». 
Dury, Lanu*Mra 
An technically-minded Fanzine tfiat's also 
on the look out for writers 

User 
Amstrad Contact 
rt o«ai nuw 
Sussex-based group run by Dave 
Muggeridge with a technical helpline. 

UAUC (United 
Amstrad User Croup) 
tr OU1 234291 
An AA recommended user group 

Companies 
Avatar 
TT M4] MTTOT 
Suppliers of Ptnl Craven products, and a 
few of the Bonzo titles (and don't ask 
what Bonzo titles are - it'd take too long 
to explain). 

BoxForm 
rt Ml IK MU 
A software house specialise r , woukJ you 
believe, betting software. It takes all sorts 
tithiswotW 

Campursofft 
TT 041 iM 47D 
You name it. they do it. really - take a 
look at the interview m ish 96 
Gary & Scott Kennedy 
TT 041 724 004 
Authors of Trakers, a truly great CPC 
game (don't argue). 

New Age Software 
TT OKMt-Ttl-UOWn 
Responsible for the dull tapTBaHs, the 
excellent Soundfrakker, and hopefully a 
tew more titles. 

Quantum Computing 
TT 0444 744920 
The new breakaway sect of STS that 
looks set to pick up where the original 
good plans fell short 

SD Microsystems 
TT ono noun 
Specialists in business software - take a 
look at the feature m AA93. 

Sentinel Software 
tr 0*1 B7« TO 12 
Suppliers of selected STS titles and a 
lew original products. They don't arl 
churn 'em out. 

Siren Software 
TT 041 n4 7572 
It'd take a hell of a time to list everything 
they do - check out their ad (it's the 
yellow half̂ age one). 

STS tr 0444 744*20 
This lot deal with S/DOS. The Dizzy 
Utility, Disc imager, Otsc Archive/ 

Softies 
So you can ring them up and hassle "em 
about releasing some new stuff 
Alternative Software 
TT OS77 7S7777 

CodeMasters TT 0024 0*41X2 
Cremlin/CBH tr 0742 tu« i i 

Ocean/Hit Squad tr 041 u ) u u 

TltUS/FOM HltS TT OT1 TOO TIT® 

Touchdown N OHI T4TI24 

Virgin TT 001 440 zns 

US Cold/KiMM TT OT1 IU J Mil 

Ask 'em where Street fighter 2 has got to 
Zeppelin Software «r oei in t t » 

Romantic Robot 
tr oei 200 uro 
Creators of the Multiface - There's a 
complete kst of cheats in AA90. 
WAVE tr 0229 42Y10V 
Suppliers of loodsa good stuff - their ad 
is on ttie back cover 
Microform TT 0772 TOTTTI 
Drives, upgrades, disks, all spits of 
techy stuff like that 

i l l Order 
Trading Post tr otu 4421a 
Great for cait games (see page 42). 
Trojan tr o w m w i 
The people to speak to tor cartndge and 
lightgun stuff 

Upgradi 
and Repai 
STS tr 0444 74442© 
Tliese guysli do anything. Well, within 
reason, of course. 

M a k e sure you never 
miss o u t on t h e A c t i o n 

The secret of success is planning, so if you want to successfully secure the 
next issue of AA plan ahead now. Get your handy local newsagent to order 
you a copy of the mag. That way you'll guarantee that a) he won't sell out 
and you'll have to trudge around town looking for a copy, b) your copy will 

be in pristine condition and c) life will in some small way be better. 

Mi \G* jjf ATi 

M A G * SAVE 
Dear Newsagent. 

Please order me a copy of 

Amstrad Action every month. 

My life would not be worth living without AA every month so rt would b« 
hunky dory if you startod saving me a copy on a monthly basis starting 
with the March issue, which'lt hit the shetvos on February 17th. Amstrad 
Action is published by Future Publishing who earn you a lot of money by 
producing such a lot of brilliant mags (just thought wo'd mention that) 

My name. 

My address.... 

•mttM»4«t(M**«»(f(»«*«t»»*« 

The Amscene 
Directory 
It's that usefuladdresses-bit-
of the- magazine again, 
are the people, companies and fanzines who are hot (or, at least, 
comfortably warm) on tho CPC scene. If you reckon you're 
reasonably piping as well,the place to write to is Amscene Directory, 
Amstrad Action, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW and we'll 
make this the most comprehensive list of CPC services in the known 
universe (it probably is already, but we don't like to boast). 



ZINE & COMPO 

Every month you run out and buy your AA and read what 

The page y o u (w i l l ) w r i t e 

D O I V I T 5 
DON'T go ovor the 250 word count. 
DON'T send us old nows articles. 
DON'T just re-write old AA pages 
DON'T expect to got paid {Dave told me to put 
that one In - Clur). 
DON'T write your piece llko an English essay -
relax, and wrfto informally, but clearly. 

DOs 
DO write legibly, if we cant road it you've got no 
chanco. Typo or print it out from a word 
processor if possiblo. 
DO boar in mind prices if you'ro doing a review. 
DO send an SSAE If you want your masterpieces 
returned to you. 
DO be careful about what you say - tell the 
absolute truth. We won't print porsonal abuse. 
DO includo Information on whore to get hold of 
the products you mention. 
DO have fun when you're writing - that's the 
wholo point (woll, it is if you're not getting paid). 
DO send relevant pictures In if you can, it'll help 
cheer up tho page a bit. 

we have to say. N o w I f s your turn to have your say, and 
here's Clur to tell you how to get your name in print. 

ave's always having phone calls and 
letters from budding writers trying 
desperately to impress him enough to 

give them a job. Well now here's your chance to 
have your scribbles printed in the magazine, with 
your name printed right there at the bottom. 

Every month we're going to dedicate a page 

to all those hopeful young journalists out there. 
Ifs going to be Amstrad Action's very own 
fanzine page... sort of. All you have to do is send 
your piece of prose in to us and we'll pick out the 
most interesting ones to print. We do have to set 
a limit of 250 words per article (that's about one 
side of A4 lined paper), just so we can fit more 

than one on a page. Your articles can be 
about anything you want: hardware 
reviews, software reviews, general CPC 
stuff, programming, in fact anything at all. 

Send your scribblings in ASCII format 
on disk or tape, or 

r f written out neatly 
Address them to: 

j j j l CPsCene. Amstrad 
(ill! Action, Future 
w l s * ^ M j Publishing, 30 

I E \ \ d v L Monmouth Street, 
Bath BA1 2BW. 

Correct ions 
If you could see some of the copy I hand in to Dave 
you'd be rofflng around the floor in fits of giggles. 
Sometimes when you're on a roll your English 
grammar goes out the window (we uso spell 
checkers so that side of things isnt usually too bad). 
So H your article does appear in print, don't get all 
upset whon K doesnt have exactly the same words 
as you sent us. Ask Simon and helt tell you that his 
copy Is In perfect condition when he gives It to Dave 
and even his gets subbed before it goo* in the mag 

W i n a n A m d r u m 
As Dave would surely tell you there's 

nothing finer than the sound of a real 
drummer playing real drums. But say 

you and your mates are having problems finding 
anyone wtth an ounce of rhythm to be the 
drummer in your band. What do you do then? 
Throw your one chance to have a shot at fame 
and fortune out of the window? Nope, you enter 
this excellent competition and have the chance, 
courtesy of CPC Now!, to be the lucky winner 
of one of three Amdrums. the funky drum 
machine for the CPC. 

The Amdrum bypasses the CPCs (admittedly 
not state-of-the-art) irvbmft sound chip completely 
and uses an enhanced chip inside a plug-m module 
instead. The drum kit provided with the Amdrum is 
a set of six sounds which can be programmed to 
play in a particular sequence. Then that sequence 
can be played back m a loop (over and over 

- again). The Amdrum's 

f todrom" 0 0 1 M I D I c o f n P a , l b , e b u t 

i •nthusHTm. it does have 
synchronisation features 
which enable you to 
easily transfer drum 
patterns on to multitrack 
recorders. Fab huh? 

The Compo 
So, to win one of these fantastic drum 
machines all we're asking you to do is write 
the AA Rap (a couple of four-line rhyming 
verses will do). Simply scrawl the lyrics on a 
piece of paper and send it to us. We'd love 
to hear the raps performed by their creators, 
but if you do send us a tape can you include 
a lyric sheet too, 'cos Andy's hearing isn't 
too good these days. 

If you aren't one of the lucky three to win 
the top prizes there are 10 runners-up prizes 
of copies of Street Rally the game (see page 
56 for a review) or a year's subscription to 
CPCNowHsee page54). 

Clur will be judging the entries so get 
them well before the closing date of 
Thursday 31st March, she tends to be quite 
strict on these matters. Get rappinl The rules 

• Clur's decision is absolutely final (and she's got 
bizarre taste in music so beware). 
• No one from Future Publishing is allowed to 
enter, so there. 
• Nor is anyone who was stupid enough to buy 
Mr Blobb/s single either. 
• We aren't going to put the best raps on the 
covertape so don't even bother to ask. 

Send your entries to: AMRAP, Amstrad Action, 
Future Publishing, 30 Monmouth Street. 
Bath. Avon BA1 2BW. Don't forget to tell us 
who you are and where you live, otherwise 
there's absolutely no chance of you winning one 
of these great prizes. 

February 1994 AMSTRAD ACTION 



W A R E H O U S E 
C L E A R A N C E ! y 

AMSTRAD GAMES CARTRIDGES 
FOR THE 6128+/464+/GX4000 

WE ARE ABLE TO OFFER THE FOLLOWING GAMES CARTRIDGES 
AT 

A SPECIAL OFFER PRICE OF £9 .99 (WHILE STOCKS LAST) : -
• NO E X I T • O P E R A T I O N THUNDERBOLT 
• NAVY S E A L S • S W I T C H B L A D E 
• PRO TENNIS TOUR • X L A X 

• R 0 B 0 C 0 P I I 
• PANG 

• B A R B A R I A N II 
• B A T M A N 

A l l GAMES ARE UNBOXED AID WITHOUT INSTRUCTIONS 
OOI 'T DELAY ORDER TODAY! 

A M S T R A D 6 1 2 8 + / 4 6 4 + / G X 4 0 0 0 
TROJAN PHAZER GUN WITH SKEET SHOOT CARTRIDGE £29 .99 
ENFORCER CARTRIDGE FOR ABOVE C14.99 
AM5TRAD BURNET RUBBER / LOCO &\SIC CARTRIDGE £ 1 0 9 9 
AMSTRAD 6128*/464t INSTRUCTION MANUALS E14.99 
AMSTRAD 484* COMPUTER WTTH MONO STEREO MONITOR. 
AMSTRAD 612S+/464+ KEYBOARD MEMBRANES 

£125.00 
£1296 

AMSTRAD PADOLE CONTROLLERS(612S*/46»«/GX4000|. £250 
A&STRAD 612ft* COMPUTER WTTH MONO STEREO MONITOR, 
AMSTRAD GX4000 POWER SUPPLY UNIT 
AMSTRAD 612ft*/464* PRWTERLEAD6 

xieaoo 
£ 1 5 9 9 

AMSTRAD CM14 COLOUR STEREO MONTTORS 
AMSTRAD MM12 MONO STEREO MONITORS— 
AMSTRAD 464« COMPUTER C0N90LES 

fttOO 
£ 1 2 5 0 0 
055 00 

- £ 8 5 0 0 
AMSTRAD 612ft* COMPUTER CONSOLES, . £ 8 5 0 0 

AMSTRAD 464 AND 6128 - GENERAL 
AM3TRAD 464 LIGHT PEN & 90FTWARE £19.99 
AMSTRAD 6128 LIGHT PEN ft SOFTWARE £29 .99 
AMSTRAD 464 UGHT GUN ft GAMES CAS6ETTE £19 .99 

AMSTRAD 6128 LIGHT GUN ft GAMES DEC £19.99 
AMSTRAD GRECT SCREEN MONITOR GT65 0 6 5 0 0 
AMSTRAD CPC CASSETTE MECHANISM WTTH TAPE HEAD ft MOTOR £29.99 
AMSTRAD 464 CASSETTE HEAD AUGNMUfT KIT J S . 9 9 
ASCTRAD CASSETTE TAPE HEAD DEMAGNETQER £9 .99 
A&6TRADnONimLEAD CM EDGE ( X W ^ T O R TO CEKTROMCS RIX33-
AMSTRAO J T 2 J O T S I X X 

£9 .99 
£ 9 9 9 

AMSTRAD 464 TEACH YOURSELF BASIC TUTORIAL GUIDE WITH 
TWO CASSETTES. M R T 1 £9.99 

PART 2 £ 9 9 9 

134.99 
AMSTRAD 464 NEW CIRCUIT BOARDS WTTH dOPS/PLUGS ETC 
(WRT No. Z70S73) -
AJBTRAD 6128 NEW ORCUTT BOARDS WITH CHIPS/PLUGS ETC 
IMRT Na ZZ70290I (NO DISC DRIVE] £44.99 
AMSTRAD 6128 CASSETTE LEAD6 £ 5 9 9 
AJ0TRAD 464 SHZCH SYNTHESISER WTTH STEREO AMFliFTER A TWO SPEAKERS £ 1 9 9 9 
AMSTRAD MP! MODULATORS (RECONDmONED) - £30.00 
AMSTRAD DMPI PRINTERS (RECONDfTKJNEDI C/W PRINTER LEAD ft RIBBON 16 ONLY].£7500 

WE ALSO STOCK SPARES FOR SPECTRUM A COMMODORE 64 COMPUTERS 
IF Y01 WOULD U k h TO Bl. P I T ON OUR REGULAR MAILING IJST FOR SPECIAL OFFERS 

ETC. PLEASE MUTT. IND ADVISE US STATING WHICH COMPITF.R MODEL YOl HAVE. 

ALL ORDERS SENT BY RETURN: 
C H E Q f ES/VlSA/ACCESS/POs 

TRADING POST, 
VICTORIA ROAD, 

SHIFNAL, 
p a SHROPSHIRE T F l l 8AF 

TEL/FAX (09SZ) 462135 

THE AWARD 
WINNERS... 

First dUk drive* lor the CPC464/464f. Includes 3.5" disk drive. 
D D I - I interface, connecting tables, power supply and utility 
so f tware . T h e comp l e t e P L U G I N & G O so lut ion . Full 
instructions and 11 month* guarantee. Only £ 1 ^9,99. Please State 
464 or 464+ when ordering. 

- ^ ^ C h e r r y Paint drawing program RRP £14.9* 
FREE with every first disk drive ^ x 

Winner o f the Best Disk Drive award, 
Amstrad Action Jtily '93 

3.5" Second disk drives for the CPC464/664/6128. Top quality 
'Panasonic ' 3 .5 " drive mechanism, includes power supply, 
connecting cable, full 16 page manual. R A M D O S « RAMdisk & 
many more utilities. Format 800K per disk just like a PC, Amiga, 
Atari .ST etc. The complete Pl .UG & G O solution. 

SUPERB LOW PRICE, 0MKE64.99!! 

ROMDOS XL 
Superb high capacity disk operating system available on R O M or 
complete in its own R O M BOX! Nothing else compares with these 
features:-

Built in disk formatter 
Built in file copying/erasing 
Full 19 page printed manual 
Built in Sector/Directory Editor 

ROM version only £24.99 
Complete in ROMBOX only 139.99 

Very simple to use 
U*e» no user memory 
Auto detects formal 
464/664/6128 compatible 

Winner o f the Best Disk Operating 
System award, Amstrad Action July '93 

ALSO AVAILABLE... 
3.5" Blank Disks O n l y £7 .50 f o r 10 

H A C K I T - excellent Award Winning hacker/rnachine code 
programming cartridge. O n l y £24.99 

P C - T R A N S tramfet file.-, from a GPt ro u PC and vice versa. 
O n l y £24.99 

RS232 Serial Inter face - can l»e used to connect the C P C to 
another computer, modem, serial printer etc. Ideal for use with 
Amstrad NCI00/200 (connecting cable available priced £9 .99) . 
Includes built in R O M software N E W L O W P R I C E £29.99 

Please add £5 .00 pos tage and pack ing to all disk dr i ve 
orders. Other orders please add £1.00. Al l major credit cards 
accepted. Immediate despatch for credit card orders. 

Siren So f twa r e , W i l t o n Mouse , Bury Koad , 
Radcl i fFc, Manches te r M 2 6 9 U R 

Tel: 061 724 7572 
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1 N O R T H MARINE R O A D , SCARBOROUGH, N O R T H 
YORKSHIRE Y012 7EV. IF YOU'RE IN THE 

SCARBOROUGH AREA, COME IN A N D SEE US. OPENs 
Mon -Sa t 9 .00am-5 .3Opm, TEL: 0 7 2 3 3 7 6 5 8 6 
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P A Y A B L E T O WIZARD GAMES P L E A S E A L L O W 7 D A Y S F O R D E L I V E R Y . 

CPC NOW!: 0353 663030 
HARDWARE 

£39 95 
0128 Keyboard £ 7 5 9 5 
45«t • Keyboard £58 75 
0 0 1 OiBk Drivo £ 6 9 9 5 
Internal 3" Drive £34 95 
MF»3 TV Timor £35 95 
6126 Colour Monitor £139 95 
CPC Colour Monitor £ 6 9 9 5 

CARTRIDGES 

Pang £13 90 
Robocop 2 £13-90 
SwitchblricJo £11-99 
Chast> HQ2 £12 99 
Epyv World Of SporUi £13-99 

All games are boxad and 
indudo Instructions. 18 othor 
carts available Ring for a Hat 

CPC NOW! 
Mazarine for .'ill CPC users One 
of ll»© Uiicjust CPC mogiu ines 
about and only £1 -20 

BARGAIN 
BASEMENT 

Cheelah Amdrum. Ideal for 
music fans or anyone interested 
in oxparidlng thoir CPS. with 
software on disk or cassette 

£6 50 

(10) 3" Ex-Software House disks 
£8 99 

Utopia Rom £19 99 

Amst rad Act ion 2 - 99. ACU. 
CWTA, ANTICS and CPC user 
magazines. Pr ices start f rom 
65p - £1 40. R ing for a List 

All goods sold are new or refurbished and will inciudo postage and packaging. 
Cheques payable to CPC NOWt 

CPC N0W1,3 Saint Elhelwolds Close, Ely, Cambridgeshire CB6 3AX 

57 LEBRUN SQUARE, KIDBR00KE, LONDON SE3 9NS 
TEL: 081 856 8402 

Use your Plus mochine 
to its full abilities, creating 
glorious technicoiour 
artwork previously only 
seen on consoles & 16 Bit 
machines. 

Functions include:- Ovwcan *. 64 Frames of Animations, 4096 Colours, fed 
Size2 x 2 to 160 x 200 pixob. Transparent Inks, Line Types, Undo & Recofl*. 
Pattern Fil, Windows, Spray, Boxes, Text Stytes, 2 Screens'... Pius lots more 
Podcoge also includes: 
• Display program to sliow Smart Plus pictures on any CPC or Plus machine. 
• Spritemaker to turn your Smart Plus animations into Sprites. (A must for aU 
• A concise 32 page monud. programmers.) 

S m a r t Plus £13.95 £14.95 
Also available from Radical: 
Bal l B e a r i n g £3.99 £5.99 
The U n d e r s e a A d v e n t u r e £9.99 
Fluf f (new, & o n l y ) £5.95 £7.95 

AH pneet include Poll & Pocking * 128K mocWuH or+y 



M E E T T H E T E A M 

As Ifs Issue 101 we thought we should face our 
greatest fears In Room 101 (If that doesn't ring a bell 
then you should he reading more Orwell) and take 
part In the ultimate experiment In aversion therapy. 

SllVIOIil FORRESTER 
Hairy hatff-imvt 
Deepest darkest fear: Spiders (and if anyone dares to buy 
me a copy of Arachnophobia for Chnstmas they're dead). 
Scariest mov ie : Homeward Bound. 
Best horror story: Assassin by Shaun Hut son. 
Fave toon: Buster Bunny. 
ideal Valentine: Someone who lets me sleep all day. 

Tea-maker 
D e e p e s t d a r k e s t f e a r : Hypodermics, 
even the sight of a needle on the telly and I 
pass straight out 
Scariest mov ie : The Fly (it's SO scary I 
refused to go and see it with all my mates and 
went to see Batman on my own instead). 
Best horror story: The Simpson's version 
of the Edgar Alan Poe classic The Raven. 
Fave toon: Wile E. Coyote 
Ideal Valentine: The lad who played in 
the number 15 shirt in the Gloucester Jets 
basketball team around 1986/87. 

Mr Ed 
Deepest darkest f ear : Having an empty stomach 
and finding that the fridge is devastatingly empty. 
Scariest movie : Videodrome (but the blood test bit from 
John Carpenter's The Thing is the scariest individual 
sequence in a film ever). 
Best horror story: Amstrad Action deadlines 
Fave toon: Droopy. 
ideal Valentine: Wilma Flmtstone (it would have been 
Betty but I reckon she dyes her hair). 

A N D Y O U I U S T E D 
Arty party-goer 
Deepest darkest fear : Being torce-fed sultanas, 
raisins, currants or anything else that's shrivelled up and 
tastes like it should be used to surface roads 
Scariest movie : The Sound of Music - The 
Director's Cut (all those nuns and Nazis - aaaarrrrgh). 
Best horror story: Amstrad Action deadlines. 
Fave toon: Muttley 
ideal va lent ine : Rachel Ward (the sophisticated 
strumpet Irom Dead Men Don't Wear Plaid). 

Appearances 
(Hah! When will US Cold learn?) 

H i t r d i i c t l . . • O 

Street Cred 
Quality of OJMVMTO ffftttM»»wf>t*tw<»M>»<i»M 
Resemblance to a deckchalr 
Overall AA totally biased rating -30* 

I* Mot tfcef we*ye of all klWet, y w oadecetaad.l 

Spooky isnl it? The short legs, 
the stubWo. that enigmatic 
smile and those teeth. An 
even spookier fact is that 
Dave is always telling us that 
his very favourite colour is 
that vory shado of green! If 
you think you know anyone 
who looks like a game 
character, write in to us at 
Amstrad Action, Future 
Publishing 30 Monmouth 
Street. Bath. Avon BA1 2BW. 

Our very own Editor, 
Dave Teeth' Colder. 

lllopa Cariken. star of Twin 
World from U8I Soft. 



Get ready for a truly moving experience as Simon Forrester 
gives you the ultimate guide to animation on the Amstrad. 

Can you believe your eyes? Not always. Ifs 
all a trick, you know, this animation lark. 
What you're watching isn't actually 

moving at all. Ifs a series of separate still 
images. If they flash up fast enough then this 
creates the illusion of movement; your brain's a 

bit slow on the uptake, 
/see. And this is as 

true fo£ computer 
animation as it is for 
traditional Bugs 
Bunny-style cartoons 

(though it never 
seemed to quite work 

in Roobarb and Custard 
for some reason). ft 

So we're going to show you how to bring 
your inanimate lumps of pixels to life. We'll be 
covering anything that either moves, changes, or 
looks as if it might do either at some point in time 
on the CPC. This isn't going to be a complete 
guide to writing a game, as we're going to deal 
purely with making things move this month (with a 
bit of luck, Dave might just let me do a series on 
music, collision detection, etc). Anyway... 

Over the next few pages, you'll find full 
details on the following: 

• Moving objects around the screen 
• Palette switching 
• Changing object appearances 

• Coordinating movement and animation 
e Sprite handling 
• Simple video sequences 

The basics 
First up, let's take a look at standard animation, 
and get things moving. Animation can be split 
into two main fields: 
1 Moving objects around a screen. 
2 Animating the appearance of an object. 

In most cases of computer game animation, 
both types are combined - the character moves 
across the screen (type l ) by moving its legs 
(type 2), thus giving the appearance it's actually 
walking. Of course, there's no point in us dealing 
with both types at once, so we'll go through them 
one at a time. Bear in mind also that we won't be 
concerning ourselves just with a little man running 
around - we're going to start with the basics and 
work our way upwards. 

Moving objects 
Right, lefs start simple, 

shall we? Here's a 
short program that 
should get you into the 
swing of things: 

BAIP 10'NODE-2 
PftCH 20-rOR x=l-TO-73 

DAAG 30•LOCATE*x,10 

W h y a l l t h e 
BASIC? 

That's probably a question tho moro 
advanced programmers among you will be 
asking quite a lot ovor tho next few pages. 
The reason that all the examples you'll find 
are in BASIC is primarily so that everyone 
can try them out, and secondly because all 
I'm trying to illustrate is principles, not 
actual coding examples. At tho end of all 
this, you'll find a good littlo sprite routine, 

Lbut for tho bulk of this whole thing, you 
won't really need it anyway. 

BAPO 40•FRAME 
EAKL SO-PRINT•"••;CHHI(2S0) 
CANF GO-NEXT x 

Now, what could be more straightforward 
than that? Tell you what, lefs run it, and see 
what it does. As you can see, a little blokey 
chips it from the left-hand side of the screen 
over to the right. Of course, this is only the very 

As you'll And out by roading the main feature, the 
ability to handle large, colourful sprites i t 
essential for all good animations. This. then, is the 
listing for assigning extra commands to BASIC, 
allowing you to handle sprites. 

As you can see, both the assembly and BASIC 
vorsions of tho program are Bsted here (tho 
Assembly listing isn't Zapp compatible, but you can 
still just read and learn). 

The othor thing that may strike you is that this 
listing, though giving a reasonably fast sprito 
system, still isn't as fast or as comprehensive as it 
could be. I'm toying with the idea of convincing 
Dave to put a full sprite package on the covertape 
(probably mine, but my damed fast version), but 
until that tim*. you'll have to mako do with this 
(still perfecdy reasonable) listing. The reason Ifs 
not as quick and professional as it could be, is so 
that beginners to the world of machine code will 
be able to follow it roughly. Anyway, hero we go 
with the Assembly listing: 

p*r9et:ld a.(ix»0) 
scf 
ccf 
r l i 
r la 
Id (sprlen),a 
Id a,(ix*2> 
id (sprwid),* 
Id Mix«4> 
Id <s?rws),a 
Id a,(ix«8) 
dec a 
Id (iprxrs).a 
Id l , ( u * t > 
id M i x * ) ) 
Id (spradr)«h 
ret 

Off «9000 
h a l t AaOOO 
urite 'sprite.bin' 
nelist 

Id be.eoetab 
Id hl.cMbuf 
ci 11 ibcdl 
r t t 

coftbufsdt 4 

conUb :du nantab 

JP sprdef 

j f sprdis 

Nfttab:db "SPRW 
^ • d b •sror 

db 0 
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Id a,(sprlen) 
Id b,a 

.deflpatpush be 
Id de,(spradr) 
Id a,(sprvid) 
Id c»a 
Id b.0 
push M 
push fee 
Idir 

l id hl,(spradr) 
pop d* 
add hl,de 
Id ($pradr),hl 
pop hi 
call nxtl ln 
pop he 
djw: deflpa 
ret 

dw «c640,Af640,*c6Se,*eS90 
dw ac6eO,i«6t6,lc738,&(738 
dw 4c78Me780 

.nxtlin:Id de.1888 
add hl.de 
ret nc 
Id de.dc8S8 
add hl.de 
ret r 

.sprdeficp S 
ret nt 
call parflet 
Id a.Csprips) 
call get 1 in 
Id a,(sprxps) 
Id e,a 
Id d,0 
add hl.de 

Id I,a 
Id h,Q 
add hi ,hi 
Id de.sprtab 
add hl.de 
id t ; (h l ) 
Inc hi 
id d.(hl) 
ex hl.de J 
ret 

.sprUbidii Ac008,Ae008,«c858,leeS8 
dw lcOaQ,leOaO,lc6fO,Ae6fO 
dw Aci40#A«140,Acl3QtAel90 
dw lflleMele0,lc238,Ae230 
dw A0288,Ae28O,4c2d8,le2d6 
dw Ac32G,»t320,ic37Me378 
dw *c3c8,lt3c0,Ac418,ae41B 
dw 4e4e8,4e488,Ac4b8,*e4b0 
dw AcS88,*eS88JcSS8,«eSS8 
dw «cSa0,«e5a0.dcSfe.leSr0 
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T h e bes t 
H you want examples of what you're trying to 
beat (I love competitive attitude*), you'd better 
check out the following slice* of software - what 
we consider to be the most impressively-
animated games evor to Wt the CPC: 

"total Eclipse 
Way back In the dawn of time, a new type of 
game was formed on the CPC. called Driller. In 
this ground-breaking game you oxplored a 
rathor groovy little ftlled*3D environment. Since 

Frcttupe WM actually developed with the 
aid of a CPC and a bathtub full of Logo*. 

then there have been loads of games using the 
Freescape system - as this 30 system becamo 
known. Undoubtedly one of the best was Total 
Eclipse, because the graphic routines wero 
refined to such a huge extent, and also because 
It combined them with slightly faster action. 

Prince Of Persia 
This game gets mentioned for a totally different 
reason - the animation of the main charactor is 

amazing, as he can run. walk, crouch, fall. skid, 
swing, climb, ftght and die. all in beautifully 
animated, life-like movements. As far as 
animation goes, this has to be one of the best 
CPC releases so far. 

P r e h i s t o r i k 2 
Well, would you believe it? Prehistorik 2 is 
mentioned yet again - this time for the scrolling, 
which, as well as being four-way. is the 
smoothest ever achieved on the CPC. Ifs also a 
wondorful game with excellent graphics anyway. 

basics of computer animation we're doing here, 
but let's take a look at this program. 

First, there's a command in line 40 that you 
might just be new to - FRAME. To understand the 
way in which FRAME works, you ought to take a 
look at the boxout called f rame Flyback' 
elsewhere in this feature. For now though, lefs 
replace that FRAME command with the following: 
48-FOR *d=l•to•580:N£XT *d 

As you can probably work out for yourself, 
this is just a line to slow the program down. If you 
run the program with this line there instead, you'd 
be able to see that instead of moving smoothly, 
the bloke is actually clunking across the screen 
one character square at a time (in other words 
slow enough for your brain to work out what's 
going on) - it's only when it's sped up that you 
don't notice this as much. 

Take out line 40 altogether and run the 
program again. As you can see, as well as being 
way too fast, i fs also incredibly jerky. That's 
another one for the f rame Flyback* boxout on the 
next page, methinks. 

This is an example of very simple animation -
we've just made something fly across the screen. 
There are a few problems, however: 
11t chugs along into character squares, not so 
much moving as disappearing from one square 
and reappearing in the next one along. Sure, all 
computer animation depends on this method, 
but the distance the character moves each time 
is usually much less. 

This problem is very simple to solve - let's 
take a look at a different method of displaying 

T, n I I I I 
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ANIMATION 

objects and moving them about, still using the in-
built character set. This time, we're going to use 
the graphics cursor to locate the character, 
allowing us to move the object by one pixel as 
opposed to one character square: 
BAHP 10 NODE-1 
BAIN a0<x=100 

BAKN 30 y: 100 ^ ^ ^ 

BABG SO-TAG 

EAHF 60PRINICHRK2SO); 
CABB 70-x=x*2 
CAEB 80-y:y*2 
EACN 90 • IF •x=300•THEM•END 
CAOC 10O-COTO-4O 

The major command 
coming into play here is TAG; 
this puts the text cursor at the graphics cursor, 
so that we can move the text cursor by a pixel or 
two whenever we want to. As you can see, the 
results aren't exactly brilliant, with three ugly 
white lines following the bloke. Why is this 
happening? Well, lefs take a look at character 
250, the bloke, in close-up. 

If you take a look at the bloke's direction in 
the program, you'll see 
he's travelling up and to 
the right. This means that 
when the bloke is re drawn 
in his new position, the 
bottom and left hand lines 
of the previous picture are 
left on the screen, 
showing ugly unwanted 
pixels that form a line in 
his trail. This could be solved by defining a 
character with blank lines on the bottom and 
left-hand edges - there would be no pixels left 
on screen that wouldn't be over-written with the 
new character's blank edges. 
2 Ifs just a simple character, and it probably 
wouldn't impress the spider on the wall behind 
you (hah - fooled you). Ifs monochrome, badly 

CHRS<2SO) 

Frame f l y b a c k 
So what s this framo flyback stuff I koop 
mentioning in this featuro all about thon? 
Actually, i fs quito simplo - whon you look at your 
monitor, all you'ro sooing aro somo chomicals 
boing Illuminated by an oloctron boam which 
makes them react and glow. Even though It 
seems as if every bit of the screen is illuminated 
at once, this isn't exactly true - a quick squizz at 

the diagram will show you that the beam starts 
at the top-left of the screen and scans a lino 

I t. at a time until it reaches tho bottom of the 
JFj j screen whon It shoots back up to the top 
J again. H you're wondering I 

why you can't see this, It's 
because the beam covers the 

whole screen every 50th of a 
second, which Is flippln' fast. 

If you're wondering how all — 
this affects you, i fs quite simple; 
If the scan line passos over the 
bit of screen you're altering 
whilst you're altering it. you'll 
end up with half of the old — 
imago, and tho rest of the now 
ono. Instead, you'd be bettor to 
wait for tho beam to shoot up to 
the top loft of the screen, and Though you < 
make all your alterations then. th«ro * tv ««v 

This, funnily enough, is perfectly possiblo with 
tho FRAME command (In BASIC), because that's 
exactly what It does - it just sits there and waits 
for the next flyback. 

Fear not. machine coders, as ftrmware also 
makes provisions for this, in the form of MC Wait 
Flyback, at &bdl9. The call Itself has no entry 
conditions, and corrupts nothing at all. so i fs 
always wise to use it in animation 

Unfortunately. It also slows everything down, as 
every time it's used, ifs waiting for a certain 
period of time for tho beam to fly back (this can bo 
anything up to a 50th of a second, which it a long 
timo when you loop an animation several times), 

drawn, small and, frankly, about as impressive as 
a Conservative Party Political Broadcast. 

This problem is, admittedly, a bit more of a 
hassle to deal with - the answer lies in working 
full sprites, a technique explained later on in this 
feature. I think it'd probably just be worth saying 
at this point that it's going to involve machine 
code, so prepare yourself. The program listed 
later will, however, give you the answer to your 
problems, so don't give up |ust yet. 

An insult to my palette 
Of course, there is another method of animation 
thafs a lot simpler than all this - palette 
switching. To explore this, you need to 

« only see • few horizontal scum here, 
ral hundred In reality, all scrunched up. 

understand how the CPC's ink system works. 
Lefs start on mode 0 (the 16 colour mode). 

Imagine you have 15 fountain pens and a 
piece of paper. You can fill these pens with any 
ink from a choice of 26 different colours. You can 
change the colour of the paper in the same way. If 
you were to define a pen as blue (ink number 2) 
and draw some stuff on the screen, then changing 
the pen to a red ink afterwards would make all the 
blue on the screen change to red. This means 
that you can have a maximum of 15 colours (16 if 
you include the paper. 17 if you include the 
border) on the screen at the same time. 

Right, what you can do is this; set each of 
the pens to one colour, say black, and draw the 

.sprdistcp 5 
ret ni 
call parset 
Id a.tspryps) 
cal l gethn 
Id a,<»prxps> 
Id »,t 
id d,e 
Jdd hl.de 
Id a,($prlen) 
Id b,a 

.disl$>a:push be 
Id d»,(spradr> 
Id Msprwid) 
Id c,a 

i u b,o 
- push bl 

I " push be 
ex lil.de 
Idir 
Id hi,(spradr) 

pop de 
add hl.de 
Id <spradr),hl 
POP hi 
call nxt l in 
pop be 
djnt dislpa 
ret 

.spfadr:dw 10000 

.sprxpisdb 100 
•spryps:db 100 
.sprwid:db M0 
.sprl tmdb 100 

l i s t 

And the BAStC version: 
DAIE 10>addr:«9G80 
CAEE 20-READ bl 

HA IB aQ.irbl^w'THIN-CAlL-ISOOOiDO 
FOJO 40-P0KE-addr.m<"«»4bl) 
IAEJ SO-addr:addr+l 
CABE SO-C0T0•20 
FAJB 70-DATA'81.0E,98,21,OA,M 
FAIT 88-DATA.aHl,IC.C5,00.00 
FA0B 9fl-DAIA'O0,0OiI6,9O,C3,C6 
FAFC 100•DATA*90,C3/FC,90,53,50 
F t t l U0-DATA'S2,44,'IS,CG,S3,$O 
FACC 120 DATA-52.49.D3.00.PD 
FAJf I38'DATA'7£,O0,3?f3F,17,17 
MM 140*DATA'32,3$,3l,M,7E,02 

I 1SODATA-32,37.91 ,^.7E,04 
I lfiO • DflTA '.32,38,51,W, 7E,06 I 
I 170-DATfl3I,38,3S,91,M,6E 

1B0•DATA «B8,DD,KB,09,22,33 
i30DMMl,C3,3MF,2&.0e 
200'DftTA»2S,11,58,90,19,51 

mi 2i0-&m'ft,sfe;W;ct;«r,co 
FABF 22O'DATAiOO,EO,S0,CO,5O,EO 
FA0H 230'DATA*A0,CO,AO,E0,F0,CO 
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J 
same shape with each pen in slightly 

different positions, then set the 
background to the same colour. Now you 

can illuminate each shape briefly in rapid 
succession by changing each of the pen colours 
and then resetting them to black one after 
another. This, you guessed it. will give the 
impression of movement (well if it didn't I'd hardly 
be mentioning it in this feature, would I?). 

This method is called palette switching, 
because all you're doing is switching palettes 
(surprise, surprise) to animate something. Type 
in and run the following program: 
BACP 10•NODE-6 
DAAL 20•FOR•p=l•TO•15 
CACN 30 x=p*8U00 
BALM 40• 

CAJP 50•M0UE x,y 
DAPK 60-DRfiWR-0,100,p 
CAGF 70-MEXT p 
CAEN 80 CALL-ABB0S 
DACL 90 F0R-P=8 T0-1S 
CAPH 100-IHK-p,0 
CABI 110 NEXT•p 
CABN 128-BORDER-8 
DAC0 130•FOR•p=l•TO•15 
CAAC 140-FRAME 
DADD ISO-INK-(p-l>,0 
CAUL 160-INX-p.26 
CAHI 170-NEXT »p 

Co-o rd ina t ion 
One of (he most dlfficuft things you'll need to 
work out Is co-ordinating your sprite's 
appearance changes with ifs positional 
movomont For instance, if Ifs travelling quite 
rapidly, but its legs look liko they're moving at a 
slow saunter you'll ond up with an extremely 
odd-looking pieco of animation. 

The oasiest way to sort all this out. then, Is 
to work out how many pixels your sprite will 
move by. and bear this in mind with overy 
animation frame you draw, making sure its logs 
|or whatever) move the correct speed for the 
distance the character is moving. 

A N I M A T I O N 17 

FABM 180F0Rp=14-T0-2STEP-l 
CAFC 190'FRAME 
DftNC 200-INK-(p»l),0 
CAJL 210'INK'P,26 
CADI 220-NEXT-p 
CACK 230-GOTO* 130 

The image we're drawing, when we make 
each pen visible, looks something like the 
picture that (Andy willing) is somewhere near 
this paragraph, though only one line is visible at 

any one time. 

Changing objects 
As we said earlier (can you remember that 
far back?), the second part of animation is 

changing the appearance or of an object, to 
make it look like it has changed its appearance 

or stance, like raising an arm or moving its legs. 
The principle here is simple - in almost every 
case of animation, the entire character (or sprite, 
as we progress) is replaced by a new one, in the 
new position. Try this out: 
BAHP 10-MODE•1 
CABC 20•READ-c 
FAFJ 30•IF•ĉ J•THEN-RESTORE 
DAKE 40 LOCATE-10,10 
DAH0 50•PRIM * T•CHRf(c) 
FAAN SO•FOR-d=l•TO•100:NEXT-d 
CACE 70-C0T0-20 
FA0A 80-DATA-248,251,249,250,0 

Why is it I feel really stupid analysing 
programs of little dancing men? Never mind. 

Just v ideo? 
Of course, you don't just have to animate 
video sequences - you could work 
completely cartoon-style, and animate a 
set of hand-drawn frames, to creato. 
perhaps, a logo for your software. This 
could even bo done as a sot of smaller 
sprites (one bit at a time), as with the 
Switchblade logo - it's mado up of a set of 
different shapes stored as sprites that fly 

on to the screon from all directions. 

UJ \JO-$Pcipc 

S f f l t d t ^ c i p E 

Anyway, what this program is doing (for all those 
who can't be bothered to work it out) is just 
drawing one bloke on the screen, then replacing 
him with another, standing in a slightly different 
position (he's moved his legs). 

Things don't have to be this way. though -
we can do something else with palette switching. 
Take a look at the picture just below 

Though it looks quite confusing to start with, 
it's really quite simple (I know I keep saying that, 
but if I say it often enough you might start believing 
me). Imagine that the inks lor this were as follows: 

1 - Red 
2 - B l u e 
3 - Purple 
Let's turn all the inks to 

white (mentally), and turn 
inks 3 and 2 to black. Thafs 
right - it forms the letter B 
(what is this? Sesame Street 
- Dave). If we were to turn 
ink 2 back to white and turn 
ink 1 to black, you'd end up 
with the letter A. This may 
seem odd. but it's not - all 

FAJG 240-DATA-FO,E0,40,Cl,401El 
r*CM 250 WIA s0.C1.3O,El,E0.Cl 
FAU 2&0-MTA.E0.E1.30,C2,30,E2 
FAEIi 270-DAIA-80,C2.80,E2,DO,C2 
FANG 280-DAIADO.E2,2O.C3,2O,E3 
FAGH 2*8 MIA-70,C3.?0,E3,C8,« 
fACC 300 MTA CO,E3,10(C4,10,n 
FAPG 110 DATA S8,C4.50,E4,W,C4 
PAIC 320 PATA-B<U4,Q0.CS,0Q,ES 
FADh 33O-PATA-5O,CS»50,ES,AO.CS 
FACJ )40-DAIA-A0,ES.F0.«,F8,E5 
IV.-: JW DATM0(CM0,EE,*US 
FAPJ M-Dfttft W,K.K),«,EQ,E6 
FA : I78-DATA 30.C?.30,rM8,C7 
FA01 J&d-DATA'W.E?. 11,00,08,1$ 

faci ujo-DATt rMSAoicr^j',*! 
FAffl 410-DATA 1A.36,91,CW4A,90 
FAET 
FADC 438'DATA'19,3ft,38,91,47,CS 
FAMH 440-DATA-ED,SB,33,91,3ft,37 

FALG 45G-DATA-91,4F,06,00,ES.CS 
FADI 460-DATA-ED,BO.2ft,33,91,D1 
fAMG 470-DATA-19,22,33.91,El,CD 
Fftll 480-DATA.BC.30,Cl,HU2.C9 
FALI 490-DATA.n,U5.Ce.CD,23,90 
FMH SOO DATA'3A,3fi,91,CO 4A.90 
FftEF $10'DAIA-3A.JS,91,5F 18.00 
FftDG 520-DftTA I9.JA,38,31,47.CS 
FANH 530-DAIft*D,SB,33,91,3ft,37 
FALG S40-DATA»3MF,06,efl, 
FAFJ S'jO DATA-ra.lD.BQ.ift.JS.SI 
FftKF 560-DATI*Dl,lj,22,33,Sl,El 
FACJ S70-DATA'C&.KC,90,C1.10,E1 
FftPC SW;PATfl.C9,W,00,M,00.00 
CANE 190-DftIA." 1 1 

What you do with 
it now you've typed it 
First of all. bear in mind that all measurements are 
in groups of four standard mode 1 pixels (though 
you can uso it in any mode, the siio is still the 

same). This moans the screen has 80 columns, 
and 50 rows. The width and length of your sprite is 
alao measured In those units. The moasuromonts 
go from I to 80 and 1 to 50. as opposed to O to 
79 and O to 49. 

With each command, you will have to specify 
the area of memory to save your sprite out to. i, 
After you've run the program. I rockon that typing 
In the following line is a pretty good idoa: 

HEM0RM3FFF 
Start your sprites at 1.4000, and work 

upwards, stopping at 49000 You can work out 
how much memory a sprite will take by simply 
multiplying tho width and height together, and 
multiplying that by four. 

To define a sprite: 

And to display a sprito: 
ISPRDIS,ttfifr,xpos.ypos ,«f tk, 1»st 

And from thero on you're on your own. But 
that's when the real fun begins. 
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OCP A r t S tud i o 
If you want to experiment with palette switching, 
we'd strongly advise you to take a close look at 
the facilities of OCP Art Studio. The reason, you 
see, Is that it supports some very complex 
palette switching operations, allowing you to 
dehno several colour sequences for every ink on 

the screen. Below, is an example of the kind of 
stuff you could knock out with the package. The 
only major problem is that once you take the 
screen outside the environment of the program, 
you'd have to write a program to cycle these 
colours independently, but that really shouldn't 
be too much of a problem once you've had the 
chance to test your work inside the package. 

ANIMATION 

we're doing is storing two monochrome images in 
different pen colours on the same area, colouring 
the squares on which they overlap in a third pen 
This is another method of animation, and though 
ifs a darned sight easier to just reprint the 
character, flashing inks remain quite happily 
changing even when the user is back in BASIC. 

Picture animation 
If you take a look at some of the more 
advanced console machines, you'll find some 
truly amazing games. One of the things that 
makes them so impressive is the console's 

ability to run short animation 
sequences. Of course, 

this is nothing new -
just find Dragon's Lair 
in the arcades to see 
what your machine is 

truly capable of. One 
of the more recent 

impressive releases, 
however, has been 

Flashback, a Prince Ol Persia-style romp with a 
gun arid a lot more of an adventuring element. 

Of course, the hardware that runs these 
sequences Is based on incredibly advanced, 
specialised graphics handling chips, which push 
the technology quite a way beyond the reaches 
of your humble CPC. Do not despair, though -
we can still come close in many ways. Let's take 
a look at Switchblade, available on tape, disk or 
cartridge. The game itself is a standard platform 
romp (though a darned good one), but it also has 
a rather nice little scene setting intro sequence, 
giving an extra dimension to the game Though 
the whole thing isn't exactly real-time video, i fs 
still impressive in a *what a nice touch* as 
opposed to a 'how the hell are they doing that?' 
kind of way (which, it seems to me, is the whole 
point of extra effects - to improve enjoyment, 
not just build a programmer's reputation). 

Lefs take a look at a typical boxed animation: 

As you can see, it's far from technically 
impressive, but it's a nice touch. As for how it 
works, well that's simple, really - i fs just a series 
of sprites, animated in the same way as the 
sprites we've been talking about so far. 

You can do the same thing with slightly larger 
pictures, though - at the top of the next column is 
a frame from a simple animated story I produced 
with the aid of a digitiser and a 128K machine. 
The reason for the 128K was because each 

»®Trame took up 4 K of 
space, and I could 
store 16 frames in the 

extra banks, and another 
10 in normal memory, 

making 24 frames altogether, 
running at four frames a second. 

This gave quite a decent 12 seconds of 
rough animation which, though it was in no 
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way as smooth or fluent as the kind of image you 
could produce on a more advanced machine, 
looked pretty good when running (see above). 

The only real problem you'll come across 
(apart from where the hell to find a digitiser). is 
using the correct mode. As you can see, the 
maths for the piece of animation I produced 
seemed a little out. The reason was because I 
made use of the ink-switching technique I 
described earlier, effectively doubling the amount 
of frames t could store, whilst letting me display 
monochrome images in mode 1. 

"Hold on a minute," you might say, "why 
didn't you just store two mode 1 monochromj 
images in the same space by compressing 
them?" Well, compression takes time. Ifs 
quicker to switch inks that write another image to 
the screen, so if the animation needed to f un 
faster I could save a bit of time. 

The digitiser, incidentally, was made b y 1 

Rombo, and though we couldn't find the company 
any more, keeping an eye on Small Ads is a 
good idea. I'll probably print the animation listing 
in Type-Ins in a future issue if enough people -
write in requesting it (hint). 

One bit at a time 
Of course, there are no hard 
and fast rules when it 
comes to animation, and 
there's absolutely nothing 

and arms are all constructed from separate 
sprites, giving him a much more fluid movement, 
so that he can produce a much wider range of 
movements whilst taking up a lot less memory; for 
example, the appearance of breathing is achieved 
by adjusting the only torso by one pixel every few 
frames, which takes up a lot less memory than 
replacing the entire character each time. 

And with that it's farewell - 1 hope you've learnt 
enough to think about getting animated with 
your CPC at some point in the future. Failing 

that, you might be getting ready to produce 
some games that might now have a few 

more refined graphical touches. If you 
want to show your work off, send it 
along to Type-Ins. and you might ^ 
even see it in print. Have fun. f ^ j 

to say you have to 
animate anything more 
than a small part of 
the screen, or a 
small part of the 
sprite. The easy way 
to do this would just 
be to create a sprite 
out of several smaller 
spr i te^So lefs 
stock footage o 
t a k e ! 

footage 
I look at 
'lOURtl it 

the trusty 
2 (see below) and 

Jgf» 
looking at a 

apparent by 
game, the head, body, legs 
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You never 
know, K could 
happen 
So make sure 
you're here 
If It does. 
tf I fs happening in the CPC scene 
you'll hear about It first in 
Amstrad Action. So If you've got 
a CPC then Amstrad Action Is an 
essential monthly purchase. And 
the best way to make sure you 
never miss a copy is to subscribe. 
• Your copy of AA is delivered 
direct to you every month. No 
fuss, no bother. 
• I fs cheaper than buying from 
the shops because for each 
year's subscription you get two 
issues free. 
• And don't forget that 
every month with Amstrad Action 
there's a cover tape packed with 
great games and superb utilities. 
• So what are you waiting for? 
Subscribe to Amstrad Action now 
and live a hassle-free 12 months. 
You never know. It could change 
your life (probably). 
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You asked for it, and now you've got it 
- the complete beginners' guide to 
BASIC. If you've never typed in 
anything more complicated than RUN" 
but you think i f s about time you did 
this is the series for you. Clur Hodgson 

goes back to the... no, forget I was going to say that... 

f 

i 

I . 

A ( 

You can own all the books about 
BASIC in the world and be able to 
quote them off pat and still not 

understand the fundamentals of 
programming (in fact, most of them seem 
to be specifically written to prevent you 
from understanding). The best way to leam 
something new is to just go ahead and do 
it. So starting this month is AA's 
revolutionary, hands-on approach to 
teaching the principles behind 
programming in Locomotive BASIC. 

Every month Cm going to show you a 
simple type-in program and then take you 
step-by-step through the program explaining 
whafs going on in each line This month's 
program, for example, will ask for the 
user's name and, through a series of simple 
questions, work out whether to call them 
Mr. Mrs or Miss. Not very exciting I know 
(and perhaps a tad sexist) but sbck with me 
and you'll be writing simple games before 
you know it. Anyway, here we go: 

10 REN Learning basic 1 
20 CLS 
30 PRINT"Mhat is sour surnaae, friend"; J 
INPUT nanel 
40 PRINT'Are you a boy or a 9 i r l (please 

input B or G)";:input aI 
50 IF UPPERI(al): "C" THEN PRINT'Are you 
named (please input V or N)";:INPUT a 

I 
60 CLS 
70 hellol:"Hello • 
80 IF UPPERI(a$):-B"THEN alz'Nr • 
90 IF UPPERI(af)="Y"THEN al:"Nrs * 
108 IF UPPERKaDr'N'THEN a$:"Niss " 
110 PRINT helloljaljnanel 

BASIC is simply a language your computer 
can understand - just as a Lebanese 

Y 
F e b r u a r y 1 ^ 9 4 
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farmer probably wouldn't understand you 
telling him how to plough a field in Welsh, 
your Amstrad can't understand proper 
English. You need to tell it what to do in 
some other way. Arnold would understand 
each of the instructions above if you typed 
them in separately (try typing CLS and see 
what he does), but a much better way to do 
it is to give him all the instructions at once 
in the form of a program which you can 
store and go back to at any time. 

But there are certain protocols that you 
must follow in order to get your Amstrad to 
do what you tell it. One of the most 
important is to remember never to hit return 
until you've finished typing in a whole line, 
even if it reaches the edge of the screen 
and has to break and begin again on the 
next line - a return would confuse Arnold no 
end and your program wouldn't work. 

Designer labelling 
The first thing you'll nobce 
about the program is that 
every line in it begins with a 
number followed by a 
space; this is just a way of 
telling Arnold in which order to deal with the 
instructions. The conventional numbering 
system is 10, 20. 30... etc. for the simple 
reason that it gives you room to insert new 
lines between existing lines if you happen 
to have forgotten something important, or 
you want to alter your program in some 
way later on. Anyway, on with the analysis. 

10 REN Learning basic 1 
The first line (line 10) is a REM statement. 
There is absolutely no point at all for this 
being here, Arnold will ignore anything you 
write after the word REM. They are useful, 
though, for marking sections of longer 
programs so that you can easily see what 
Arnold was thinking about when your 
program goes wrong. 

80 CLS 
The command CLS on line 20 tells the CPC 
to wipe the screen clean and put the cursor 
in the top left hand corner. 

30 PRINTNUhat is your surname, friend";t 
INPUT nanef 
Now we get to the first line of the program 
proper Typing PRINT instructs the 
computer to print whatever follows that 
command on screen. Any characters that 
you want to be printed on-screen need to 
be surrounded in speech marks. Not only 
does this tell the computer that this is the 
bit you want it to write, but it knows that 
whatever text is between two speech 
marks is not an instruction to follow. 

After the second set of speech marks 
closes the sentence. "What is your name. 
Iriendr you'll see a semi colon (;). This is 
the instruction that tells your CPC that the 
next thing to be printed is to come up on 
screen straight after the sentence it's just 
written. The next thing to be printed will be 
a question mark because you've told him to 

Other BASK instructions 
? - Instead of typing PRINT as an 
instruction you can just type ? (the CPC 
will automatically convert a ? command to 
a PRINT command). 
LIST - At the ready prompt if you type in 
LIST the program will be listed out in 
order of the line numbers 
EDIT - If you've typed in, say line 40 
incorrectly, to odit the line type EDIT 40 
and hit return. Then move the cursor (with 
the arrow keys) to the bit you want to 
change, alter it and hit return when 
you've finished. Line 40 will automatically 
be replaced by the new line. 
AUTO - If you're not very good with 

numbers then type AUTO before you start 
typing in the program and the next line 
number will automatically appear on the 
next line when you hit return to finish the 
line you're on. 
SAVE - To save your program, simply 
type SAVE"name of program" at the 
ready prompt. 
LOAD - To load a saved program, all you 
do is type LOAD"name of program" at 
the ready prompt. 
RUN - This command tells your CPC to 
obey the instructions in your program 
starting with the first line and working 
through them in order. 



BASIC rules of punctuation 
QUOTATION MARKS ("-") - When a Mt 
of characters Is surroundod by quotation 
marks the computer treats those 
characters as if they were a singlo 
variable and takes no notice of what 
actually Is written inside. 
SEMI COLONS (;) - Those instruct tho 
CPC to print what's coming noxt 
immediately after what came before. 

instead of inserting a carriage return 
between them (try K out). 
COLONS (:} - A colon separates 
commands when they appear in tho same 
line. Arnold acts upon the lino as if the 
colon was a return. 
SPACES - It's of vital Importance to 
soparato the line number from the 
program line with a space. 

B A S I C T U T O R I A L 

expect an input from you. The colon (:) tells 
the CPC that a new instruction is coming 
up. which is is not part of the print 
command, it's a brand new command. 

That command is INPUT nameS. The 
INPUT part tells the computer to expect a 
command to be typed in. and the nameS 
bit assigns a name to the set of characters 
that will be typed in. When Arnold gets to 
this bit of the program he'll tell you to input 
something by printing a question mark on 
the screen. 

Also, remember what I said about line 
breaks? On screen the colon (;) in the line 
above should be the last character you can 
fit on the line, but don't type a return - just 
carry on typing the line. 

40 PRINT"Are you a boy or a gi r l (please 
input B or C)"jsinput at 

Right, so far we've cleared the screen and 
asked the user what their surname is. The 
set of characters that make up their name 
is being stored under the name nameS in a 
section of the computer's memory. Next 
we want to know if we're dealing with a girl 
or a boy. So we ask the user in line 40 and 
assign the answer (Y or N) to the string a$, 
stored in an adjacent section of the 
computer's memory to the set of 
characters name$. 

SO If UPPERKal): "C" THEN PRINT'Are you 
aarried (please input Y or N)";:INPUT a 

I 
Now. if the user's a lass we could call her 
a Ms. but I detest that attitude (and 
anyway. I want to introduce another 
variable into the program). So if you don't 
want to agitate the females in your life you 
ought to ask them whether or not they are 
married to determine their status, and 
that's what line 50's about. Line 50 is the 
first in our program to use an IF/THEN 
command - IF one thing is true THEN do 
the second thing. In this case if the user is 
a female (has entered G in response to 
the input a$ prompt in line 40) then she 

will be asked, "are you married?" Her 
response to this question will be put in 
memory as a$ replacing the G that was 
there before. The UPPERS(aS) bit instructs 
Arnold to port the characters assigned to 
a$ into upper case (capitals). 

SO CLS 
Now we have all the information we need to 
print the final message, so we clear the 
screen on line 60. 

TO hellol="Hello • 
80 IF UPPERf(al)="B"THEN af:"Nr ' 
90 IF UPPERKaDrTTHEN al='Nrs • 
180 IF UPPERI(al)="N"THEN a«:"Niss • 
As you can see on line 70 not only can you 
assign strings to inputted data but you can 
also assign them within a program 
(hello$»"Hello"). a$ is now defined as one 
of three characters: B, Y or N. Lines 80 to 
100 replace the characters defined as a$ 
with the appropriate Mr, Mrs or Miss. 

110 PRINT hello!;al;na*et 
Finally line 110 PRINTs out the greeting 
message. You'll notice that the message is 
not stored in the computer as words in 
quotes but is printed from a combination of 
the three strings that we have defined in 
the rest of the program. However you 
could just use the instruction "Hello 
";a$;name$ and because of the way strings 
work the last line could also read: 
110 zf=hellof+al«naaeSsprint 21. 

Number crunching 
So. we've dealt with 
handling alphabetic 
characters - inputting them, 
manipulating them and 
throwing them back out 
again - but what about numbers, how do 
you deal with those blighters? Believe me, 
ifs a cinch. And to prove it, here are a few 
lines that could be tacked on to the end of 
the previous program: 

120 PRINT"In what year Mere you born 
af;naael;:INPUI year 
130 CLS 
140 age=1994-year 
150 IF age<:l$ THEN PRINT"Shouldn't you 
be at school?" 
ISO IF age>16 AND *ge<=65 THEN PRINT"$ho 
uldn't you be at school?" 
170 IF age>C5 THEN PRINI"How's the gold 
watch*" 
120 PRINT"In what year were you born " ; 
at;nanet;:INPUT year 

toohi 

Line 120 is pretty straightforward, putting 
the user's name at the end of the question 
adds a nice personal touch don't you 
think? The main difference between this 
line and. say, line 40 is the INPUT 
command. Note that when you're dealing 
with a numeric string you do not use the $ 
symbol after the name of the string itself. 
This tells Arnold to expect a set of 
numbers rather than letters. 

130 CLS 
140 age=1994-year 
After clearing the screen on line 130. line 
140 does a calculation with the string 
YEAR. Numerical calculations work the 
same way in BASIC as they do in normal 
maths, using the same four basic symbols 
for addition (+). subtraction (-), 
multiplication (*) and division (/). Here we 
take away the year the user was born from 
1994 to arrive at the string age. 

150 IF age<=16 THEN PRINT'Shouldn't you 
be at school?" 
ISO IF age>16 AND age<=SS THEN PRINT'Sho 
uldn't you be at school9" 
170 IF age>65 THEN PRINT"Ho«i's the gold 
watch?" 
Lines 150 to 170 then use the string AGE 
to determine whether the user is a school 
child, of working age or past retirement 
age and then PRINT a statement in 
response. Line 150 asks whether the user 
is aged less than or equal to (<=) 16 and if 
this is true then will PRINT "Shouldn't you 
be at school?" 

Line 160 then goes on to ascertain 
whether the person using the program is of 
working age by asking if the age is more 
than 16 and less than or equal to 65. If the 
age is between the two points then Arnold 
will print the appropriate response. 
Similarly the next line asks if the user is of 
retirement age (okay it would be different 
for women, but this is an example program 
not a social satire). 

Coming soon 
That's all for this month folks, 
but tune in next month for 
the second exciting 
installment of the series in 
which we draw... well I haven't quite 
decided yet what the drawing's going 
to be, probably a house or something 
like that. Anyway we're going to 
draw something really brilliant and 
colour it in. Be seeing you. 

February 199/1 AMSTRAD 



221 M A C H I N E C O D E 

Can you see what's happened? The bits of the 
byte have slid to the r.ght - the same effect 
which can be achieved with the sra command. So 
let's look at that in Assembly: 

Id a,44e 
sra 

On a sad note (sniff), unlike multiplication, we 
can't use the shifting method to divide by 
numbers other than 2, 4, 8, 16, etc, as they're 
the only denominators provided by the binary 
number system. 

It just dropped off! 
In effect, it did - I'm talking about the bit that falls 
off the end of every shift instruction. Whether i fs 
a set bit (1) or not (0), you might still want to 
know what it was. You could just make sure you 
always check it before any shifting goes on, but 
that's not really as much use as being able to 
catch it as it drops off: 

Def in i t i ons 
As a sort of summary (space filler, you mean 
- Dave}, here are the instructions in full: 
SLA Shift left accumulator 
SRA Shift right accumulator 
SLC Shift left with carry 
SRC Shift right with carry 
RLA Rotate left accumulator 
RRA Rotate right accumulator 

And? 
Okay, I'll admit that apart from multiplication and 
division, the uses of the shift commands aren't 
exactly immediately apparent. Let's imagine the 
following scenario, though: you're storing data, 
maybe for a game, maybe for a serious 
package, which consists of a series of numbers 

Assembly Line 
If you can't stand the heat, 
turn the radiators off . 
Simon's about to get going 
with yet another installment 
of everybody's favourite A A 
Machine Code tutorial. 

Last month, we covered bitwise byte 
operations. Well, a few of them. This 

I month, we're looking at shifting bytes. 
Lefs start with a byte, then. 

A4t bo ioeu ie 
Imagine if we took the eight bits of this byte, and 
shifted them all one to the left: 

49c 4x10011100 
As you can see. each bit in the byte has shifted 
one to the left, effectively doubling the number. 
This would be straightforward, were it not for the 
next cunningly placed example: 

488 4x10800000 
400 4x00000000 

This time around, rather tragically, the far left 
bit is lost, effectively trashing the number 
completely. You must remember, then, that this 
doubling method only works with numbers less 
than 128. Lefs take a look at the Assembly 
language for that: 

Id a,44e 
sla 

What could be simpler? Lefs try and times a 
number by five, then: 

Id b.a 
sla 
sla 
add b 

we'll still call it 15 because i fs one below 16, 
which is a nice round number in hex). 

If we were storing 1,024 of those numbers, 
we'd normally need 1,024 bytes. However, as 15 
is only a four-byte number (seeing the relevance 
yet?), we can store two numbers per byte, 
therefore using only 512 bytes of memory. 
Though the numbers won't be accessible in the 
storage form, here's how we'd do it: 

Stored bits 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 
Real bits 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

And the Assembly code to do this, where b and 
c are the numbers to be stored, would look 
something like this: 

Id a,b 
sla 
sla 
sla 
sla 
add c 

Though this isn't the kind of situation that'd 
make you think. "Thafs just so handy," you 
might still find the technique useful some day, 

Divided we fall 
Wow - real maths n'everything! Lefs see what 
we can do to divide a number Well, we'll start 
with our &4e: 

44e 4x01001110 
And if we were to half &4e (78), we'd end up with 
&27 (39), which looks like this; 

127 4x00100111 

Id a,44e 
src 
jp nc,label 

So as opposed to sra, we're using src. which 
is the same operation but the carry is affected by 
the result, as it's set to the bit that drops off the 
end of the byte. It also has another use, being 
that the carry flag will also dictate the byte 
shunted on to the other end (the end at which we 
add a bit), allowng you to enter set bits as well 



and it does illustrate the uses of shifting quite 
well. Another thing just occurred to me - when I 
said that the information is not accessible in its 
stored form. I meant you'd have to decode it 
first, but you can still get at it again (where d is 
the encoded number, and b and c are the 
original figures): 

Id a,d 
and AOf 
Id c,a 
Id a,d 
sra 
sra 
sra 
sra 
and 40f 
Id b,a 

And your code is restored in all its former 
beauty. If you're at all perplexed about the and 
instructions, don't be - we covered it all last ish, 
and ifs |ust your fault for not having that mag in 
your collection, so turn to Back Issues now (nice 
plug, Simon - Dave) 

Spin on it 
So we've spent quite a decent bit of time 
(hopefully a page or so. or I'll run short of text 

M A C H I N E C O D E 

I n te rac t i ve access t o A A 
You've probably heard of the huge advances 
made with the 3DO. Amiga CD32 (woll, not that 
big an advancement, huh), and the like, but as 
always on AA, we're going to tako it a bit 
further, and bring interactive learning Into tho 
home for tho masses at only £2.95 a shot. 
That's right - this is the world's first Interactive 
piece of paper. 

The way it works is simple. Inside this page 
is a microscopically thin and incredibly floppy 
circuit board containing a completo computor 
system programmed to bring you tho best in 
interactive Machine Code tutoring. In fact, all 
you have to do is build tho console: 

Tho ftrst thing you'll need is a bit of paper, 
on which you write your name, address, and 

understand. Lefs rotate a number to the left 
and see what we get: 

44* 4x01001110 
1st 19c 4x10011100 
2nd 439 4x00111001 

What could be easier? As you can quite clearly 
see (don't argue), the bits of the byte are |ust. 

and Dave'll kill me) shifting registers around. I've 
been concentrating on my T key intensely and 
my writing career has hung in the balance, but all 
this can change as we take a look at a slight 
mutation of shifting - rotation. 

If you've got the hang of shifting numbers, 
rotation won't be too much of a problem to 

well, rotating, really. To be quite honest I can't 
really see the point of taking this explanation a 
whole lot further, as the principle isn't all that 
difficult to master. 

Encoding 
Remember last month's bits and pieces on 
being able to use XOR to encode whole chunks 
of data? We did come up with quite an easy 
way to break the code (well. I did), but this 
month's material gives us a slightly more reliable 
method of encryption. 

This time, we're going to take a set of bytes, 
and encode them by rotating them a bit. You 
see, whereas with last month's method it'd be 
really easy to check up on what 0 would look like 
if you came across a string of &39s (you'd know 
that was the key) with rotation, when the cracker 
came across a string of &39s and assumed 
them to be zeros when decoded, they'd be 
wrong - they were a string of &4es rotated. 

For double protection you could always XOR 
your code after rotating it. or XOR it once, 
rotate it, XOR :t, then rotate :t again - the more 
you encode this way. the harder the protection 
is to crack las opposed to the XOR-only 

outline the aspect of Machine Codo you'ro stuck 
on. Noxt. you'll need a storage case, preferably 
an Envelope™ (they paid us hugo amounts of 
cash to endorse their product) On the front of 
tho storage device, simply write Interactive 
Code. Amttrad Action. Future Publishing. 30 
Monmouth Stroet. Bath. Avon. BA1 2BW. and 
place the wholo affair in one of tho big red 
cylindrical communications dovicos wo've had 
especially set up all over tho country, first 
putting a stamp on it (for tho storage dovico to 
use as combustiblo fuel). 

Shortly after this (about a month), your 
solution should appoar on tho Amstrad 
Action interactive Assombly Line pages -
at the forefront of tochnology. 

encryption, which gets no more difficult to crack 
however many times you encode it). 

Whafs left? 
What you've learnt here over the past few months 
is pretty much all you need to know - the rest is 
just in the realms of theory and using the 
instnictions to execute the maths to do whatever 
you want to do - there really isn't much left on 
the new instructions side of things. 

Of course, that doesn't mean we won't be 
carrying on with this series, but from now on 
we're going to deal mainly with programming 
theory, leaving the actual coding in the 
background (we'll still be printing listings, but the 
emphasis will be on what they're doing and why 
they're doing it as opposed to how). 

Next month, we'll be taking a slightly more in-
depth look at the way the CPC's internal memory 
is laid out, and how we can use the various 
system variables and firmware features to our 
advantage. We'll also be covering a few more 
incidental features (such as bank | 
switching, disk operations, etc) 
as this is all simple stuff you 
haven't seen yet but will 
probably need to know at 
some point. Have fun. 

N e x t m o n t h 
Billy turnod around slowty - Johnny had found the 
pistol in the dark, and was taking tho opportunity 
to take aim whilo the lights came back on. From 
the corner of his oye. Billy could seo tho light 
switch, and cursed the fact he didn't have four 
feet arms for the third time in his lifo. 

"Say goodbye to all of... this." muttorod 
Johnny as his finger closed around the trigger. 

Ifs sort of hard to say what happened next, 
as all Billy could see was a mess of plaster and 
a flurry of black. All Johnny could see was a 
flurry of plaster and lots of black. Permanently. 

"Sorry about the celling, I just had to tell you 
that Assombly Line will be back again noxt 
month" muttorod tho tall hairy blob. 

"I alroady know" 
"Oh. Sorry." 
"Where was IT but bofore Billy could 

complote tho sentence, his hoad oxploded in a 
moss of shattered bone. 

"I hate to leave a job half done" 

More, more 
and even more 

Ifs also worth emphasising that there are yet 
more contexts for shifting and rotating, to do 
with their various uses on either the 
accumulator directiy or other registers as a 
whole (there are two types of command, 
these being accumulator or register). 

All this means that when you're looking 
through your various books full of opcodes, 
hidden or otherwise, you'll come across 
quite a few more shifting and rotating 
commands. But worry ye not. because If you 
take a look at the box of definitions, you 
should be able to work out what any new 
ones do iust by swapping letters. 
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Technical Forum 
Cot a techy problem with your CPC? Write to Richard 
Fairhurst for assistance - his column keeps everyone happy. 
Everyone, that is, except Richard, who doesn't have anyone 
to write to when his programs don't work . It's a hard life. 

The name is back 
1 Would I need a ROM-box if I wanted 
Maxam 1.5 and Protext on ROM? How 
about with Hacklt as well? 
2 How would you print numbers f rom 
Machine Code? I don't mean ASCII 
numbers, but let's just say A contains 23. 
How would I get the program to print the 
contents of A (23) on the screen? What 
about with register pairs? 
3 You mentioned in AA95 about random-

access file handlers. How would you go 
about creating these? 

4 How do you provide support 
(In Machine Code) for an 

extra 3.5-inch disk 
drive, and hard 

drives? 

5 Is there a way to access BASIC 
commands f rom Machine Code (most 
importantly. INPUT)? 
6 Can I still get the disk versions of 
covertapes as old as AA82? 
7 Is there any way to make the screen 64K 
large on 128K machines, making use of the 
extra 64K banks for resolution of 640x200 
in 16 colours? 
8 Are there restrictions on the size of ROMs? 
9 Do you think Paul Keating is a sack 
(options: Y. Y. Y. Y or Y)? 
Kent Boogaari, South Australia 

8* Be in control 

Id e, l 
.prar Id c,0 
.pralp sub e: j r c.prao 

inc c: j r pralp 
.prao add e: push af 

Id a.c: add 48: call 4BBSA 
pop af: ret 

...and here's one to print HL in five digits: 
. p r j i l Id de, 10000: call prhlr 

Id d«,i000 : call prhlr 
Id de,108 : call prhlr 
Id de.10 : call prhlr 
Id de,l 

.prhlr xor a 

.prhllp sbc hl.de: or c,prhlo 
inc a : or prhllp 

.prhlo add hl.de: add 48: jp ABBSA 
3 With great difficulty. You'd have to write your 
own disk accessing routines which automatically 
moved to the appropriate track and sector on 
the disk to read a certain record, keep an index 
of where each record is. and so on. Not a job tor 
the faint-hearted. 

I'm free! 
A quick tip for disk-owning coders. There aro a few 
undocumented features of the CAS file 
input/output routines when used with 
AMSDOS; the first is that. H you 
are using CAS IN DIRECT ^ ^ 
or CAS OUT DIRECT ^ ^ F 
(rather than working byte-
by-byte), the 2K buffer you V 
allocated when the ftle was 1 
opened won't be used. This i 
means you can put it anywhere 
in memory and It won't matter. 

If you're using the catalogue 
routine at &BC9B, note that the 
2K buffer remains useful on return 
- so you can use the catalogue from 
ft for different purposes (each 14-
byte record includes the 11-byte 
filename, the two-byte file size, and an 
&FF to indicate that ifs still catalogue 

4 Extra disk drives are (relatively) easy. The 
CPC's disk system has built-in support for these, 
in the form of the 'DPB' (disk parameter block). 
This contains information about the format being 
used for each drive; if s a simple job to alter this 
to a (say) 400K format for 3.5-inch disks. 

This much is simple, and ifs how a really 

data). Unlike its tape equivalents, this doesn't 
automatically close the input and output files. Last 
of all. the total amount of free space left on the 
disk is stored in DE on return. 

f PC 
if the 
>« this 

was Simon's Idea, okay?) 

1 Yes to the first two. Hacklt comes in its own 
unit, so it doesn't need a ROM-box. However, if 
you really wanted, you could take it out of there 
and put it in ROM slot 0 in a ROM box. 
2 No problem. Straight from Charley's 
Subroutines Store, here's a routine to print the 
contents of A on the screen as a 3-digit decimal: 
.pr.a Id e,100: call prar 

Id e,10 : call prar 

Having to stop halfway through a PRINT 
command to change PEN ink Isn't 
always the most fun thing to do (you do 

surprise me - Dave), especially as Locomotive 
BASIC has a very annoying habit of printing text on 
the next line if It doesn't look like ft will all fit on 
the current line. The answer is to hide a few 
'control codes' in your text. For example, try 
CTRL-0 followed by 2; this selects PEN 2. CTRL-N 
followed by 3 selects PAPER 3. CTRL-V followed by 
1 switches transparent mode on (0 to turn ft off 
again), and CTRL-X on its own simply reverses the 
current PEN and PAPER. 

CTRL-G goes 'beep', CTRL-L clears the screen, 
and CTRL-0 followed by 0, 1 or 2 sets the current 
MODE. Finally. If you're printing lots of spaces on 
an already blank screen. CTRL-I - or TAB - prints 
quicker than a normal space. This isnt the most 
advisable technique to ensure readable programs, 
but for compact coding, ft*s a useful trick to learn. 

February 1994 A WIS TRAD ACTION 



simple 3.5-inch disk operating system (like 
MS800) works - basically by poking a lew bytes 
into memory (you too can charge £10 for a few 
lines of simple coding). The only disadvantage is 
that once you've poked these bytes into memory, 
the CPC will assume that all disks you want to 
read in that drive are the same format. A more 
accomplished piece of work, like ROMDOS, 
ParaDOS or S-DOS, will contain some impressive 
programming trickery to automatically recognise 
which format each disk is. ROMDOS and 
ParaDOS do it by completely replacing the disk 
ROM with a subtly modified version containing 
more format information; S-DOS uses a different 
technique to intercept the existing disk ROM. 

The other part of supporting a 3.5-inch drive 
is wribng a format routine, which can be based 
on the relevant AMSDOS call. The details of this 
and the DPB can be found in the Firmware Guide 
(SOFT 968) or the 464 disk system supplement 
(SOFT 158A). if you can find either. Alternatively, 
if you're really interested, ask us for the full gen 
on AMSDOS. and we'll give it a bit of space in 
Techy Forum one day. 
5 Nope - well, not officially. There is actually a 
way to use the routine from the INPUT command, 
although it will only input strings, not numbers. 
(The conversion into a number when you use a 
command such as INPUT a% is done by another 
part ol the BASIC ROM). The roubne you need 
sits at &BD3A on the 464. &BD5B on the 664. 
and &B05E on the 6128 and all Plus machines. 
Call it with HL pointing to the address of a 256-
character buffer where your text is to sit; on 
return, A will contain 13 if ENTER was the last 
key pressed (and carry will be set), 252 if ESC 
was pressed (carry unset). 
6 It's best to contact Ablex and ask first (the 
address is on page five), h 
7 Not possible. For a start, the CPC's memory is 
wired so that extra memory can never be used 
as screen memory of any sort. Besides which, 
there's no way to have colour set-ups beyond ttie 
standard MODE combinations, as they're hard-
wired into the VGA - one of the CPC's two main 
display chips. Sorry. 
8 Each ROM is limited to 16K; however, it is 
possible to link a program up to four ROMs at 
once. The theoretical maximum number ol ROMs 
on a CPC is 252 (fewer on a Plus, as some of 
these slots are used for the cartndge), but if you 
can even find 50 CPC ROMs. I'd be surprised. 
9 Well. I wouldn't put my potatoes in him. 

Richard 

Muttvface madness 
I have a CPC 6128 with Utopia, Maxam 
1.5, Protext and a BASIC text-printing 
program, which I wrote and installed on 
ROM, in addition to the standard BASIC 
and disk operating system. I have recently 
bought a Multiface 2 and am surprised to 
find that it appears to conflict with Protext 
and Utopia, giving the messages: 
*PR0TEXT Checksun Error* 
*UT0PIA Checksun Error* 
...on reset. I have tried cleaning the edge 
connectors and making the Multiface 2 
invisible. The latter usually, but not always. 

T E C H Y F O R U M hi 

deletes the Utopia error message, but the 
Protext one remains exactly the same. 

Given the unreliability of the edge 
connectors, I don't want to remove and refit 
the Multiface 2 frequently. Is it possible to 
fit a switch to any of its internal connections 
to enable it to be switched on or off 
electronically? If not, is there any other 
solution to this problem? 

It is not clear from the literature whether 
the Multiface 2 is itself a ROM. requiring 
links to be placed in the ROM box to 
acknowledge its presence. Can you shed 
any light on this? 
Julian Mortey, Chester 

I f s that Multiface 2 picture again, which 
must be vying with tin; OCP Art Studio shot 
as the most uses! pic in AA over the last year. 

The Multiface does have a ROM program inside 
it, which generates the display you see every 
time you press the red button. However, it's not 
mapped in the usual way. and will never conflict 
with any ROM in a ROM-board, so this definitely 
isn't the cause of your problem. 

It is possible to disable the Multiface by 
means of a switch - in fact, the model of the 
Multiface 2 prior to the current one (which 
switches itself on and off automatically) had a 

manual switch to do just that. This will only 
disable the controller ROM, though, which 
shouldn't be much help, as this won't interfere 
with Protext and Utopia. There are many people 
out there running a Multiface with Protext and 
Utopia, yet none with this problem. 

It sounds like the trouble is that you have a 
dodgy Multiface. which somehow is corrupting 
the information from the ROMtioard. so causing 
Protext and Utopia to send false data and so 
generate a checksum error (Arnor's ROMs 
perform such a check, and ifs certainly not 
unknown for a badly connected peripheral to 
generate such interference - it's happened to me 
before). If, as you say. the Multiface was recently 
purchased, send it back to Romantic Robot. 
Otherwise it's off to the repairman; try WTS 
(IT 0582 491949) or Quantum Computing 
(C 0446 746920), Richard 

Amstrad abuser 
I have recently purchased for my retirement 
(a few years hence) a superb Amstrad 
CPC464 package with many files of 
programs, type-ins, etc (second-hand). 
Having completed a program and saved it 
to tape, what should happen - calamity -
but an immovable and totally 
incomprehensible 'Syntax error' in line 160. 

As you can see from the enclosed 
program, it Is from an Amstrad User 
magazine which I cannot trace, so I thought. 
'Ah, ring the Action man'. So please please 
can you help to untangle the reason why 
line 160 has a 'Syntax error'. 
JL Burrow. Hertfordshire 

Amstrad Computer User metamorphosed into the 
late CPC Attack before disappearing altogether, 
so ifs down to us to look at the offending line: 

ISO clsf=esct*"E°«h»iel 
The reason that your CPC objects to this is the 
cls$ beginning the line. A command exists called 

Dont panicl If you've got any technical queries about the CPC then Richard Fairhurst is the man 
with all the answers. So don't get all tied up in knots - if your CPC is getting the better of you 
the only solution Is to write to: Technical Forum. Amstrad Action. Future Publishing, 30 
Monmouth Street. Bath. Avon BA1 2BW. You know It makes sense. 
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CLS (which clears (he screen), so you can't use it 
for a variable name. The question, then, is why is 
this used in the listing? 

Easy answer - the listing isn't meant for the 
CPC. The Amstrad PCWs version of BASIC 
(Mallard), you see, doesn't have a CLS 
command, and so you have to set up a string 
like this to clear the screen for you. So. unless 
you buy a PCW, the program will remain 
forbidden territory. Sorry. Richard 

Routine work-out 
I've been having a few problems lately that I 
can't work out. can you help please? 
1 How can I cut a screen up into sections, 
save them and load each bit separately? 
2 I need to write a routine that allows me to 
print letters any size (horizontally and 
vertically) on the screen. Can you tell me 
how to do this? 
3 In Machine Code, how do I access RAM 
expansions (128K and 256K ones)? 
4 How much do blank ROM chips (for a 
ROM-board) cost, and where can I get them? 
5 How can I write a Machine Code sprite 
routine that doesn't delete the background 
(and please don't suggest using the AND 
logic operation, because that corrupts the 
colours of the sprite Itself)? 
Alistalr James, Lowestoft 

1 Here's how to write a save routine - a load 
routine is similar, but the other way around, if 
you see what I mean. First of all. open a file for 
output in the normal way. and write the width of 
the section (in bytes - there are 80 bytes across 
the screen, each byte being half a MODE l 
character, in every mode) and its height (also in 
bytes) to the file. Youll need them later. 

Now take the coordinates of the top left-hand 
corner of the section (X in DE, Y - 0 to 199 - in 
HL), and CALL &8C1D. This will find the screen 
address of that corner, and place it in HL. You 
can then embark on a loop to output every 
byte of this row to disk, probably starting off 
with B containing the width of the section and 
using a DJNZ loop. 

r 

AG Xy O 
jZnGS 
RG wyO 

I I 
Want to know how to print letters of any size all over your 
CPC screen? Strangely enough, the letter titled 'Routine 
work-ouf has the answer to this very question. Check It out. 

All you need to do after this is put another 
loop around the edge (probably using DEC C), so 
that this is repeated for each row. You can use 
CALL &BC26 to convert a screen address in HL 
into that of the next line down. Once this is 
finished, just close the file and ifs all done. 
2 Ouch. Nasty. First of all, you need to get the 
character data from somewhere. One way is to 
use the firmware routine at &BBA5; call this with 
A containing a character number, and the 
address of the matrix (you know, like the 
parameters you'd pass in a SYMBOL command) 
is returned in HL. (If ifs in ROM, then carry is 
false, and you'll need to CALL &B906 to turn 
ROM on between &0000 and &3FFF; CALL 
&B909 to turn it off again.) Alternatively, you 
could try printing the text on the bottom line of 
the screen, and using TEST (or its machine code 
equivalent, &BBF0) to see what each character 
was made up of. 

You then need to perform three nested loops; 
the outside loop deals with each character, one 
by one. The next loop (which will be executed 
eight times per character) should deal with each 
row of the character, and the inside loop (eight 
times per row) should deal with each column of 
each row. Test whether the appropriate column 
and row contain a set bit in the character, and if 
so. plot a large square (more loops. I'm afraid). 
Repeat this throughout all three loops - use of 
subroutines may prove helpful - and you should 
have a working routine. 
3 Thafs an easier one to answer. In brief, you 
probably know that to access the extra 64 K of a 
6128, you use LD BC.&7FC4: OUT (C).C (or 
similar), where C4 i»a number from C4 to C7 
selecting which 16K is to be mapped in between 
&4000 and &7FFF of standard memory, or CO 
to return to normal. 

Bigger memory expansions are just as easy. 
For the next extra 64K, use CC to CF; for the 
64K after that. D4 to D7; then you get DC to DF, 
and so on up until FC to FF. Remember, though, 
that just because D4 to D7 aren't accessible (»e. 
the user doesn't have a 256K memory 
expansion), E4 and E7 might be usable (ie. the 
user has a 256K silicon disk) The blocks are not 

x necessarily contmguous. 
4 There are three possible 
sources. Phil Craven's Avatar of 
Bradford supplies them very 
cheaply, but major reliability 
problems have been 
experienced with these. If you 
ever visit an All Formats 
Computer Fair, the stalls there 
sell them for £1 each (you want 
27128 chips, by the way), and 
I've always found these chips 
pretty reliable. Failing that, 
Maplm (check out your local WH 
Smith's for a catalogue) are 
more expensive, selling the 

chips at £3.95 each, but these 
are guaranteed to be brand 

- new - not second hand -
and from a reputable 
manufacturer, and so are 
certain to work properly. 

P i c k a n u m b e r 
How do I generate a random message in 
BASIC? I know how to use READ and 
DATA to store the messages, but I'm 
stumped as to how to get a random 
number between one and ten. On my old 
computer you could just type RND(IO), 
but this doesn't seem to work on the 
Ammy. Please help (I have a CPC6128). 
David Foley. Guildford 

The Amstrad's RND function, which doesn't 
need anything following in brackets (although 
you can have a number there if you like), 
generates a random number between 0 and 
0.999 recurring - ie, just under one. To scale 
it to a random number between 0 and 9.9999 
(just under 10), multiply by ten - so you'd 
type RND" 10, which can be turned into a 
whole number between 0 and 9 by using INT 
(RND* 10). Finally, to change it into the range 
1 to 10, simply add one. For example, here's 
a typical random message subroutine: 
10 RESTORE SO 
20 FOR ml TO INT (MM8H1 
30 READ aI 
40 NEXT 
SO PRINT it 
60 DATA nessa9t 1 here 
TO DATA nessag* 2 h*r« 
...and so on. Ifs not quite so straightforward, 
but it works. Richard 

By the way, you do have an EPROM 
programmer to program the chips, don't you? 
Just checking. 
5 You like asking tricky questions, don't you? 
The answer to this one isn't simple, and varies 
depending on which mode you're in (MODE 2 is 
easy - simply use the OR logic operation - so 
we won't bother). 

The basic principle for both MODEs 0 and 1 is 
the same, but the layout of each byte in screen 
memory varies. In MODE 0, the colour of the 
leftmost pixel of a byte is held in bits 1. 5. 3 and 
7 (mask &AA), and the rightmost pixel in bits 0, 
4, 2 and 6 (mask &55). MODE 1, which has four 
pixels per byte, stores the colour of the leftmost 
pixel in bits 3 and 7 (mask &88), the next in bits 
2 and 6 <&44). the next in bits 1 and 5 (&22), 
and the rightmost pixel in bits 0 and 4 (&] 1). 

For the first pixel, take the byte of sprite data, 
and perform an AND operation with the 
appropriate mask to isolate this pixel's colour. If 
the result is zero (upon which the zero flag will be 
set), then the colour of this pixel in the sprite is 
ink 0, so we can carry on to the next pixel. 
Otherwise, take the appropriate byte from the 
screen, and NAND it with the mask to wipe out 
the pixel from the screen data. Since the Z80 
doesn't have a NAND instruction, then work out 
in your head what the mask XOR 255 is. and use 
an AND with this value instead. 

Repeat this for each pixel of the byte, and you 
can then place the corrected value back into 
screen memory Repeat the whole lot for every 
byte in the sprite, and there you have it -
one transparent sprite. If you're still jk\ 
having no luck, write and tell us Richard 
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S E R I O U S R E V I E W S 

A vintage year? 
In a year when the doom-merchants moaned about the decline of 
the CPC, and indeed, games were thin on the ground, the serious 
software side of the machine continued going strong. Simon 
Forrester takes a look back at the serious side of '93. 

Comparator A Multiface POKE finding 
package that, though it takes quite a bit ol 
technical knowledge to get it going, is really quite 
groovy. Unfortunately, it's 128K and disk only, 
but you can get full details from issue one-oh-oh. 

Disc Imager Quite a handy utility from STS 
that takes care of the huge expense of 3-inch 
disks by letting you back them up on to 3.5-inch 
disks (fitting several on to one disk). 
Unfortunately, it was narrowly pipped to the post 
by SafeSoff s Disc Archiver, but you can't win 'em 
all, can you? See AA98. 

Gripper From Verysoft, creators of 
Comparator, here's a package to help you rip 
sprites out of games. Yes - it's a bit odd. isn't it? 
This package came up against Sentinel Software's 
TUSS and won. Hurrah! Take a look at AA97. 

Hack it Siren Software's plug-in hacking 
device. In fact, ifs a hell of a lot more, as the box 
allows you to freeze the computer at any time and 
take a look at the whole memory as it was when it 
was frozen. An indispensable programming tool. 

Micro Des ign 2 Campursoffs OTP 
package impressed Tim Norris, who reviewed it 
at the time. Thaf s because it's really very good 
indeed. Isn't it wonderful what you can do with 
mirrors? Yes. Micro Design 2 is wonderful. Check 
out AA94 for the full review. 

MS/BOO Featured in AA89's DOS round-up. 
MS/800 is Microstyle's contribution to the field. It 
was quite a reasonable little package, but had 
the misfortune of not coming on ROM - users 
had to load up the package after every reset. 

Page Publisher Sadly neglected in the 
DTP feature of ish 99, SD Microsystems' own 
package seems to have wasted the competition 
completely. I suppose it does make us look 
incredibly naff for not including it in the first 
place, but it got what it deserved in the end - an 
85 per cent rating (which, on reflection, it 
deserves more than) in AA100. 

ParaDOS Furthering the field of mass DOS 
analysis, Quantum gave us another chance to 
see what happens when we throw yet another 
DOS system into a sea of little ROM chips 
containing DOS systems. And lo, it was good, 
and people bought it (so they should). See AA99. 

P r o pr int Part of the reason for the Richard 
Wildey versus Peter Campbell title fight was the 

dispute over Protext print enhancers. 
Campursoffs was reviewed in AA94. and won. 

In the battle of the ProtcMt print enhancers 
Proprint from Campursoft came out tops. 

Pro-Ext Richard Wildey's Pro-Ext was 
reviewed in AA95. and lost. It was a game of two 
issues, with a winner and a loser. There were two 
issues, a winner, and loser. The loser was 
Sentinel, and nothing will change that. 

Q F o r t h Does anyone ever understand these 
technical packages? I'm sure I don't, but I can't 
say that too loudly, because I'm supposed to be 
the know-it-all in the office, and ifs not going to 
look very good at all if I start admitting that I 
don't know things. But I did know was that QForth 
was good. See AA97 for more waffling. 

QForth handily came with a manual which 
told you how to program in the language. 

R O M D O S There are loads of members of 
the ROMDOS family now. namely RAMDOS (the 
disk version that sits in RAM). ROMDOS (the ROM 
version that sits in. erm. ROM), and ROMDOS XL 
(the ROM version with a little built-in toolkit). 
These all appeared in ish 89 during Richard 
Fairhurst's DOS round-up. and they lost out to 
S/DOS. but personally I think there's little in it. 

S / D O S Well whafd'y'know? It's the winner -
STS's S/DOS. Despite a few allegations to 
another effect, it won the round-up because it 
was the best DOS system around at the time. 

S D A Why am I telling you about this one? Ifs 
good, it was reviewed in AA94 and received a 

flippin' high score at the time, and it's now 
available in a much simpler form - you'll find it in 
this month's Type-Ins section. Thanks. SafeSoft 

SmArt Plus Reviewed in AA96, this is an 
art package designed specifically for the Plusses. 
This means that it could handle extra colours, 
different resolutions and full overscan screens 
(though overscan isn't a Plus-only feature). 
Unfortunately, unless you were using these 
effects in your work, there wasn't really much to 
set this package above any other art package 
around, but Plus owners might still be interested 
in taking a look. 

Soundtrakker AA92 saw the review of 
this truly amazing continental soundtracking 
utility (which, though I shouldn't really say this, 
blew the hell out of the version of BooTracker we 
put on the covertape). Tim 'the muso' Norris 
reviewed it, and loved it. 

TUSS TUSS stands for The Ultimate Sprite 
Searcher which was, to say the least, unfortunate, 
because it wasn't. In fact, it was beaten soundly 
by Verysoft's Gripper Bad tuck. Sentinel. 

X e x o r For crying out loud, how many more 
DOS packages do we need? If I see another one, 
I'm going to go out and butcher small children. 
Xexor, as it turns out. is probably the best DOS 
package you can get your hands on at the 
moment, which is bad luck for STS's S/DOS, as it 
was the clear winner before this one came along. 
See AA96 for the full details. 

Zack Ifs amazing! There's actually a package 
from Quantum that has absolutely nothing to do 
with disk drives! Instead, this one's a full games 
creation package with its own sprite and 
graphics designer, music package, and full 
dedicated language. Ifs also unfinished, which is 
a pity, but if it ever sees the light of day, we'll let 
you know. Take a look at AA98 for the full bit on 
what it does and doesn't do. 

2LXM Why does so much computer software 
have Qs, Zs or Xs in their names? This one is 
actually a Spectrum emulator, so you can run all 
your old Speccy games on a CPC. The only 
problem is that it does have a problems running the 
large majority of Speccy games, but for a bit of a 
nostalgic trip, ifs not a bad little fing. See AA96. 

4 0 0 K / S Aargh! Ifs another DOS package Ail 
small families had better watch out... 

Addresses 
I don't know about you. but a long list of 
addresses here seemed a bit pointless when you 
could just turn to tho Amscene Directory on page 
nine (you're Just too lazy to type them - Dave). 



P U B L I C D O M A I N 

Logistic 
By Fraggle of Moving Pixels 

Available from Amsof PD and Tho 
Vault (see Amscene Directory page 9) 

Have you over played Atomic on the Amiga? If you 
have, you should recognise this latest Fraggle 
offering, as It brings tho samo microscopic 
madnoss to the CPC. 

Dospite tho title, there really isn't all that much 
to this game. What you're given is a simplo 
squared grid on which two opposing players place 
differont-coloured chips. Tho chips can be piled 
on top of oach other, up to a maximum of five at 
which point four of the tiles aro placed on to tho 

surrounding squares. When this happens, any 
onemy chips which are in one of the adjoining 

squares change to 
your colour. To 
win. you must 
completely fill the 
grid with your chips. 

It may sound 
intriguing, but 
Logistic isn't 
much fun, because, 
owing to wholly 
unpredictable chain 
reactions, winning 
tho games has 
more to do with luck 
than skill. Although 
the coding and 
presentation are up 
to Fraggle's usual 
impeccably high 

standards, the gameplay Just isn't there. Despite 
tho wealth of play options, the concept never 
works, and given just a few minutos you'll be 
completely fed up with tho game. You'd be far 
better off purchasing my favourite 
public domain game, Spots, which is 
based on a similar idea, but plays 
about a hundred times botter. 

Uyt 

f —| — whilo Crunch managod to go a kilobyte further and 
got It down to 13K. Cheese was the fastest of the 

By Antoine of MMPFAamer System three, doing Us work in Just eight seconds. 
Available from Amsof PD and The compared to the whopping 11 minutes 35 seconds 

Vault (see Amscene Directory page 9) taken by Crunch. However. Turbo Imploder only 
lagged three seconds behind Cheese. 

In addition, when the file was crunched and 
• | thon implodod, it came down to just 11K. while a 

combination of Crunch and Cheese only brought 
iiicutian ii3f 06 
scrunch tufftf am 

Why this file compressor goes by the name 
of Cheese is never made entirely dear. 

it to 12K. Also worthy of mention Is that Cheese 
can only handle files up to 36K, compared to the 
42K of the Crown utilities. 

With every Ale tried, the pattern _ 
remained the same. So while Cheese 
certainly comes close, apart from a f Q A \ ) L 
marginal time differential, it fails in its # 1 
claim to better Crown's compressors. ^ I 

I r c f twin be r when lamer was an abusive 
term - what is the world coming to? 

Despite the rather strange name. Cheese i t a 
utility for compressing BASIC and Machine Codo 
hies, which tho author claims to be bettor than 
Crown's crunchers, the universally accepted 
ultimate in compression programs. 

I decided to put this claim to the test by running 
the same 18K filo through Crown's Crunch and 
Turbo Imploder, as well as Antoine'! Cheese (I 
know it sounds funny, but I'll resist the temptation 
to make any cheesy jokes). And tho result? Both 
Cheese and Imploder shrunk the Ale down to 14K. 

Well that just about says it all really, making 
this caption pretty much a redundant feature. 

almost ontiroly wipe out tho few criticisms I had 
in tho review, whilo evon more features have 
been added, and some small bugs doalt with. 
• Also updated is Joker's BMP-Convert (reviewed 
AA99), which now converts screens considerably 
faster than it did beforo. 

• Prodatron's Digitrakker (reviewed last month) 
has already been updated to include a powerful 
sample editor, English instructions and a 
Protracker MOD file convortor. All of those 
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P U B L I C D O M A I N 

RC Quest 
By Jaysoft of Moving Pixels 
Available from Amsof PD and The Vault (see 
Amscene Directory page 9) 

You've guessed it - yot another brilliant puzzle 
game from the MOPS stable. This isn't a Fraggle 
production, though, but from Jaysoft of Spots fame. 

So whafs involved then? Well, you're all familiar 
with tho game Lemmings, right? Good. Now 
imagine that all tho lemmings are squeezed into 
one car. Once you start it. the car won't stop, and 
will continue to drivo in a straight line over a 
squared grid, no matter what's in front of it - just 
the sort of thing you'd oxpect of a car full of 
lemmings! It's your job to change tho board so that 
the car will have safo passage to an exit before you 
start the car moving. 

You do this by placing things like 
arrows and jumps on the board. These, and 
many other useful objects, are chosen from the 
huge selection of icons on tho right of the screen. 
Unfortunately, though, there are only a limited 
number of objects you can use on any one level, 
and you can only put them in free spaces - unloss 
you destroy something already on the board, but 
this is something you can only do a specified 
number of times per level. Thero's also a limit on 
how far your car can go. as it only has so much 
fuol. so you have to find the quickest route 
possible. You may also have to make sure your 

car passes over some markers before it reachos 
the exit to complote tho level. 

As you progress through the 25 levels, you'll 
discover that they are cunning designed to make 
you come up with increasingly complicated 
solutions. However, the level of difficulty is Just 
right, ensuring that your progress will be steady 
enough to maintain your interest. This provides 
excellent gameplay. that will definitely keep you 
hooked until you finish the game. 

As for the presentation, the graphics are bright 
and colourful, and you have the choice or playing 
with a rather irritating tune, or some decent sound 
effects (guess which one I favour). Instructions 

would have been very useful, though. 
Thero is, however, the bonus 

of an excellent level editor, 
and passwords are provided 
for every level. 

i a ckcha t 
VT on the run 
A friend of mine, 
H Mcintosh, 
wrote to you in 
connection with an 
article in issue 94 
(July) rogarding a 
program called Run 
VT which did not stato which PD library this Is 
available from, but has received no reply. Can 
you holp please? 

I also wrote approximately two months ago 
to threo public domain libraries and enclosed 
SAEs. Only ono has repliod. The othor two. 
including Presto PD, have not had tho 
courtesy. Can you help here? 
S Carnegie, Scotland 

Run VT is available from Wacct's PD library and 
Amsof PD. You should fmd their addresses in the 
Amscene Directory. As regards the problems you 
have had with replies from PD libraries, to be fan 
to Presto, this may have much to do with the fact 
that it has changed address on numerous 
occasions, so the delay may possibly be due to you 
writing to an old address. 

But I do often hear complaints about people not 
getting replies from PD libraries So come on 
librarians, treat you customers with respect Even if 
you don't intend to cash their cheques, writing back 
to people who contacted you is the decent thing to 

do. II someone leels 
that they've 

I been badly 
treated by one 
PD library this 
can reflect on ail 

the others. 

Adventuring tapes 
I have only recently started using the excellent 
Advonture PD and I am saddenod to see that it 
must close. That was why I was so pleased 
whon I read Whisporings in AA96 and found 
out that the service is being taken over by 
DARTSMA PD. 

Oh dear, a slight problem arises. I havo a 
CPC 464. and no disk drive. I am unablo. 
therefore, to use this service. This Is, as I'm 
sure you can imagine, quite distressing, as 
Advonturo PD was the bost PD service I'd used 
to dato. Is any other PD service going to take 
over the tape section, or must I do it myself? 
Chris Spicer, Coventry 

PD libraries (or tape users are lew and far between, 
as copying tapes takes such a long time, and I've 
heard nothing about anyone taking over Adventure 
PD's excellent service. However, if you are serious 
about taking over the tape service yourself, and are 
sure you know what 
you're letting 
yourself in for. then 
I'm sure Debby 
would be pleased to 
hear from you. 

• 
30 IK-*"** 

FG o f FTS 
u t i l i t i e s 

Available from Amsof PD (see Amscene page 9) 

Our Greek friend. FG of FTS. has recently released 
a few simple utilities to help the lessthan-genius 
coders among us. Here's a short description of what 
each of them does : 
• CRTC: This utility makos programming your 
CRTC (Cathode Ray Tube Controller) a cinch. Tho 
CRTC is useful for changing the size and position of 
the CPC screen, and using this program you can 
play around with It simply by choosing a CRTC 
rogister and pressing up apd down on the cursor 
keys. The program will then save your chosen 
settings as a simple BASIC listing which can be 

FG of FTS? I'm sure that was a clue In The 
Timet crossword a couple of weeks back. 

easily incorporated into 
your own programs. 
• SOS: Standing for Sprite 
OCP System. SOS allows 
you to use OCP Advanced 
Art Studio as a handy 
sprite designer. Simply 
design your sprites using 
OCRs wonderful facilities 
and save them as a 
standard 17K screen. You 
can then load your screen 
of sprites into SOS. which, 
with a bit of simple 
information regarding 
mode and sprite size, will then convort them into a 
standard sprite Ale. 
• VGA: VGA helps you to (can you guess it?) 
program the Video Gate Array to do such wonderful 
things as change raster colours. Simply tell it what 
you want done, and f f II give you back the VGA valuo 
necessary or the OUT command to use. I f t also 
possiblo to reverso the process, and find out what 
certain VGA values do. 

All three programs in tho set are well presented; 
they're extremely user-friendly and include 
simple Instructions. While tochie-heads > J | 
will no doubt scoff at these programs. / Q A Q A 
for many novice programmers, they V V V I w 
should prove a valuable tool. ' B ^ ^ ^ ^ f l 

h rc $( m u i n i 

klMtt 
1 Ul l *MT OKI 

2 S m CMfe iMt lM i 

I S m l u t l m t l M t 

i r T P i f I I 

Coafcltttiwt st«r«ti • 
CmtiM to all CK aim* 

CRTC - Cathode Ray 
Tube Controller. 
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LISTINGS 

h f t S o f t »tse Arch I v*r 

Thl» p«ckM» w«» urMUn to f i l l the w r or « hi gh-capaolty driw* based disc Backup >u»tt<«. 
To u t * t k f progriM, you n u l l I n i v r t a h»«h capacity d i i o i n l o d r l » f B, your tourer dUo Into d r i yv ft, i f U o l th# •- t j ro disc option, «lv» a f i U n u i t , ana 

To r * t r l » v f * disc. 

flfth'J 
* ' h i ? *Aor t»r*3u?*lo n l inb«i? I I 'crunch r o u t I n e t . . . 

How could you resist a program like this? 

We've got one hell of a scoop this month - a full commercial 
program for you to type in. Simon supplies the other words. 

There's only one main program this 
month (you'll find a tiddler somewhere, 
though), and rt used to be a commercial 

release. You see. the boys at SafeSoft decided to 
donate us a copy of the SafeSoft disk archiver. 
lust for us. Thafs right - the full thing is here, in all 
its glory, with irvbuilt instructions, so just type m 
the program and run it. 

Before you go any further though, bear in mind 
that this prgram will only work if you have a 3-inch 
drive, a 3.5-inch drive and a high capacity disk 
operating system. 

Anyway, on with the listing: 
DADE 10 - *ddr:MOOD FAHJ 416 
CAEE 28-READ-bl FABL 420 
CACA 38-IF-blr'M-THEN-CALL-14660 FAAF 430 
FAJO 40 POKE-addr,YAL<"4"*bl) FACD 440 
EAEF 5fl-*ddr:addr*l FAAD 4S0 
CABE 80•GOTO•20 FAHH 460 
FAKA 78'DATA-03,36,41,21,11i40 FALX 470 
FAJX 80-DATA-7E,EE,EF,C8,CD,5A FAOI 480 
FANC 98•DATA-BB,23,03,66,46,84 FALH 490 
FAAD 100-DATA'81,10,88,00,00,10 FAHX 500 
FAHF 11O-DATA-01,1A,1A,1C,02.0D FAEX 510 
FAFF 128 DATA-80,10,83,66,86,ID FAKF 528 
FAJX 13O-DATA-00,O0,FF.7E,FE,FF FAEJ 538 
FABX 140'DATA-08,FE,7E,00,37,40 FADG 548 
FABJ l50-DATA-CD,SAfBB,23,03,27 FALC 558 
FAOJ 16O-DATA-40,3E,0D,C»,SA,BB FAXF 560 
TANK 178-DATA-3E.8A.C9,D5,E5,CD FACK 570 
FABI 180DAIA-47.4O,E1,D1,O9,6F FADI 580 
FA0F 198-DATA-26,88,11,8A,88,0D FADF 598 
FAPC 288-DATAS3.48.11,01,88,31 FAXH 686 
FAOJ 218 - DATA-FF,30,37,3F,ED,52 FAFD 618 
FAEF 228-DATA-D2.SS.46,13,06,38 FAHF 628 
FAIM 238-DATA-03,5A,BB,21,El,46 FACE 638 
FALC 246-DATA-86,88,36,28,23,18 FACE 648 
FAIF 258 - DATA-FB,86,68,21,11,46 FAID 658 
FACH 268-DATACM6.8B.FE,8D,CA FABD 668 
FAIL 27e-DATA-B8,4e.n.FC,CA,Ce FAJD 678 
FAXJ 280-DATA-40,FE,7F,OA,03,40 FAFD 680 
FAXH 238-DATA-4F,D6,38,DA,72,48 FAEF 638 
FAOI 380-DATA-D6,0A,DA,A8.40,73 FAHE 700 
FAFH 310-DATA-D6,41,DA,72,4O,D6 FAPE 710 
FAJI 328-DATA-lA,DA,A8,48,73.D6 FAJD 726 
FABH 338 - DATA-61,DA,72.48,D6,lA FAH0 736 
FACH 348-DATA-DA.A8.48,03,72,48 FAFD 748 
FABI 358•DATA•78,FE,88,OA,72,48 FALD 758 
FACJ 368 DATA-79,77,CD,SA.BB,84 FAPI 766 
FACH 378-DATA-23,03,72,46,78,FE FAXJ 778 
FACH 388-DATA-88,OA,08,40,37,03 FAAX 786 
FALI 338• DATA• 37,3F,03,78^1,68 FAJX 736 
FA0I 400-DATA-OA,72.40,3E.08,CD FAXI 800 

DATA-5A.8B.3E,28,0D,5A 
DATA BB,3E,B8.CD,SA.BB 
DAIA-2B,36,20.05,03,72 
DATA-40.42,3A,28,28.26 
DATA-28,28,28,28,26,2E 
DATA-53,44,41,CD,13,BD 
DATA-CD,63.BB.FE,66,08 
DATA-C3,ED,48,3E,C3,32 
DATA-5A,BB,11,80,58,CD 
DATA-9B,BC,FS,3E,CF,32 
DAIASA,BB.F1,C3,DF.10 
DATA-41,03,66,06,07,00 
DATA-DF,18,41,03.4E.C6 
DATA-87.00,DF,20.41,03 
DATA-52,06.07,00.DF,28 
DATA 41,03,81,05,87.88 
DATA-3E,FF,DF,32,41,03 
DATA-72.CA.87.60.CD.2C 
DAIA-4l,CD,03,4O,21,45 
DAIA-41,CD,27,40,C3,9F 
DATA-41.6F,81,28,28,S3 
DATA-61,66,65,S3,6F,66 
DATA-74,20,44,69,73,63 
DATA-20,41,72.63.68,69 
DATA-76,65,72,28,28,28 
DATA-26,28,26,26,28,A4 
DATA-31,39,39,33,26,26 
DATA-28,OF,03,20.20.20 
DAIA-20,46,6F.72,28,48 
DATA-69,67,68,26.43,61 
DATA-78,61,63,63,74,73 
DATA-28,42,26,44,72.63 
DATA-76,6S,28,4F,77,6E 
DATA-65,72,73,28,26,28 
DAIA28,1A.86,27,83.18 
DATA-EE,21,E3,41,CD,27 
DATA-46,CD,ED,46,3E,3C 
DATA-CD,IE,BB.C2,63,42 
DATA-3E,32,CD,1E,BB,C2 
DATA-4BI44,3E,4S,CD,1E 

FAXI 816-DATA-BB.02.FI,46,3E,36 
FACX 826•DATA-CD,IE,BB,02,6A,47 
FAHL 838-DATA-3E,3E,CD,lE,BB,02 
FAHI 846 - DATA-23,47,3E,20,CD,IE 
FABX 858-DATA-BB.C2,6C,47,3E,3E 
FAHL 860-DATA-CD,1E,BB,C2,E7,4B 
FAEH 870-DATA-03^8.41,00,OF,02 
FACF 880 - DATA•20,50,6C.65,61,73 
FANF 830-DATA-65,20,73,65,60,65 
FAIF 300 DATA-63,74,7E,OF,01,20 
FAXE 916-DATA•20,0E.03,53.0E,01 
FAIF 328•DATA•74,6F,72,65,28.64 
FAEF 338•DATA - 63,73,63,7E,28.26 
FAFF 940•DATA-OF,63,52,6F,81,65 
FAXF 350-DATA-74,72.63,66,76,65 
FAPF 360•DATA-20,64,63,73,63,7E 
FAXD 370-DATA-20,20,43,61.74.61 
FACH 388 - DAIA•60,6F,67,75,65,28 
FAJC 388-DATA-8F,83,41,8F,61,7E 
FADE 1000 DATA-28,20,28,28,26,26 
FAEE 1818-DATA-26,28,26,28,28,28 
FALI 1626-DATA-8F,83,42,8F,61,7E 
FAEH 1636•DATA-28,28,8F,63,43,6F 
FACX 1648-DATA-81,6F,6C,6F,75,72 
FAAI 1658•DATA-26,73,77,61,78,7E 
FAHH 1868-DATA-28,28.8F,83,48,8F 
FAII 1876-DATA-81,65,60,78,7E,26 
EAII 1888•DATA-28.45,8F.63,78,6F 
FAXH 1098-DATA-81,69,74,7E,FE,CD 
FALX 1168-DAIA-ED.48,21,83,43,CD 
FAAJ 1118 - DATA-27,46,CD,63,46.D2 
FANH 1126-DATA-9F.41.3E.ei,32,66 
FAXH 1130-DATA-A7,CD,F3,40,CA,C6 
FABJ 1148-DATA-46,21,16,88,ED,52 
FAHH 1158-DATA-D2,23.43,3E,86,32 
FAEH 1I6B-DATA-86.A7,CD,F3,48,CA 
FADL 1170-DATA-C6.46,3A,3E,A8,32 
FACL 1180-DATA ED,4B.21.DE,40,06 
FAPJ 1136-DAIA-8E.il,68,58,CD,80 
FAG0 1288-DATA-B0,3A,ED,4B,CD,35 
FABL 1218 DATA-BO,21,IF,44,CD.27 
EAHJ 1228 - DATA - 48,3E,88,32,EI,41 
FAIL 1230-DATA-86,28,C5,3A,EI,4I 
FAIH 1248-DATA-CD.3F,46,3E,88,CD 
FAH0 1258 - DATA-5A.BB.CD,5A,BB,3A 
FAXH 1268-DATA-ED,4B,32,EF,4B,66 
FAFI 1278 - DATA-83,05,21.68,58,3A 
FAC0 1288-DATA-EE,4B,S7,3A,EF,4B 
FABL 1290 - DATA-4F.IE,00,CD,00,41 
FACL 1300 - DATA-CD,32,43,3E,00,CD 
FAAI 1316-DATA-35,80,21,88,58,11 
FAEL 1328-DATA-68,82,71,CD.35,10 
FANX 1330-DATA 23,IB,7B.B2.EE,00 
FAEH 1340-DAIA-C2,F0,42.3A,EF,4B 
FAAL 135O-DATA-3O,32,EF.4B,C1,10 
FADN 1360-DATA-CA,3A.EE,4B,3C,32 
FAHH 1376 - DATA-EE,4B,01,18,AS,CD 
FAAH 1380-DATA-8F,BC,21,36,44,CD 
FALH 1338-DATA-27,48.CD,ED,46.CD 
FACX 1400-DATA-O6,BB,C3.9F,41,21 
FACL 1410•DATA-2F,43,CD,27,40,CD 
FANL 1420-DATA-06.BB.03.3F.41,7E 
FAAJ 1438-DATA-7E,54,68.6S,72.65 
FADJ 1440-DATA-20,69,73,20.6E.6E 
FALJ 1450-DATA-74,20,65,6E.6E.75 
FACH 1466-DATA-67,68,28,73,78,61 
FABJ 1478-DATA-63,6S,28,6F,6E,28 
FABJ 1488 - DATA - 74,68,65,28,6C,69 
FAPH 1438-DATA-62,72,61,72,73,64 
FAAJ 1568-DATA-63,73,63,21,FF,21 

W h a t does I t do , then? 
Quito a bit. If you want oven more dotails, just dig 
up the original review (ish 94). but for now settle 
with a short explanation: 

Quite simply, what this package will allow you to 
do is to backup your 3-Inch disks on to a 3.5-inch 
disk drive, fitting a minimum of four sides on to one 
3.5-inch disk. The built-in compression system 
moans you should be able to manage a bit more 
than that. Here are tho main options: 
• S tore disk Insort your source disk into 
your 3-inch A drive, your 3.5-inch storage 
disk into the B drive, and simply enter the 
filename of the archive. The data will be 

compressed as it whizzes on over to your 
high density drive, though compression rates 
vary depending on what's stored on the disk. 
• Retrieve disk With your storage disk in drive 
B. and your destination disk in drive A. state the 
filename of your archive, and let SDA decompress 
the data and put it back on to the 3-inch disk. If tho 
disk Is the wrong format. SDA will reformat it. 
though It'll ask you first (we dont want to overwrite 
the wrong disk now, do we?). 
• Catalogue A/B Gives a catalogue of oither drivo 
- this is useful for checking how much space you've 
got left on your B drive for more archives. 
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FAHL 1510 
FAOL 1528 
FAIJ 1538 
FAAI 1548 
FABH 1558 
FADI 1568 
FAHI 1578 
FADI 1588 
FAGI 1598 
FAN J 1600 
FABH 1610 
FAJL 1620 
FAOH 1630 
FAFH 1640 
FABH 1650 
FALI 1660 
FAXH 1670 
FADI 1680 
FACI 1690 
FACH 1700 
FAX J 1710 
FALI 1720 
FANH 1730 
FAAJ 1740 
FAGH 1750 
FABI 1760 
FABJ 1770 
FAHH 1780 
FAXI 1790 
FANG 1800 
FAPK 1818 
FALL 1828 
FACJ 1838 
FAEX 1848 
rAci 1858 
FAFL 1868 
FADX 1878 
FAFJ 1880 
FADX 1890 

DATA-6B 
DATA-86 
DATA•7E 
DATA•69 
DAIA-28 
DATA•69 
DATA 74 
DATA•74 
DATA•21 
DATA 66 
DATA-CO 
DATA.00 
DATA-CD 
DAIA-BC 
DATA•20 
DATA* 61 
DATA 73 
DATA•69 
DATA•63 
DATA-6S 
DATA-69 
DATA•74 
DATA•76 
DATA-74 
DATA* 62 
DATA-64 
DATA-6E 
DATA•65 
DATA-6E 
DATA-74 
DATA•69 
DATA <65 
DATA-81 
DATA•68 
DATA* 28 
DATA-3A 
DATA•7E 
DATA•63 
DATA'6D 

.43,CD,27,40,CD 
,BB,C3,9F,41,7E 
,54,68,65,28,5C 
,62,72,61,72,79 
,64,69,73,63,28 
.73,28,77,72,69 
,65,28,78,72,6F 
,65,63,74,6S,64 
.FF.21,80,58.11 
,02,7E,47,71,88 
,23,1B,7A,B3,FE 
.C2.9A.43.3E.FF 
.95,BC,78.CD,95 
,E1,C3,FD,42,0C 
,28,28,58,6C,65 
,73,65,28,69,6E 
,65,72,74.28,74 
,65,28,64,69.73 
,28,74,6F,28,62 
,28.61,72,63,68 
,76,65,64,69,6E 
.6F,28,64.72,69 
.65,28,41.2c,28 
,68,65,28,6C,69 
,72,61,72,79,28 
,69,73,63,28,69 
,28,64,72,69,76 
,28,42,2C,28,61 
,64,28,73,74.61 
,65,28,61,28.66 
.6C.65.6E.61.6D 
,3A,BF,83,FF,8F 
,7E,7E,4l,72,63 
,69,76,69.6E,67 
.74,72,61,63,6B 
,8F,83.FF.8F.81 
,71,41,72,63,68 
,76,65.28,63,6F 
, 78, 6C, 65,74,65 

SAfcSort Disc A r c k i v t r 

Please 

• 1 9 9 3 

r l r i p v r d i t o C* Ulogur 
o lour tMip 

Co on - type ft in. You know you want to. 

FAEH 1988 DATAFr.CD.ED.48.21.8A 
FAOX 1918'DATA-45,CD,27,48,CD,63 
FANK 1928'DATA-48,D2,9F,41,21,DF 
FAJG 1930-DATA-4O,O6.0E.11,00,58 
FAHH 1948-DATA-CD,77,BC,D2,C6,46 
FAPH 19S8'DATA-AF,32,88,A7,CD,F9 
FAEH 1960•DATA -40,3A,9F,A8,32,ED 
FAHH 1970•DATA-4B,CD,80.BC,21,ED 
FAKH 1988 - DATA-4B.BE,77,C2,BD,45 
FAFK 1998•DATA -21,8D,45,CD,27.40 
FALJ 2000 - DATA•3E,00,32,EE,4B,06 
FAGH 2818 DATA-28.CS.3A.EE.4B.CD 
FAEL 2O2O-DATA'3F,40,3E,O8,CD,SA 
FANP 2030 DATA-BB,CD,5A,BB.3A,ED 
FflHK 2040 DATA'4B,32.EF.4B.06,09 
GAAA 2050 DATA-CS.CD,80.BC.FEJF 
FAGJ 2060•DATA-CA,F6,44,21,00,58 
FAHJ 2070-DATA-11,00,02.CD,80,BC 
FAOL 2080'DATA'77,23,1B,7A,B3,FE 
FAGH 2O90-DATA OO.C2,63,44,21,00 
FAXL 2100-DATA-58,3A,EE,4B.57,3A 
FACH 2110'DATA'EF.4B,4F,1E,O0,CD 
FAAL 2120'DATA-14,41,3A,EF,4B,3C 
FALL 2138'DATA-32,EF,4B,C1,18,CA 
FAGH 2148'DATA-3A,EE,4B,3C.32,EE 
FACN 2158>DATA-4B,C1.18.A9.CD,7A 
FACL 2168 - DATA-BC,21,A5,46,CD,27 
FAFN 2178-DATA-48.CD,ED,48,CD,86 
FAOH 2188-DATA BB,C3,9F,41,CD,88 
FANH 2190 - DATA -BC,32.00,58,21,00 
FAEI 2200-DATA-58.il,01,58,81,FF 
FAIX 2218-DATA-81,ED.B8.C3,C8,44 
FADH 2220•DATA-0C,20,20,20,50.6C 
FAFH 2238-DATA>65,61,73,65,28,69 
FAEI 2248•DATA>6E,73,65,72,74,28 
FANI 2258•DATA>74.68.65.28,6C,69 
FADH 2268-DATA-62,72,61,72,79,28 
FAOH 2278'DATA-64.69,73,63,28,69 

FADL 2280 DATA 
FAHI 2290 DATA 
FALH 2300 DATA 
FAEI 2310 DATA 
FA0I 2320 DATA 
FAPJ 2330 DATA 
FAJI 2340 DATA 
FAHX 2350 DATA 
FAFH 2360 DATA 
FAX J 2370 DATA 
FAFI 2380 DATA 
FAIJ 2390 DATA 
FABI 2400 DATA 
FAPJ 2410 DATA 
FAII 2420 DATA 
FAJL 2430 DATA 
FAG J 2440 DATA 
FALJ 2450 DATA 
FAFH 2460 DATA 
FAXH 2470 DATA 
FAXJ 2480 DATA 
FAFJ 2490 DATA 
FAOJ 2508 DATA 
FABJ 2518 DATA 
FANK 2528 DATA 
FAE0 2538 DATA 
FAKH 2548 DATA 
FABX 2558 DATA 
FAHH 2568 DATA 
FAKL 2578 DATA 
FAA0 2580 DATA 
FAGH 2590 DATA 
FAAI 2600 DATA 
FAKJ 2610 DATA 
FALJ 2620 DATA 
FAHG 2630 DATA 
FAHK 2640 DATA 
FAKK 2650 DATA 
FAJJ 2660 DATA 
FAAK 2670 DATA 
FAXK 2680 DATA 
FAKH 2690 DATA 
FACF 2700 DATA 
FAIE 2710 DATA 
FAHF 2728 DATA 
FAAF 2738 DATA 
FAHF 2748 DATA 
FAHF 2758 DATA 
FABI 2768 DATA 
FABC 2778 DATA 
FAKH 2788 DATA 
FAAG 2798 DAIA 
FAGH 2800 DATA 
FAPF 2810 DATA 
FAJH 2820 DATA 
FAGL 2830 DATA 
FALH 2840 DATA 
FAHX 2850 DATA 
FAPI 2860 DATA 
FAHH 2870 DATA 
FADX 2880 DATA 
FADK 2890 DATA 
FAHH 2900 DATA 
FAPJ 2910 DATA 
FANH 2920 DATA 
FAHL 2930 DATA 
FALJ 2940 DATA 
FAG J 29SO DATA 
FAOJ 2960 DATA 
FADN 2970 DATA 
FADH 2980 DAIA 
FAFK 2990 DATA 
FABH 3000 DATA 
FAAI 3010 DATA 
FAJI 3020 DATA 
FAH0 3838 DATA 
FAJL 3040 DATA 
FAFH 3050 DATA 
FAG0 3060 DATA 
FAAN 3070 DATA 
FAIL 3080 DATA 
FALG 3090 DATA 
FACP 3100 DATA 
FAJH 3110 DATA 
FAOH 3120 DATA 
FAFP 3130 DATA 
FABJ 3140 DATA 

6E,74,6F,7E,64,72 
69,76,65.28,42,2C 
28,61,6E.64,28,79 
6F,75,72,28,64,65 
73,74,69,6E.61,74 
69,6F,6E,28,64,69 
73,63,28,69,6E,74 
6F,7E.64,72,69,76 
65,28,41,2E,20,54 
68.65.6E,2C,28,67 
69,76,65,28,74,68 
65,28,6E,61,6D,65 
28,6F,66,28,74,68 
65,7E,73,6F,75,72 
63,65,20.66,69,6C 
65,3A,0F.03,FF,0F 
01,7E,7E,S2,65,74 
72,69.65,76,69,6E 
67,20,74,72,61,63 
6B.3A,OF,03,FF,OF 
01.7E.7E,52,65,74 
72.69,65,76,61,6C 
28,63,6F,6D,78,6C 
6S,74,65,21,FF,21 
7A,46,CD,27,40,3E 
2B,CD,1E,BB,C2,D6 
45,3E.2E,CD,1E,BB 
C2.74.46.C3.C3.4S 
CD.7D.BC.3E.88,32 
00.A7,CD,F9,40,3A 
ED.4B,FE.41.CC,24 
46.FE.C1.CC.4C.46 
22,C4,46,3E,00,32 
C3,46,06,28,CS.2A 
C4,46,3A,C3,46,06 
09,77,23,23,23,23 
10,F9,2A,C4,46,1E 
88,3A.C3.46,57.CD 
1C,41,D2,08,46,3A 
C3.46.3C.32.C3.46 
C1,10.D7,C3,5A,44 
21,28,46,C9,00,00 
41,82.60,00,46,02 
00,08,42,82,OU,88 
47,82,80,00,43,02 
00,00,48,02,00,00 
44,02,00,00,49,02 
00,00,45,02,21,50 
46,C9,00,00,CI,02 
00.00,C6,02,00,00 
C2,82,88,88,C7,82 
00,00,C3.02,00,00 
C8,82,00,00,C4,02 
00,00,C9,02,08,00 
C5,02,CD,7D,BC,C3 
9F.4l.7E.7E.54.68 
65,28,64.65,73,74 
69.6E,61,74,69,6F 
6E,28,64,69,73,63 
28,69.73,28,74,68 
65,28,77.72,6F,6E 
67.28,66.6F.72,6D 
61,74,0F,01,52,65 
66,6F.72.6D.61.74 
20,61,6E,64,20,63 
6F,6E,74,69,6E,75 
65.3F.20.28.S9.2F 
4E,29,FF,OO,0O.0O 
21,D2,46,CD,27,40 
CD,06,BB,C3,9F,41 
7E,7E,4F,6E,65,20 
6F,66,20,6F,75,72 
20,64,69,73,63,73 
20,69,73,20,6D,69 
73,73,69,6E,67,21 
FF,CD,ED,4B,3E,0C 
CD,5A,BB,21,0O,A7 
36,00,11,00,SO.CD 
9B,BC,CD,06,BB,C3 
9F,41,CD,ED,40,3E 
8C.CD.SA.BB.21.8d 
A7,36,01,11,00,50 
CD,9B,BC,CD,06,BB 
C3.9F.41,CD,ED.40 
3A,6B,47,EE,FF,32 
6B,47,FE,FF,CA,4F 
47,21,46,47,CD,27 

Typ ing l i s t i ngs 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ If you've never typed in a listing 

from AA before, then reading 
S ^ ^ H this following blurb is a 
• ^ ^ E REALLY GOOD IDEA. 

• Basically, an you need to do is 
type In exactly what we print EXCEPT 

the first four letters in each line. 
• The ftrst four letters are a code which work In 
conjunction with our unique and utterly 
excellent TypeChecker program below. 
• Only press RETURN when you get to the end 
of a command line. If a command line goes on 
to two lines do not press RETURN at the break 
in the line. Your lines on screen should break in 
exactly the same place as thoy do in the mag. 

TypeChecker 
This is a program that enables you to check 
whether you have typed AA listings in correctly. 
Type It In, then SAVE It for future use. So. when 
you want to type in an AA listing, and you want 
to double check that you got It right: 
• Load up TypeChecker. 
• Type NEW. 
• Type in tho listing of your choice. 
• Whon you've finished type LIST. 
• At the end of every line a highlightod code 
will appear. It should correspond with the code 
printed In front of the same line in AA. If H 
doesn't you have typed in that line Incorrectly. 

PAHL i|.».IypeChecker•«1.0—By•S iaon•Forrest 
er--DeC'1992 

HA0J 20-For-Aastrad-Action---Public-Dona in 
DANK 30-NEH0RM9FFF 
CAJK 48*csun=8 
GAME 50•FOR•addr =4A000•TO•«A05B 
DAKJ 60'READ'b«jttl 
GAJB 78'bsU:UAL("l"*bsitel) 
FACF 80-POKE-addr,byte 
GAFB 90 csuM=csuA*byU 
DALX 100-NEXT-addr 
0ACI 118•IF•csua<>A2ADD•THEN•PRINT•"Checksum• 

Error"iEND 
LAKE 115-POKE•AAQQ1,PEEK*(IBB5B):P0KI'IA002,P 

EEK'(IBBSC) 
KAHI 120•POKE•ABB5A.IC3:POKE-4BBSB,43:POKE-<B 

BSC,140 
NACN 130•PRINT•"TypeChecker•U1.0•Insta 11ed":E 

ND 
HABC 140'DAIA-CF,FE,93,FE,0A,CA,OG,AO,F5,CS,D 

5,E5,FE,0D,CA,22 
LACJ 150-DAIA-A0,SF,16,00,2A,5A,AG,19,22,5A,A 

0,E1,D1,C1,F1,C3 
LAFJ 160-DATA-60,AO,3E,20,CD.00.AO.3E,18,CD,8 

0,A0,2A,5A,A0,7C 
LADI 1?O-DATA'CD,45,AO,7D,CD,45,AO,3E,18,CD,0 

8.AO,21.00,00.22 
LACN 180-DATA-5A,AG.C3.IB,A6,F5,E6,0F,C6,41,C 

D,00,A0,F1,E6,F0 
KAJC 190-DATA*1F,IF,IF,IF,06,41,CD,00.AO,C9,0 

0,00,END 

Turning TypeChecker off (H is automatically 
initialised when you RUN the program above) 
and back on again is quite simple: 

POKE 4BBSB.0 To turn it off 
POKE 4BB5B, 3 To turn it back on again 

TypeChecker was an Amstrad Action 
presentation brought to you in association with 
Hairy Happening Productions Ltd. 

F e b r u a r y 1 9 9 4 AMSTRAO ACTION 
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FAXX 3150• 

FADN 3168' 

FAJJ 3170' 

FAAL 3180' 

FAAJ 3198' 

FAFH 3280' 

FAEM 3216 

FACJ 3220 

FACP 3238 

FANI 3248 

FACK 3258 

FAHL 3268 

FAJH 3278 

FACC 3288 

FAGH 3298 

FADI 3388 

FACH 3318 

FAHI 3328' 

FAXK 3338' 

FAFH 3340' 

FALH 3358' 

FADI 3368' 

FAAI 3378' 

FADI 3388 

FAMH 3398' 

FAHH 3488 

FALC 3418' 

FACI 3428 

FAMK 3438' 

FAXH 3448' 

FAXI 3458' 

FACH 3468' 

FAAK 3478' 

FACJ 3488 

FACJ 3498 

FAEI 3588 

FAAI 3516 

FACH 3528 

FABI 3538 

FAOJ 3548' 

FAPH 3558' 

FAPI 3568 

FAXG 3578 

FANI 3588 

FAEI 3598' 

FACJ 3688' 

FADI 3618' 

FAFI 3628' 

FAFH 3638' 

FAXH 3648' 

FAHH 3658' 

FANI 3668' 

FAAL 3678' 

FACH 3688' 

FAHL 3698' 

FAOI 3788' 

FAXH 3718 

FAMH 3728' 

FANL 3738' 

FABH 3748' 

FAHI 3750' 

FADH 3768 

FAAJ 3778 

FACX 3788 

FACI 3798' 

FAOH 3888' 

FAJI 3818' 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DAIA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

48,86,19, 

10.FB.CD, 

A8.41,1C, 

1C,83,QD, 

62,47,CD, 

19,CD,19, 

CD,ED,48, 

1C,82,8D, 

06,06,FF, 

40,21,84, 

48,CD,86, 

4A,CD,27, 

BB,C3,9F, 

82,28,28, 
69,73,28, 

SB.fil.67, 

51.73,28, 

74,74,65, 

6F,28,66, 

28,74,68, 

61,78,28, 

61,28,68, 
2D.63.fil, 

69,74,79, 

69,7fi,fiS, 

73.65.64, 

73,63,28, 

61,75,78, 

73.74.65, 

i r . t u t , 
S4,6F,28, 

28.74.68, 

72,6F,67, 

2C,28,79, 

80,75.73, 

61,73,65, 

fil,68,69, 

63,61,78, 

74,79,28, 

63.28.69, 

28.64.72, 

28,42,2C, 

75,72,28, 

6F,75,72, 

64.69.73, 

6E.74.6F, 

69,76,65, 

28.73,65, 

74.28.74, 

28,28,28, 
72,65,28, 

63,28,6F, 

6F,6E,2C, 

76,65,28, 

69.6C.65, 
65.2C.28, 

28,77,61, 

20,69,74, 

69.7A.7A, 

20,28,28. 
72,65,74, 

76,65,28, 

69,73,63, 

6F.75.28, 

74,28,78, 

65,28,28, 

75,72,28, 

CD,19,BD 

ED,48,C3 

02,1A,1A 

0D . r r .2 i 
27,40,06 

BD.18.FB 

C3.A8.41 

0D.1C.83 

FF,CD,ED 

47,CD,27 

B8,21,37 

40,CD,86 

41,8C,6F 

28.54.68 

78,61,63 

65.28.77 

77.72.69 

6E.28.74 

69.6C.6C 

65.28.67 

6F,66,28 
69.67.68 

78,61,63 

28.64.72 

28,62,61 
28.64.69 

62.61.63 

28,73,79 

6D,2E,7E 

2 8 , 2 8 , 2 8 

75.73.fiS 

65.28.78 

72.fil.fiD 

6r.75,28 

74,28,69 

72.74,28 

67.68,20 

61.fi3.S9 

64.69.73 

6E.74.6F 

69.76.65 

28.79.6r 
28,28.73 

63,65,28 

63,28.69 

28.64.72 

28,41,2C 

6C.65.63 

68.65,20 

73,74.6r 

64.69.73 

78,74,69 

28,67,69 

61.28.66 
6E,61,6D 

61.fiE.S4 

74.63.88 

28,77.68 

21.7E.7E 

54.6F.28 

72.69.65 

61.28.64 

2C.28.79 

6D.7S.73 

6C.61.63 

28.79.6r 

6C.69.62 

r AIH 3820 DATA 

TACJ 3830 DATA 

FAAJ 3840 DATA 

FANH 3850 DATA 

FAKX 3860 DATA 

FAEJ 3870 DATA 

TAOJ 3880 DATA 

rAci 3890 DATA 

TAXI 3900 DATA 

FADH 3910 DATA 

rAOH 3920 DATA 

rAci 3930 DATA 

FAXL 3940 DATA 

FACI 3950 DATA 

FAG I 3960 DATA 

FABJ 3970 DATA 

FABI 3980 DATA 

FAJI 3990 DATA 

FAFH 4000 DATA 

FANI 4010 DATA 

FAEJ 4020 DATA 

r AKH 4030 DATA 

RAJH 4040 DATA 

TAAJ 4050 DATA 

FABX 4060 DATA 

FAXK 4070 DATA 

TALI 4080 DATA 

FAOK 4090 DATA 

FAPI 4100 DATA 

FAPI 4 H O DATA 

FACI 4120 DATA 

FAHK 4130 DATA 

FACF 4140 DATA 

FAN I 4150 DATA 

FAXJ 4160 DATA 

FAPI 4170 DAIA 

FAOI 4180 DATA 

TAXH 4190 DATA 

FABH 4200 DATA 

rAix 4210 DATA 

FAIH 4220 DATA 

FAHI 4230 DATA 

FAJI 4240 DATA 

rACI 4250 DATA 

rAPH 4260 DATA 

TALC 4270 DATA 

FANJ 4280 DATA 

FAAX 4290 DATA 

FAII 4300 DATA 

FANI 4310 DATA 

FAJH 4320 DATA 

FALH 4330 DATA 

FAOG 4340 DATA 

FAFJ 4350 DATA 

FABH 4360 DATA 

rABJ 4370 DATA 

FAEJ 4380 DATA 

FAXI 4390 DAIA 

FAHJ 4400 DATA 

FAFJ 4410 DATA 

FAAO 4420 DATA 

TANG 4430 DATA 

FAHI 4440 DATA 

FAII 44S0 DATA 

FADJ 4460 DATA 

FANI 4470 DATA 

r A U 4488 DATA 

TAHJ 4498 DATA 

RADH 4580 DATA 

FANH 4510 DATA 

FADJ 4520 DATA 

FAEJ 4530 DATA 

FAOI 4S40 DATA 

FACI 4550 DATA 

FAHJ 4560 DATA 

FABJ 4S70 DATA 

FAAJ 4580 DATA 

FAFJ 4590 DATA 

FADI 4600 DAIA 

FAHH 4610 DATA 

FAPI 4620 DATA 

FAJG 4630 DATA 

FAHJ 4640 DATA 

FAXJ 4650 DATA 

FAOI 4660 DATA 

FABI 4670 DATA 

FAIJ 4680 DATA 

.61,72,79, 

,73,63,28. 

, 6 r , 2 8 , 6 4 , 

,65,28.42, 

, 2 8 , 6 E , 6 r , 

.6C.64.69. 

,69,61,74, 

.72.69,76, 

.2C.28.61. 

.75,73,65, 

,65,28,72, 

,69,65,76, 

.78,74,69, 

,28.49.66, 

.65.20.64, 

,20,62,65, 

,20.72,65, 

.65,76,65, 

,73,20,61, 

,66,65,72, 

. 2 8 . 6 6 . 8 r . 

,74,20,74, 

,68,65,20, 

.74.69.6E, 

.6r.6E.28, 
,63,74,68. 
.72.6r.67. 
,28.77.69. 
,72,65,2D, 
. 6D.61.74. 
.28,72,65, 
.73.74.2E, 
,20,20,41, 
,6F.72.28, 
,20.6C.65, 
,68,73,20, 
.66.69.6C. 
,20.61,74. 
,65,20,20, 
.79.20.6C. 
,65,73,74, 
.65.79,20. 
.6C.29.62. 
,38,32,68. 
,69,74.68. 
,20.62,69, 
.66.20.SC. 
,20.74,68, 
.68.2C.20, 
.79.20,63, 
.64.20.62. 
.75.69.74, 
,20.62,69, 
.68.6r.72. 
.20,64.75. 
. 6r. 28.74. 
.69.6C.62. 
.74,28,63, 
,63,68,28, 
,74,69,6E. 
,2E,2E,7E, 
, 28,28,54, 
,28,78,72, 
,61,68.20, 
,63,6r,6D, 
.69.62.6C. 
.69.74,68, 
.73.74.20, 
,68.20,63, 
.63,69,74, 
.6F.66.74, 
.65.2C.20. 
•6E.61.fiD, 
.20.66.6S, 
.8F.82.28, 
.44.4F.53, 
,4D,44,4r, 
.4r.44.4r. 
.30.38.4B, 
,S3,44,4r, 
,53,38,38, 
.81,28,28, 
.6F.7S.67, 
,66,28,79, 
,28.73,6F, 
,61,72,65, 
•28.6E.6r. 

20.64 

69,6E 

72,69 

2C.20 

72.6D 

73,63 

6F,20 

65,20 

6E.64 

20,74 

65,74 

65,20 

6F,6E 

20,74 

69.73 

69,6E 

74.72 

64,20 

64,69 

65,6E 

72,6D 

6F.20 
64.65 

61.74 

64,69 

65,20 

72,61 

6C.6C 

66,6F 

20,6F 

71.75 

7E.7E 

73.28 

74.68 

6E.67 

6F.66 

65.73 

20.74 

76,65 

6F,6E 

20.74 

77.69 

65,20 

2E.28 

20,61 
74.20 

7S.63 

6F.7S 

74.68 

6F,75 

65,20 

65,20 

74,20 

74,65 

65,20 

68,65 

75.69 

72.75 

72,6F 

65,73 

FF,8C 

68,69 

6F.67 

69.73 

70,61 

65,20 

20,6D 

68.69 

61.70 

79,20 

77,61 

74, s r 

65.20 

77.3A 

52.4T 
20,52 

53,20 
53,20 
2r,53 
53,20 
30,7E 
20,54 
68,20 
6r,7S 

66.74 

20,69 

74,20 

Stormlord 
A little while back, we promised to give you a 
tape-to-disk transfer routine for Stormlord. 
Well, here it is. Simply insert your Stormlord 
tape, a disk with 50K or so free, type in and 
run the following program, and follow the on-
screen instructions: 
DAOG 10addr:*BE80 
CAEE 28-READ-bl 
HADN 38•IF-bl:'**"THEN-CALL-IBE88:CALL-0 
FAJO 40POKE'*ddr,UAL<"4"*bf) 
EAEF 50-addr:addr+l 
CABE 68 GOTO'20 
FAHC 70 DATA-66,85.21.B1.BE, 11 
FAPD 80'DATA-40,00,CD,77,BC,21 
FABG 90 - DATA'40.00.CD.83,BC,CD 
FAFG 180 DATA-7A.BC,06.85.21.B1 
FAHH 110 *8ATA-BE,11.40.00.CD,8C 
FAHD 120-DATA-BC,21,40,00,11,00 
r APr 130DATA-A6.01.98.1A.3E.02 
rACN 140 - DATA'CD,98.BC.CD.8F,BC 
FACH 150DATAC9,53,54,4r.52.4D 
CAFE 160-DATA'M 

Finally, you too can have a disk version 
of the Stormlord - The Editor's Cut. 

FALL 4690' 

FABX 470O< 

FAJH 4710< 

FAEH 4720' 

FAAJ 4730' 

FACJ 4740-

FAPI 4750-

FACJ 4760' 

TAHJ 4770-

rAHI 4780-

FAHL 4790 

TACH 4800' 

TACH 4810-

FAFI 4820' 

FAPJ 4838' 

FAXH 4848' 

FAHJ 4858-

FANH 4860 

FAEX 4870< 

FAIH 4880 

FABJ 4890< 

FAJI 4900' 

rAII 4910' 
TADH 4920' 

rAXI 4930' 

rAAL 4940 

rACH 4950 

TABJ 4960' 

FAFH 4970 

FALH 4980 

TADJ 4990 

TAIJ 5000' 

FAJH 5010' 

rACJ 5028' 
FANG 5030 

TACI 5040' 

rAAH 5050 

rAHJ 5060' 

rAOJ 5070' 

TACJ 5080 

rAJH 5090' 
FACI 5100 

FAXC 5110' 

FAJL 5128 

rA I I 5138 

TAML 5148 

rAIJ 5158 
DACJ 5168 

DATA' 

DATA-

DATA' 

DATA-

DATA-

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA-

DATA-

DATA 

DATA-

DATA-

DATA-

DATA-

DATA 

DATA-

DATA-

DATA-

DATA-

DATA 

DATA-

DATA-

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA-

DATA 

DATA 

DATA' 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA' 

DATA-

DATA 

DATA< 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA 

DATA-

DATA 

DATA 

6T.6E.28, 

7 9 . 6 r . 7 S , 
73.74,28, 

28,69,74, 

20.61,73, 
72,6D,61, 

65.66.6r, 
79,6F,7S, 

6E.28.74, 

28,78,72, 

61,6D.2E, 

28,28,58, 

73,65,28, 

6E.64.20, 

66.6r.72, 
68.65.72. 

6T.64.75, 

20.62,79, 

65.53.6r, 

20.61.73, 

28.78.6C, 

7 4 . 6 r . 2 8 , 
78.6r.72, 
68.65,28, 

73.66,6F, 

73.20.6C, 

28,61,73, 

20.70.6F, 

62.6C.65, 

28,28,28, 
79,65,61, 

74.68.61, 

20,66,SF, 

75.79,69, 

53,44,41, 

77,65,20, 

78,65,28, 

63,6F,6D, 

69.6E.20, 

64.79.2C, 

64,28,73, 

73,28,79, 

61.28.62, 
6r.66.20, 
6S.79.2E, 

65,65,72, 

ED.40.C3, 

00,00," 

52.4r.4D 
20.6D.75 

73.65.74 

20,75,70 

20,6E,6r 
6C.20.62 

72,65,20 

20.72.75 

68.69,73 

6r.67,72 

7E.7E.20 

6C.6S.61 

73.74.61 

62,79.20 

2 0 . 6r, 74 

20.70.72 

63.74.73 

53,61,66 

66.74.2C 

28.77.6S 

S1.6E.20 

73.7S.70 

74.20.74 

43.50,43 

72.20.61 

6r.6E.67 
20.69.73 

73.73,69 

2E.7E.7E 

4E.68.20 

68.2C.20 

6E.6B.73 

72.20.62 

6E.67.20 

20.2D.20 

20.68.6F 

69,74,20 

65,73.20 

68.61.6E 

20.61.6E 

61,76,65 

6r.7S,20 
69.74.20 

6D.6E.6E 

20,43,68 

73jr,CD 
00.00,CI 

W o r k s h o p 
Okay, so there are no proper workshop boxes this 
month. This Is partly because thore Isn't exactly 
much room, and also because the only bit we could 
possibly talk about H the first six lines of either 
program. Ah well, what the hell? 

1 0 This line sets up tho variable addr to the start 
address of the code. 
2 0 Reads the first byte of data. 
3 0 Chocks to see if the byte is the 'end of data' 
indicator, and runs tho program if It is. 
4 0 What this line does is poke the address stored in 
addr with the byte. 
SO Increases addr by one. 
6 0 Loops back to line 20. 
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Please place the following advertisement in the next available issue of Amstrad Action 

Name 

Address READER ADS! 
It's true - you can advertise in 

Amstrad Action for MOTH I MCI It's all part 
of our continuing efforts to provide you 

with the best value magazine 
possible. 

Classification. Tick box: - 1 For Sale J Wanted J Services -J Usor Groups J Other 

Wri te your a d v e r t i s e m e n t here , o n e w o r d p e r b o x . Inc lude your n a m e a n d phone n u m b e r If you w a n t t h e m pr in ted . 
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Fluff and Lethal Moves might not be familiar names now, 
but give it a month or so and that could all change. 
If they turn out half as good as Radical Software 
reckon they will, they're going to be huge. Dave 

Colder talks to Radical's main man, Rob Buckley. 

Radical 

At what stage in production are both the 
games at the moment? 
Programming-wise Fluff is virtually finished, apart 
from a few gameplay tweaks, and some specials. 
Level design and graphics should be done quite 
soon too. By the time this interview appears in AA 
Fluff will be available. Lethal Move is still in early 

Do you know yet how 
many different characters there will 

be in the final version of Lethal Move? 
This is still up for discussion, but probably eight 
(or however many we have when the budget runs 
out). More than this and we'd have problems 
squeezing it all on a single disk, as the graphics 
for each character take up at least 16K. 
Character info, special move graphics, 
movement and collision tables take this up to 

around 25K for each character. 

Do you think the game will fill the gap 
left by Street Fighter 2? 
I think many people will be surprised when 

they see it. but don't expect Blanka to 
suddenly jump across the screen. 

Hopefully lots of people will decide they'll 
buy this instead of Street Fighter 2. but SF2 
is a classic and virtually impossible to 
replace. I am sorry that US Gold decided not 

to bring out the game, but from the reports I've 
heard it's probably for the best. Trying to live up 
to an arcade and SNES giant in only 64K 
sounds like a failure from the start. With Lethal 
Move it was quickly realised that 128K and disk 
were the way to go from the start, and since it 
has no arcade or console parent nobody's 
going to say. "Where's this or that move?* which 
allows us to concentrate on what it can do well 
instead of attempting the impossible. 

So, Rob. who's involved on 
the writing side of Lethal 
Move and Fluff? 
I will be writing most of the game code for both 
games, and doing some of the graphics as well. 
The infamous Richard Wtldey of Sentinel Software 
fame will also be working on the graphics and 
Richard Fairhurst. AAs own technical guru, will 
be writing the soundtrack. 

How did the games evolve? 
Radical has been looking into doing a fight game 
for some time now, and since everyone else was 
writing them on other machines it only seemed 
logical we should do the same with the CPC, 
especially since it appeared at that time that 
Street Fighter 2 was not going to arrive. 

With Fluff the idea came from my general 
interest in the Plus machines because after 
finishing Smart Plus people kept asking if we 

were doing any more Plus specific stuff and 
I said no. Then one day I was doodling on 
Smart Plus when I came up with the fluff 
character, and after doing a bit of animation 
with it I thought it looked pretty good, and 
knocked up some backgrounds. Ever since Fluff 
has been a Radical project. 

What is the basic premise of Fluff? What 
does the player have to do? 

Fluff is a standard platform game in the mould 
of Zool and Sonic which has been designed 

specifically for the Plus machine 
(sorry CPC'ers). The idea is 

that Fluff has to travel 
around collecting her 

children who have roamed all over various nasty 
and deadly zones. There are all the standard 
threats, goodies, baddies, moving platforms and 
what I think is a great amount of gameplay. 

In Lethal Move what moves will you get? 
All of the basic Guard. Jump. Punch and Kick 
moves will be there, but there won't be any 
Throws owing to the lack of a third Fire button 
on joysticks. Each character will have at 
least one special move as well, 
though with the programming 
system being used adding new 
moves is quite easy, meaning that 
each character will perform the 
standard kicks or punches differently 
depending on their style of fighting. 

as the ultimate CPC game been 
written? Some people don't think so, 
and they continue to write games that 

stretch the CPC to new limits. Rob Buckley of 
London based Radical Software is one of them. 
Currently he's got two games set for imminent 
release; there's Lethal Moves, a Street 
Fighter 2-type beat'emup. and Fluff, 
a Sonic style platformer. Sf2? 
Sonic? This man must have 
big ideas. You'd better 
believe it. 
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development, with only one character jumping and 
kicking his way around the screen. We are 
currently working on trying to make the computer 
fighters more intelligent, but are still waiting for the 
finished graphics without which ifs difficult to do! 

What special programming tricks do the 
games use? What's going to make the 
player go. "Wow? 
Every game we release has to be graphically 
good or nobody will buy it. so therefore we put 
great efforts into the graphics. Fluff, for instance, 
uses the Plus extra hardware to the fuall with 
normally about 60 colours on screen at once, 
with pixel-perfect scrolling running at 50 frames a 
second. The look and speed at which everything 
moves really wouldn't seem out of place on a 
Megadrive or a SNES. 

Ifs a bit early to say what programming tncks 
we might employ on Lethal Move, but they'll be in 
there somewhere. At the minute we have a lovely 
parallax scrolling effect, but if this slows the 
game down it will be dropped for the sake of the 
gameplay. When it comes down to it. ifs 
gameplay which is the most important factor, 
otherwise people would be spending £15 on the 
latest trench demo. Personally, I think demo 
writers should put their efforts into something 

Any ideas about prices and 
release dates? 
Fluff should be out now at £5.95 on 
tape, and £7.95 on disk (Plus 
machine only). Lethal Move should 
be finished before the end of 
February and will cost about 
£7.95 on disk. 

more substantial rather than superficial demos. 
That way the CPC scene might be |ust 
that little bit healthier. 

Being pink and fluffy is not easy. People 
keep ramming sticks up your bum and 

selling you to kids at fairs. 

What else has Radical 
Software got planned for 
the next few months or so? 
Beers all round, but apart from that there's 
nothing concrete. I was maybe thinking of 
something involving polygons, but 
nobody else seems that 
enthusiastic so I don't know Rest 
assured however Radical will 
continue to churn out stuff for as 
long as people want it. 

Thanks, Rob. and good luck with 
the games. Both Lethal Move and 
Fluff will hopefully be reviewed 
next issue, so will they kick 
ass or fluff it? You know 
where to find out. 

H was a thame that balancing on green twigs while avoiding killer bees and trying to reach 
star* wasn't an Olympic sport, otherwise Fluff might have found another vocation In lite. 

Oh not Look out. Fluff. You're about to bo 
attacked by a vicious pair of flying killer 
y>fronts, that are also a rather unpleasantly 
unwashed grey colour. Vouch. 

Essent ia l i n fo 
Fluff 

• Plus machines only 
• Price: £5.95 tape/X7 95 dl«li 
• Release date: Out now 

Lethal Move 
• 128K only 
• Price: ££7.95 
• Release date: Late February 

Both games inBatik* fi 
Radical Software 
57 lebran Square 
Kidbrooke 
London SE3 9NS 
1T 081 856 8402. 1HHI 
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Send your letters to: Reaction, Amstrad Action, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW 
We like this man 
I have just read the letter from 
Chris Hlne of Australia. Who 
the hell does he think he is? 

This must be the rudest, most arrogant 
letter I have read in the magazine. 

Who moved 

That was then and this is now. But which 
AA covertape offered the better deal? Lots 
of small programs or one big one? 

How many decent full-length programs 
can you reliably get on a tape anyway? Give 
me quality over quantity any (well almost) 
day(s). Lefs look at tape 22 - yes it had 
two games, one of which. Tankbusters, is a 
load of old poo. Penguins is very playable 
but not, let's face it. full-price, grab-it-off-
the-shelves stuff. What else have we had? 
Blues Brothers, Spindizzy, Dizzy, 
Stormlord, Sweevo's World, Heavy On The 

f l l l r l a S o who's got their 
Christmases mixed up then? 

You said in AA99 that AA100 would be on 
sale from Thursday 25th December. Now 
everybody knows that Christmas Day 
wasn't on a Thursday, so it should have 
been read 23rd December. 
Gary Lewis, Co Durham. 

Ah, now the trouble here, y'see, is that our 
publisher is so stingy he won't even buy us 
a new calendar. We're still using the same 

Magic, Firelord, Ranarama - need I go on? 
(Please feel free - Dave.) 

There have been 34 games on 33 
covertapes (excluding PD) which at, say. £3 
per game that gives £102 pounds worth of 
games and a professional mag for £2.95, 
and I haven't started on the utilities. My 
advice, tell him to bog off. 

A 94-page magazine? Luwerly, but at 
what cost? Has he any idea how much 
advertising you would need to sell to produce 
94 pages with, say, 50 per cent colour? 

Two tapes 'chock-a-block' with games -
does he think you buy games from Smith's 
and copy them 22,000 times? Does he not 
understand that copyrights need to be paid, 
that you (and ultimately us. the purchasers) 

one we used in 
1986. Normally 
whenever we need 
to print a date 
Simon works out 
what day it falls on. 
Unfortunately I did 
Next Month last 
month, and forgot all about things like leap 
years. Sorry about that. Anyway, it gives 
me the opportunity to get all schmultzy and 
say, •Well. AA is the best Christmas present 
you could ever have.' (YeucW - the rest of 
the crew). Dave 

have to pay for the programs? Probably not. 
Would anyone want to be his pen pal? 

Well, that's let off a bit of steam about 
the oik. It might be of interest if you printed 
a short article about how much a colour 
page costs, how much a typical game costs 
to obtain, etc. Or then again, it might also 
show how much wholesalers and distributors 
add to the cost of the mag. Good news 
about the VAT though. 

Give my appreciation to Simon for the 
Venture Forth series. Not for the program 
per-se but I am at last understanding string 
handling and what is meant by 'reading 
strings into variables". Good stuff. 

I am keeping my fingers crossed that 
issue 100 (and the brilliant Elite) will be 

gSgjfH Subscribers 
ra|M get more 
M U L H I always buy your mag if I see 
' M M ' it. but now I order in advance. 

When I opened up my ftrst ordered mag I was 
surprised to find a free sheet of paper with 
funny and interesting info - yes it was the 
Subs' Club. I read It through and on my fifth 
browse I found an interesting article called 
Hands Off My Mag. So I decided to write in. 

I have some suggestions and ideas to 
improve your already fab magazine. 
1 You could start a top 20 with a percentage 
out of 100, a line of descriptive info and the 
cost. I would find that very interesting. 
2 You could include a fun page with jokes, 
crosswords (like angry) and wordsearches. 
Also maybe a few competitions and things. 
3 You could start a computer game help 
page where people write in with problems 
when they can't get on to the next level. 
4 You could invent your own computer 
game in which you could have a choice of 
players - Dave, Andy and Simon - and you 
have to try and find pages of your mag. The 

ftrst one to make 
up a full magazine 
is the winner (good 
idea isnt it?). 

Those are all my 
ideas. Now I have 
to tell you what I 
like and dislike. 
Well, my favourite 
part in your mag is 
the cheats page, 
but I think you 
should have more 
cheats each month. 
But what I detest is 
you advertising 
Amigas and Ataris, 
etc. I mean, if you 
make people buy 
other computers 
they may not buy 

your mag again and sell their Amstrads. you mention my name in your next edition. 
Well, now I have to go. but before I do, I Thank you, yours computingly, 

just want to say that I hope you continue to James Anderson (13), Glasgow. 
make your mag as good as always and that PS Tell Simon he needs his hair cut. 
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out before Christmas - it does tend to 
make typing difficult, though. 
David Percival, Birmingham. 

This is a genuine letter, and, no. David isn't a 
friend or relation. Just a very sane, 
reasonable, level-headed, rather wonderful 
human being. You're obviously a very 
intelligent person, David (...and the cheque's 
in the post). Dave 

Viz a viz 
I have bought a couple of AAs 
and have some questions: 
1 Do you find out if all the Mail 

Order companies are safe before you 
advertise them in the mag? 
2 What size disk is Stop Press, and most 
disk software, supplied on? What disk drive 
would you recommend and will I need an 
interface for it? 
3 My light pen (from DK'tronics) won't work. 
What do I do? 
4 I want to start my own fanzine (a Viz rip-
off) and I want a printer with a few shades 
and a few fonts at a low price. What printer 
do you think I need? 
5 With a 64K memory expansion do I get all 
the commands of a 6128? 
6 Are Sim City and North and South 
available in 128K only? 

North and South, a classic across formats. 

7 Could you tell me a good version of the 
ancient bat and (square ball) tennis game? 
Spanner Bobblehat, Leicester 
P S Nice magazine 
P P S Please print in AA99 that I'm getting 
some CPC stuff for Christmas. 

1 We do check them out as far as possible 
but we also rely on our readers to tell us if 
they are having any problems. If you have a 
complaint about one of our advertisers write 
in to Alison Winter, AA Advertising 
Complaints, Future Publishing, 30 Monmouth 
Street. Bath. Avon BAl 2BW. But you should 
be safe contacting any of the companies 
advertising in AA. But, just in case, I would 
advise everyone ordering goods by Mail 
Order to check out our new Buyers' Guide in 
Amscene (page nine). 
2 Stop Press is available on 3-inch disk only 
as is most CPC disk software. If you read our 
top 100 last month, you'll know the answer 
to the second part of that question (yep, it's 
another plug for Back Issues). 
3 Throw it away. 
4 The Star LC20 available from Ultra 
Software. Fulling Mill, Broughton, Banbury, 
Oxon 0X15 6AP. 
5 No. You don't have the BASIC commands 
GRAPHICS PEN. GRAPHICS INK. COPY 
CHRS and a couple of others (in other 
words Simon ran out of the office before 
telling me the whole list). 
6 Nope. 464 owners aren't denied access 
to these two excellent games. 
7 There's a Binatone Home Entertainment 
System (circa 1980) going second hand for 
a fiver in a junk shop just down the road from 
the AA offices in Wells; it includes tennis, 
football, squash and a couple of shooting 
games (using an early version of the Light 
Gun). If that's been snapped up you could 
always try a few PD libraries (check out 
Amscene Directory on page nine) Dave 

Game cassette 
and match 
I am writing in response to the 
letter On Your Marks, 

Cassette. Go that was printed in AA99. 
I would like to commend Richard 

Duggan who does a wonderful job of 
supplying cassette-based PD software to 
his many customers and I congratulate him 
on a service that's very well organised and 
also very helpful indeed to the majority of 
UAUG members. 

If you have any problems with any PD 
related issues, then Richard Duggan is only 
too glad to help out as I have discovered 
from time to time. 

Also, if any disk-based PD libraries out 
there are interested then I am perfectly 
willing to pay twice the price that they 
charge for disk-based PD if they are willing 
to transfer their disk-based PD software on 
to cassette for me. 

This way the disk-based PD libraries will 
be compensated partly for the extra time 

involved in transferring disk PD to cassette 
and I get the software in the format I need. 

If any of your readers who run disk-based 
PD libraries are interested then please send 
me your PD catalogues so I can order PD 
software from tho different PD libraries. 
Richard Latham. 31 Oriel House, Blackcat 
Close, Chelmsley Wood, Birmingham, West 
Midlands B37 5DG. 

There certainly seems to be a huge demand 
for tape-based public domain software. AH 
entrepreneurs take note. Dave 

Code breaking 
I am a proud owner of an 
Amstrad CPC464 and I buy 
your excellent mag every 

month. I was wondering if I could ask you 
some questions: 
1 Do you know if there are any musical 
packages that will run the tablature out of 
guitar books because I know someone with 
an Amiga who claims that he owns such a 
package for his computer? 

Are you ready for the CPC version of 
Stairway to Heaven? Will anyone ever be? 

2 Where can I get some decent demos, 
such as Facehugger? 
3 I am thinking of getting into Machine Code 
programming seriously. I have upgraded my 
CPC to 128K and own a disk drive. I have 
also got a package called ADAM (which 
came from Audiogenic Software). Is this 
very powerful compared with MAXAM or any 
other leading Assembler? 
4 Where can I get some decent info on 
coding and demos? 
5 I want to start my own fanzine, but I was 
thinking of taking it a stage further and 
getting a job in your excellent magazine (or 
any other good mag). How would I do this? I 
am good at drawing and wouldn't mind a job 
in art, or maybe something else like 
reviews. Are there any jobs going? 

A big pat on the back for three million 
plus copies of sorted Amstrad Action. 
Jason Lifton, Nailsea. 

1 No. but Simon would be happy to convert 
BooTracker. If enough people write in saying 
they'd want it, we'll stick it on the covertape. 
2 Pick pretty much any PD library (see page 
Amscene Directory on page nine). 
3 Ah, sorry to have to break it to you, but 
ADAM isn't one of the better utilities around. 
4 Amstrad Action, 
what else? 

1 Ah. but who would compile it? Should it be 
a regular item or a oneoff? Should it 
concentrate on games or serious stuff? Or 
both? Personally, I reckon we could fill the 
magazine quite happily with Top 20s but I 
think our Top 100 last month just about 
covered everything in that respect. 
2 Well, Clur often hands me copy that 
looks like a wordsearch, but a quick run-
through with a spellchecker solves that. 
Anybody else interested in a puzzle page? 
Or does trying to work out what Simon's 
whittenng on about in Assembly Line count? 
What the heck? Check out this month's 
Next Month page. 
3 Actually, expanding the Cheat Mode 
pages is something we're considering. 
Perhaps a page where readers answer 
other reader's problems is one way to 
approach this. Again, write in and tell me 
what you think. 
4 That sounds brilliant (well, with a bunch of 
egotists like us. were we going to say 
anything other than that?). I'll get Simon on 
to it right away. Dave 
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5 There aren't any jobs going on AA at the 
moment, but the writers that have worked 
for the magazine have all got into journalism 
in different ways. There's no set route into 
the 10b - some of us have been trained 
journalists, some have come from university 
and others came straight from the CPC fan 
scene. About the only thing we've all had in 
common is a love a computers and decent 
writing skills. So concentrate on your 
writing skills (but just a word of warning -
there is a world of difference between a 
good English essay and a good piece of 
magazine writing; if you can't work out what 
it is then perhaps another career might be a 
better option). Dave 

Power to 
the people 
Quite some time ago I wrote to 
Presto PD in the hope of 

obtaining the PowerPage 128 program for 
which I waited with baited breath only to find 
that he cannot supply it. 
1 As Robot is not operational at the moment 
may I make a suggestion? Why not save 
yourself some money on buying the rights 
to put utilities on your covertape and put on 
good quality PD on instead - PowerPage 
128 springs to mind. 

At least I would be able to get a copy of 
it then and so would all the other patient 
people out there. I realise that Richard 
Fairhurst is a very busy man and I apologise 
if I appear impatient, but I have a use for a 
good quality DTP program and from all the 
write-ups this appears to be the one for me. 
2 Could you please print a list of contents of 
back issues as without it we do not know 
which ones to order? 

3 Lastly, when I subscribed to AA I did not 
require the Hackers' Guide and you sent me 
a credit note for a free gift of my choosing. 
Since then you have not had any free gifts 
on offer. Could I please redeem this against 
some Back Issues or even a copy of (you 
guessed it) PowerPage 128? 
JA Wareham, Dorset. 

1 Although Robot has closed down you can 
still order a non-F>D version of PowerPage 
from Richard Fairhurst direct. Contact him at 
2 Trent Road. Oakham. Rutland. LEI5 6HF. 
And the reason we don't have much PD on 
the covertape is because it seems slightly 
odd to give away software that theoretically, 
should be available free anyway. We like to 
give you something worth a bit more. 
2 Check out our new-look Back Issues 
service on page 24. Does that suffice? 
3 Anyone who has AA credit notes can use 
them against AA subscriptions or back 
issues, but not, I'm afraid, PowerPage 128.1 
mean, come on, we just write about and 
advertise the stuff, not sell it. Dave 

Boo to you too 
I've been reading Amstrad 
Action for a couple of years 
now and have always beon 

dead chuffed with the covertape and 
content of the mag. Right, I'll get to the 
point. I have some questions. 
11 love BooTracker to bits, but I need to 
know how to get my tunes running alongside 
another program, eg. I want to have a picture 
of a pig and have a compiled tune of Mud, 
Mud Glorious Mud going along with i t I need 
to know how to load the art and the music 
into memory (I use GPaint and Bootracker). 

Sing along to Mod, Mud Glorious Mud while 
looking at this picture and you'll have some 
idea of what Oonnison Lalng's aim in life is. 

2 How do you make a bass drum sound 
using BooTracker. 
3 Erm... is Soundtracker out on cassette for 
the CPC 464? 
4 Which is the best Metallica album? 
5 Why is Street Fighter 2 coming out on 
budget? Do the programmers feel too 
ashamed to put it out at £10.99? 
6 Can you please print the full Venture 
Forth listing? 
Donnison Laing, Maidstone. 

1 Thank you. The instrucbons for getting 
tunes to run outside the package were in the 
ish, but just for you: 

Nip along to the filing menu and select 
COMPILE. After giving a filename, the 
machine will pause for a few seconds, then 
save out a file to disk. This file will have a 
,HUS extension as opposed to .BOO. so 
there's no danger of accidentally getting it 
mixed up with your normal music files. 
Anyway, these files can now be loaded into 
your own programs by using the following 
few lines of BASIC: 

MEMORY A7FFF 
LOAD "filenane.HUS",68000 
CALL &9A90 

This will load up your tune and start it 

Anyway, to make amends we have included 
the loader on this month's covertape Dave 

Storm Warning 2 
I am fuming at you AA. Why in the world did 
you remove a part of the Stormlord game? I 
know you said something about ethics -
that's rubbish. Kids now see a lot more than 
the thing you censored. Even when you first 
reviewed Stormlord you showed the bit you 

censored. And you listen to your readers, 
do you? Ha ha. Thaf s a joke. Remember, if 
in future you're going to censor a game 
again don't put The Complete Game as i fs 
not the complete game, is it? What about us 
older CPC users? Can we get the game 
intact because when you censor a game it 
spoils the gameplay as every part of the 
game makes the game. 
JR Hoggan, Somewhere. 

Storm warning 

/

The AA99 covertape proved to 
be a bit of an initiative test. I 
have to confess - 1 failed it. I 

am one of the people who 'want it on disk'. 
Following the instructions given on page five 
of the issue I ended up with the Font Editor 
safely in place on my disk. 

That was all. 
After some fiddling with the 'clip a r f file I 

managed to eventually get the two sheets of 
clip art on to disk. 

Then I turned to side B of the covertape. 
I was in search of the loading intro which 
would enable me to save Stormlord to disk. 
K wasn't anywhere to be found. 

I intend playing Stormlord quite a lot. 
Please include the missing loader on next 
month's covertape (along with grab 
converter) or put it in the issue as a type-in. 

This would lower my anxiety level. 
Colin Lougher, Birmingham. 

Er, are you really sure that the tiny bit of 
censoring we did marred your enjoyment of 
the game that much? Are you sure you're 
reading the right magazine? Perhaps one off 
a higher shelf might be more suitable? 

Seriously. I would argue that it didn't 
affect the gameplay at all. We're always 
saying that gameplay is more important than 
graphics and this was purely a graphical 
alteration. And yes, kids can see things like 
that all over the place, but there are still 
some people who get offended - if not the 
kids then their parents. So in deference to 
them we made a slight alteration which IN 
NO WAY affected the gameplay. Dav« 

There should have been a loader for 
Stormlord on the tape, or at least there was 
when we sent it off to the duplicators. 
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playing. To stop it, you need to issue 
the following command: 

CALL A9A93 
One important thing to note is that tunes 
will only fit into memory if all ROMs are 
switched off. For those of you who are 
panicked by this, really, the only reason is 
that if HIMEM is below &A000. the tune 
code will be damaged. 
2 An easy one. this. As I remember, you'll be 
wanting to use instrument A from the 
quickstart instrument file - set it to a very 
low E and you should get some sort of bass 
drum type sound. 
3 Unfortunately, no - it relies on the disk 
drive quite a lot. 
4 Kill 'Em All. before they discovered the 
hideous radio friendliness that you can find 
on all the later stuff. Failing that, Garage 
Days $5.98. 
5 Why the hell are you complaining? Do you 
go into shops and try to beat the price up? 
Seriously though. US Gold didn't seem to think 
the CPC market could support a full price 
release, and I think they were right. Ifs just a 
pity ifs not coming out at all now, isn't it? 
5 It might be just me. but I thought we did. I'll 
try to get Dave to print the full character 
interaction stuff as soon as I get around to 
writing it. Simon 

Sudden impact 
1 Why don't you have any 
RPGs on the covertape? Put 
Times Of Lore on one soon. 

2 Do Soundtrakker files play normally when 
the disk drive is being used? 
3 I have stacks of corrupt disks. Is there a 
program which can repair them? 
4 Do you know what the password is to part 
two of Army Moves? 
5 Can you print my address? 
6 How many egg whisks can I buy for £5? 
I edit a dlskzine called Impact. If anyone 
wants a copy send 50p. a disk and an SSAE 
to the address below. 
Tom Dean. 53 High Lane. Burslem, Stoke-
On-Trent. Staffordshire ST6 7DF 

1 When the series of Cecco games finishes 
its run, who knows what we might put on the 
covertape? (We certainly don't.) Anyone else 
want to see a top-notch RPG on a future tape? 
2 Simon doesn't think so. though he's been 
proven wrong before. 
3 'Fraid not. Reformatting is your best bet. 
4 Ah. now that would be telling (actually I 
don't know and our Cheat guru Lee just said, 
"I gave you a POKE in last month's Cheat 
Mode - what more do want? Blood?"). 
5 Yes. but don't blame us if you suddenly 
get tons of |unk mail pouring through your 
letter box, okay? 
6 That really depends on how much you 
want to spend on each one. 

Oh yeah, and by the way, there's a review 
of Impact on page 54 of this very issue, so 
check it out before you check it out (if you 
see what I mean) Dave 

That GX 
project 

LETTERS 41 

We thought it would be 
well worth taking some time out to 

explain the situation over this connecting a 
CPC to a GX4000' debate. We reckon there has 
been a bit of a misunderstanding: 

In the original article. Richard Fairhurst stated 
that there was definitely a way to link a CPC and 
a GX4000 together and come up with a CPC Plus. 
Sure, fine, hunky dory, this is true enough. Pretty 
pointless, but true enough. 

However we've been receiving letters asking 
about a hardware project that allows you to add a 
tape deck to the GX4000. This is utterly 
impossible. Okay we admit you can link a CPC 
(which has a tape deck) to a GX, but any tapes 
you play on the CPC's tape deck will only be using 
the CPC to get things up and running - you might 
as well havo a toaster connected to it. The point 
is this - the GX DOES NOT CONTAIN ANY BITS 
FOR ADDING A TAPE PORT. A DISK DRIVE. A 
KEYBOARD OR ANYTHING ELSE. Okay? Simon 

Brunder* 
estimated 
The DTP feature 
(AA99) was very 

useful but please don't run down 
word processors like BrunWord 
and the cut and paste method of 
production for magazines. I use 
this method monthly to produce 
my community/church magazine 
(circulation 600) and it is 
most satisfactory. Also, I am a 
Governor at the local school 
and used this method to create 
our magazine-type Annual 
Report To Parents. It was 
then entered in the Times 
Educational Supplement national 
competition for such reports and 
ended their two-year search for 
an outright winner. 

Some at AA in the past have 
criticised BrunWord Elite Mk2 
ROM as being expensive. This I 
would not agree with when the 
user takes into account the 
facilities, but now on special 
offer and reduced to half price 
(£69) Ifs got to be the bargain 
of the decade. 

As for Stop Press, the article 
failed to mention it unfortunately 
only works properly on 9-pin dot 
matrix printers and although it's 
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a lot of fun it's incredibly slow compared 
with BrunWord to print out. 
Rev Allan Ricketts. Ross on Wye. 

First off, yes BrunWord is an impressive 
program, but I don't remember AA running it 
down in the DTP article. The reason it wasn't 
mentioned was because ifs a word processor 
and the feature was about DTP. Yes. you can 
get some marvellous results with the cut and 
paste - magazines in general survived with 
this method for over a century - but if you 
master a decent DTP system you can get 
even better results. Personally I think a 
combination of the two approaches is the 
best method for fanzines Dave 

Violent reaction 
You asked for people to write 
in and have a rant and that 
was just the opportunity that 

I've been waiting for to vent my spleen on a 
subject that has been infuriating me. 

While we are blaming the big softies for 
pulling out of the CPC market and the pirates 
for killing off the CPC scene I think there is 
another group within the scene itself which Is 
doing that very nicely themselves - so-called 
independent CPC companies who couldn't 
give two hoots about their customers. 

I have lost count of the times I have sent 
away for products and had to wait weeks or 
months for any reply - and then ifs usually to 
say that the product has been withdrawn, is no 
longer being sold or whatever. Even worse is 
when you send your CPC away for a repair or 
update and they take your money, then you 
don't see your computer again for months. 
Often when you ring up to inquire about whaf s 
happening you either get rude replies or 
number unobtainable (which is ominous). 

If this is the way that companies who 
boast that they are continuing to support the 
CPC act. then what hope is there? They 
obviously have a complete contempt for 
their customers, and are actively turning 
people away from the scene. 

There are plenty of reliable companies still 
dealing with CPC products (Wave. Wizard. SD 
Microsystems and Microform to name a few) 
but there are too many people who are just 
not running their businesses professionally. 
Unless they start soon, they might find they 
have no businesses at all. 
PDJ Dennis. Reading. 

Harsh words there. But yes, I agree that 
companies do need to be professional 
even in a small market like ours. Would f 
any companies like to reply' Dave 

A n d a h a p p y 
N e w Year 

Thanks to all the people who sent us Christmas 
cards by the way (except the ones that said I 
look like Father Christmas). Omvm 

February 1994 AMSTRAD ACTION 
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The Good, the Bad and the Ugly of 

VWfoscfru p l a t f o r m e r s and which 
while deputy 

to be outlawed? Clur checks out what 

What makes a game good? Or bad? Of, 
for that matter, downright ugly and 
unplayable? There's the old school of 

gamesplayers - you know, the sort who still prefer to 
use the keyboard to a joystick - whoU tell you that 
gameplay is everything and the graphics can look 
like something knocked up on a Sony pocket 
calculator for all they care Well, fair enough, but that 
doesn't mean that all games twe to look more 
primitive than cave paintings 

No, a decent game is the result of a combination 
of elements that work together like a welloiled 
machine to produce a satisfying whole. Not that 
every game should fulfil every criterion like 
somebody's standing there with a tick sheet. But if 
they fail to make the grade on too many counts then 
they're not likely to be much cop. are they? 

So even though, as they say m hideous American 
sit-coms (shortly before the entire cast indulges m a 
'group hug'), everybody is an individual and we all 
have our own personal tastes, you can to an extent 
break down a game into individual elements to see 
how well it holds up. Thafs what we do m a sense at 
the end of our reviews when we give scores for 
graphics, somes, grab factor and staying power. But 
games are more multi-faceted than that So what this 
new senes. The Good, the Bad and the Ugly, is all 
about is taking a closer look at a different genre of 
games each month and breaking the games down 
into their constituent elements, and finding out which 
games do what bits well, and v*4*ch games don't 

And to kick off, lefs take a butcher's at 
platformers. It doesn't matter what shape or size 
they are - as long as they've got platforms in 'em 
we've had a look at them. Of course, there are many 
more around than we've mentioned here, but these 
are the ones that really stood out. 

Graphics 
Graphically, platformers tend to be on the garish 
side - bright and colourful is what the programmers 
call it We haven't seen the full game of Fluff yet, but 
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P r e h i s t o r i k 2 
G r a p h i c s 1 0 / 1 0 

I can't imagine that you'll get anything much 
better than this for picture quality. 

Sound 8/10 
Not great but good enough. 

Animation 9/TO 
Even the nasties have been decently animated. 

S c r o l l i n g 1 0 / 1 0 
I never really thought that I'd see such smooth 

parallax scrolling on the CPC. 
p l o t 7 n o 

Cavemen are fascinating little creatures. 
Collision Detection 9/10 

Not as good as our Ricky D*s but near as 
damn it. 

Puzzles OfiO 
There aren't really any puzzle elements at all to 
the game - ah well you can't have everything. 

Control 9/iO 
He does what you tell him, wlien you tell him 
and how you tell him (/ wish I could find a man 

fike that-Clurl 
Difficulty 10/1Q 

I don't mean it's really difficult, I mean that the 
difficulty levers set on the right curve for most 

games players. 

When tho Intro screen looks thhbedyou don't 
hold out too much hope for tho In-ga/ne graphics. 

by the looks of the screen shots ifs going to be one 
of the brightest and most colourful games yet on the 
CPC. In fact ifs the complete opposite of Bionic 
Commando, the dullest, least exciting-looking game 
I've ever seen. The game actually came in two 
versions, colour and monochrome, but the colour 
version looked like the monochrome version viewed 
through one of those cheapo plastic screen covers 
or a pair of 3t>glasses. 

Compare it with the stunning parallax scrolling 
of the amazingly coiourlul backgrounds of 
Prehistoric 2. or (if you want a more contemporary 
example) the dead lush Nebulous and you'll be 
amazed that something as ugly as Bionic 
Commando ever got released. 

Of course, the graphics of a game don't really 
make much difference to the actual gameplay. but 
would anyone argue that earlier platformers like 
Chuckie Egg and Jet Set Wfffy wouldn't be enhanced 
with the addition of gorgeous backgrounds like the 
ones m Super Cauldron? It would be churlish. 

You dont get graphics as good as Super Cauldron's 
every day... er, unless you pUy It every day, I suppose. 

Sprites 
Prehistorik 2 scores on two accounts - it not only 
has some of the best backgrounds graphics on the 
CPC. but the main sprite is one of the best 
characters, too. He's just the right size for his 
environment and isnt too complicated - you can see 
wtuch leg's going where without getting confused by 
the intricate weave on his trousers 

Compare and contrast the sprites In Prehistorik 
(above) and Count Dodcula 2 (below)... 

Seeing great sprites like the ones in P2 really 
makes you wonder what the designer of the Dizzy 
character was doing when he first scrawled the oval 
that is that desperately sad egg To really enjoy a 
game you have to get involved, so involved, in fact, 
that you actually start feeling for the character you're 
controlling. How anyone can have any form of 
empathy for such a characterless character is 
beyond me - Dizzy is duller than any Prime Minister. 

Okay, thafs the Dizzybashing section over. If 
you thought that everybody's favourite' egg was 

Actually. I f s a bit of an unfair comparison. You cent 
even work out what's actually the sprite in CD2. 



insultingly bad, you really ought to take a look at 
some of the worst sprites in history... 

Three little words; Count, Duckula and Two. As 
well as being probably the worst game in living 
history, it has probably the most abysmal 
monochrome (with that chrome being black), badly 
drawn, unappealing and indistinguishable (from ttie 
rest of the characters) characters m known existence 
and quite a way beyond that. 

Animation 
Beautiful backgrounds don't matter a jot if the 
characters move as if they've got a bee hive in their 
underwear. Popeye is a perfect example of the game 
that looks great m static screen shots but loses any 
credit it had when you witness the huge sprites 
moving so jerkily they look like arthritic crane flies. 

Not • very good little mover b Popeye. We've seen 
boats In g ik force conditions move more smoothly. 

Fortunately there is a saviour to bring us back 
from the land of the jerkies and his name is Prince of 
Persia - if only we could have someone as graceful 
as Prince P in our synchronised swimming team. 
England would be world champions 

It's CD2-bashing time again, and a small plea to 
programmers around the world; programmers, when 
you want to animate something, please, please don't 
just erase it from its starting position and make it re-
materialise where it was supposed to finish. Move it. 

Such grace, such poise. I bet Prince of Ptnia could 
flnWt the game with books balanced on his head. 

P o w e r - u p s 
The maxi problem whch any programmer of a 
platformer faces is estimating the boredom threshold 
of a potential user. If you have to do the same thing 
over and over again you're probably not having a much 
fi*i. One way platformers get round the boredom 
factor is by intermittently altering the man character's 
abates Most platformers achieve this by offering 
bonus pick-ups and power-ups - bke in Bubble Bobble. 
where the normal bubbles are replaced by lightnng 
bubbles and the gamepday changes drastically. 

R E V I E W F E A T U R E 

Count Duckula 2 
Graphics VIO 

Who ever heard of transparent ducks? 
Sound 2/10 

I heard very little of what could legally be 
called music. 

Animation VIO 
Makes Captain Pugwash look like Aladdin. 

Scrolling 0/10 
There's plenty of time to make a cup of tea 

between screens. 
Plot 5/10 

Well, when you read the plot it sounds like 
there's some hope for the game. 

Collision Detection -5/10 
So this is what they mean by walking on air 

Puzaeles O/IO 
The main one is how it got released. 

Control 2/10 
Duckie sure doesn't want to do what he's told. 

Difficulty 2/10 
Ifs hard to do well when you can't be 

bothered to try. 

New Zealand Story proves the potential potency of 
poww-ups and pkk-ups wtth Its hovering platforms. 

scrolling game to fan back on n Prehistoric 2. The 
scrolling is smoother than the cream in a Twinkie. 
Why can't we have more games like this? The world 
would be a much better place for it. 

A happy medium between the two is the fkk-
screen platformer Well usually it is. There is one 
game universally renowned for its appallingly slow 
screen updates - yep, I'm talking about the loathed 
Count Duckula yet again. Luckily the Addams Family 
game makes up for that disaster with the most 
stonkingly tun flip-screen action ever. Each screen has 
its own particular puzzle to solve but they aD link up 
really well - a stonker of a game if I ever played one. 

But how does all this affect your game? Well, if a 
game is flick screen, it should be more than just a 
different way of scrolling - in Jet Set kVtffy. for 
example, each room had a name, whereas Manic 
Miner used each flick screen as a separate level. 
Most programmers choose between flick screen or 
continuously scrolling games as a point of style, one 
which can have dramatic effects on the gameplay. 
Some programmers, unfortunately, don't. 

Dramatic licence? 
Count Duckula is the perfect example of the recipe 
for disaster when it comes to licensed games. 
Because software houses assume that the games 
are going to sell because of the name and because 
they've spent all their money secunng the licence in 
the first place, licences tend to be appallingly written 
Of course there's always an exception to the rule and 
this time ifs called Batman ttie Movie. It was hyped 
beyond all belief and we all expected it to be just 
another duff licence We were wrong - ifs one of the 
greatest we have ever seen. 

Another example of excellent licence action is 
Hudson Hawk. Great care was taken to make sure 
you play only the most enjoyable parts of the film, 
throwing any plot points that get in the way clean out 
of the window. 

Probably the worst licence... Count Duckula 2... I 
think we can guess the rest. 

And don't forget the hovenng things you nick off 
the teddy bears in New Zealand Story - the game 
changes from an ordinary bounce around the place 
platformer to a float-around-andM things-before-they-
kill-you romp. Problems only start to come in when 
the pick-ups are just in there because the 
programmer thought the game ought to have them. 

Getting around 
If a game has only one screen per level, you'd 
assume that it would be easier to program and 
therefore a lot more processor time would be spent 
on the game play - just look at Bubble Bobble and 
Rodland to see how it should be done. But scrollers 
have got it tough; not only have they got to cope 
with moving sprites, but every time the player's 
sprite moves, even if it's just a pixel to 
the left, the Amstrad has to 
calculate what it should 
be showing on screen. It 
may be tough to do but 
that's really no excuse 
for sloppy work. 

Thankfully there's a 
fantastic example of the 

When I said get a Batman The Movie picture. Andy, 
I did mean the 90$ version, not the 60s one. 

Plots 
Apart from licences, where programmers have to try 
to keep to the style and plot of the original, whether it 
be a movie, a book or a TV program, platformers 
generally tend to have tl»e most ridiculous plots. You 
might thmk that the plot isn't important, it's the 
gameplay that counts. Fair enough, but thmk about 
Bubble Bobble which is undoubtedly a great game; 
the plot however, is so sickenmgly cute, that you're 
likely to bring your lunch back up. I reckon that all that 
nonsense about yukky kids beng turned into cute 
dragons is likely to be a real turnoff for loads of 
people. Rodland is similarly afflicted. 

The guys who did Switchblade, on the other 
hand, are masters of ttie scenario scene. The fact 
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Besides Count Duckula 2, the prizes for 
the most worst-looking plntformors ever go 
to Quartet (take a bow Hit Squad) and 
Romantic Robot*s Never Mind Tho Nasties, 
both of which should carry government 
health warnings. They wero deemed so 
appalling that wo elocted not to print any 
grabs owing to possible medical 
repercussion (actually, to toll the truth, 
we've burnt our coplos of both). 

When a game's that strange how the hell are you 
supposed to work out what you're supposed to be 
doing? It becomes more of a case of trying out 
everyttmg your inventory every time you come up 
against a new problem and hoping that you stumble on 
something that works; not wtiat I'd call an awful lot of 
fun. Take a quick peek at NebuJus and you'll see how it 
should be done; a perfect difficulty curve mmgled with 
some fantasbcafly complex puzzles - fantastic stuff. 

Count Duckulst Ha. scared you didn't I? Bet you 
thought I was going to say something nice didn't you? 
Well rm going to slag it off yet again 'cos I've just 
been reminded of the pathetic gun that the duck 
uses to scare off its enemies (unfortunately, we had 
to play the game again for research purposes). What 
you need is a weapon like the ooe in RodJand -
thwacking those chutes fluffy things from side-to-side 
is so satisfying. Ifs a great game to play on a 
Monday morning when you've just been fighting your 
way through the traffic trying to get to work on time. 
The trick is to be creative - why does it have to be a 
gun that you use to do the nasties m with? 

There is another category of game that deserves 
a mention - the 'meathead with a mission'. You see. 
there's been a huge tendency with licences to take a 
meathead, put him m a platformmg world and name 
the game after the film he came from. Weaponry 
goes out of the window, hitting people comes back 
in, and it's nearly always rubbish. Sorry. 

One thing you definitely don't want in a platform game 
is a bad control system. If you can't convey to your 
character what you want him to do then you're likely 
do be dead within two screens of the start. Top of the 
charts in the totally uncontrollable stakes is any Dizzy 
platformer. You spend most of your time getting him 
to the nght pace on the screen by jumping back and 
forth all over the place, rather than dealing with the 
crux of the gameplay. solving the puzzles. Why cant 
Dizzy be more like Rick? Now that's what I call a real 
man - he can climb up ladders even if he isn't quite 
standing dead in the centre of the first rung, when he 
leaps you can tell where he's gomg to land and he can 
jump as high or low as you want hm to. 

At the end of the day, control systems work best 
if they're easy to use (Jet Pac), not too fussy (Blues 
Brothers) and re-definable. 

Sanies 
I will admit that you cant do much with the sound chip 
built to your CPC. but that's no excuse for not 
making an effort to do the best with what you've got. 

Cauldron - great game, shame about the music H 
music Is quite the right word to use In this case. 

There are some games around that people will load 
lust to have the intro music running as background 
noise. The number of times I've caught Dave jiving to 
the Blues Brothers theme is quite sad, really. But 
you'll never catch anyone grooving to the intro sounds 
from Cauldron. Ifs a pity to pick faults m Cauldron 
because ifs such a playable romp but you do have to 
play m silence or else your ears might give up and run 
away to live with Ptacido Domingo. 

Once again. Prehistorik 2 picks up more awards 
for having amazing DMA sound on the Plus - you'd 
have to hear it to believe it. 

Restarts 
There's nothing worse than beng made to feel a 
failure. Actually there is, and ifs being made to play 
all the way through a huge level then getting killed 
just before the finishing point and sent all the way 
back to the beginning again. Like you do m Robocop. 
As if you aren't working hard enough already they go 
and plonk you right at the start when you die. |ust so 
you have to go through that heB all over again 

Difficulty 
If you want to see one of the classic platformers of 
all time then just load up this month's covertape. 
When E x o f o n was released it had a reputation for 
being pretty tough. A lot of games lose out on sales 
by alienating the audience of games players that 
really aren't that good at video games. Exoton had its 
difficulty level set just at the right point - ifs tough 
enough to keep the hardened platformer from 
finishing the game in a day. but not so hard that it 
scared the games wusses away. 

Thafs where Darkman falls down in a big way., 
The difficulty curve is so steep that most players just 
gpt stuck at the bottom. It really is a prty as Darkman 
did have a number of good points, but they were 
overpowered by the sheer hell that was getting 
through the second level. 

Riding off Into the sunset 
And the moral of this tale is that not ali bad 
platformers are all bad. not all good platformers are 
all good, but wtien it comes to ugly, you'd be hard 
pressed to find anything as downright { r T \ 
unappealing as Count Duckula 2. '.u-

Okay, no iokes about bad eggs. The puzzfes in Dizzy 
can scramble your broim {you're firvd - Ed). 

No game in the survey got an across trio board 
thumbs up. Will Huff be able to change all that? 

Besides being pretty darned brilliant all-round. 
Switchblade also has a great little plot. 

that you're searching for seven sections of a sword 
gives the game a sense of purpose and progression. 

Collision detection 
I'm sorry but ifs time to mention the horror of 
horrors Count Duckula 2 again. I tried desperately to 
find another example of how poor collision detection 
can rum a game but couldn't ftry DJ Puff - Dave). I 
know ducks are supposed to be able to fly but this 
is ridiculous - CD finds it particularly easy, no 
flapping or anything, to balance with one toenail on 
the edge of a platform. 

Rick Dangerous (both versions), on the other 
hand, has amazing collision detection, almost pixel-
perfect m fact This means that you have solve some 
of the puzzles with pinpoint accuracy; getting the bat 
to fly away by prodding it with a stick in the first 
section of the original game is a great example. If he 
stands too far away he waves his arms about 
pathetically. One step too near and he's dead. 

Predskm b the name of the game, here {actuary 
Rick Dangerous 2 b the name of thb game - Dave). 

Working out puzzles is a major part of playing a lot of 
the platform games. Timing puzzles are the most 
popular while there are a lot that consist of picking up 
an object from somewhere and using it or dropping it 
elsewhere. The Codes tried and succeeded to sell 
loads of this sort of game in the guise of that darned 
egg. Dizzy. They seemed okay at first, but soon the 
writers became strapped for ideas for puzzles, so the 
problems became gradually more surreal; in the early 
games you would put out a fire by pouring water over 
it - logical enough - whereas m later games you'd 
more hkety need to find an elephant and an ear 
trumpet to do the same job (you can try and figure 
out how. we could never be bothered). 



M g l t i f a r f \ THE FINAL CLEAKAWCES 
When the MULTIFACE was launched In 1986, 
it was an outright winner. No one has ever 
come up with such a powerful, uselul add-on. 
L a b e l e d the ESSENTIAL CPC COMPANION, th is 

MULTIpurpose interFACE proved to be an 
absolute Godsend for the Amstrad CPC users. 
Remember the first disk drive on the CPC 464? 
Suddenly the loading took seconds rather than 
minutes from tapes. Except that there was not 
much to load • very little had originally been 
released on disks and there was no facility to 
transfer programs from tapes to disks. 

THE SAVIOUR 
This Is one area where the MULTIFACE saved 
everything - literally. The black magic box could 
stop anything any time and SAVE it to disk or 
tape. When the 6128 came with a built-in drive, 
it was left aga in to the M U L T I F A C E to d o al l the 

transferring • and to perform other miracles... 
So. in case you just came from Mars, what 
does a MULTIFACE do? First, it sits at the back 
of your CPC. its magic button always ready. 
Press it. and the MULTIFACE takes control! 

ACT ION I 
Once in action it freezes everything and It 
displays its own menu Being fully menu-driven 
and error-trapped, you'll probably never need 
the full manual that comes with the MULTIFACE. 
Most operations are also entirely AUTOMATIC. 

so to SAVE a game once you stopped it. you 
just name it. insert disk/tape, and press a key 
You can then return and continue the program. 
If you get beaten later on. just reload from where 
you saved last and play just from there againl 
No need to go back to the start all the time. Or 
even better the Multiface allows you to POKE 

I N F I N I T E L I V E S 
listed in this magazine and you'll never loose 
The MULTIFACE comes with a built-in TOOLKIT 
that lets you inspect/alter/dump the CPC RAM 
It also has its own 8K RAM and 8K ROM 
Many top programs were wntten with the aid 
of the TOOLKIT and the extra 8K RAM And do 
you like the screen shots in this magazine? 
They are all produced using the MULTIFACEf 

When we announced earlier that we were to 
pull out of the 8-bit market, the surge of Interest 
i n t he M U L T I F A C E w a s such , that w e h a d to 

make many more. And not just the MULTIFACE • 
we also have the one and only disassembler. 

THE INSIDER 
that lets you see and alter what happens any 
time anywhere inside a RUNNING CPC program 
It comes on a disk and loads inside a MULTIFACE. 

Press the magic button and the I N S I D E R will di-
sassemble. find text/code, dump the CPC RAM 
to printer, etc. Get it at H A L F - P R I C E for £L95' 

L A S T C H A N C E ! 

As this goes to press, we still have enough 
s tock of b o t h t he M U L T I F A C E a n d I N S I D E R . 

This, however, is our tlnal clearance and once 
these are sold, we will NOT make any more. 
The MULTIFACE is terrific value, in fact more 
for t he customer t h a n for t he manufacturer... 

We will only accept orders when we can supply 
the goods and we give a full guarantee. Plus 
we still offer up to £10 OFFl mail orders! 

You MUST NOT use our products to copy, reproduce or Infringe 
copyright owner Wo do neither condooo nor outhouse the use ol 

in any way whatsoever any copyright material without the permission of the 
our pioducta lor the reproduction ol copyright malerial to do so ts ILLEGAL! 

Ipncos 
apply to Mail Orders 10 SB 2 1994 only. 

I o r d e r a M U L T I F A C E 2 for C P C 4 6 4 / 6 1 2 8 • £ 3 9 * 5 o r for C P C « « M » £ 3 9 * 5 p L U S ^ U K a n d E u r o p e £ 2 O v e r s e a s £ 3 . 

R O D O S D » » » 5 £ 1 4 . 9 5 B L A N K D I S K S £ 2 * 5 I N S I D E R • £ 7 , 9 5 ' 

I I I I I I I enclose a cheque/PO/cash for £ or debit my Access/Visa No. I I r I card Exp. 

Name/address. 

ROMANTIC ROBOT. 54 Deanscroft Ave, London NW9 8EN S 24 hrs 081-200 8870 S AA 

TO REACH OVER 21 THOUSAND, 
ADVERTISE IN THIS SPACE. 

CALL ROB BENNETT 
OR LOUISE WOODS ON 0225 442244 

C O M P U T E R R E P A I R S 
• AMSTRAD AUTHORISED * 

Q u a l i t y A s s u r e d ! 
Fixed price repairs on many machines 
Over 2500 square foot ensineering complex 
Top quality technicians at your disposal 
All work warranted 
Fast turnaround 
Simply post or hand deliver your machine 
and we will do the rest 
Collection Service available 

Please supply evenins and daytime te lephone numbers 

Amstrad 464 
Amstrad 6128 

All monitors 

Others 

£29.00 
£33.00 (extra £25 If disk drive 

needs complete 
replacement) 

£15.00 Diagnostic charge 
plus quote 

P.O.A. 

ru> 

Tel: 0582 491949 (4 lines) 
WTS Electronics Ltd, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds LU4 8EZ AA 
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From under 20 feet of snow, a muffled curse reveals that Lee 
Rouane's postie does battle yet again with the alpine conditions 
to bring you your monthly fix of cheating delights. 

TNT Compilation 
Following on from his superb POKE routines a 
couple of months back, the unstoppable Andy 
Price has cooked up some more delightful little 
pokettes to while away the winter nights. They 
are all for the TNT compilation, and they should 
be merged with they main DOLPHIN POKE that 
appeared m issue 98. For those who missed it 
though, here it is again: 

• Speedlock-Disc-Decryption-Systen 
***-DOLPHIN•Systen•*** 

• by-ANDY-PRICE 
-Ocean-disk-loaders'(8k-sectors) 
•Tryasain-Ocean!"' 

Another request for tips that we simply cannot 
Ignore is for that brilliant find-'em-up featuring that 
infamous tub of lard. Seymour Goes To Hollywood. 
Perhaps now all the baying thousands can stop 
bleating (or indeed baying) and get down to 
finishing this mastorpiece. Once again. David 
Hayes of Neilston in Glasgow comes up with the 
goods. Congrats. David, ifs not often you get your 
name in Cheat Mode twice with the same solution. 

1 Get the movie specs from the Hmo. then go right 
Once past the security guard you drop them again. 

I r } 
H i a i i H ^ m v M i i i. _ I ) i_ i i .I I .i.i. , ". fl |l| ,lT I.. A'. 

HALL 1-
HAIC 2-
AAXH 3-
EAFF 4-
LAOI 5-
CACI 6-
AAOH 7 ' ' 
HAEA 10-DATA-21,OE,80,ll,O9,A2,8l,OO,16C 
HAEC 2O-DATA-e2.n>.B8,C3,88,BE.lE,06,3C4 
HAFF 38-DATA'18,88.F3,lE,6S,81,7E,FA,30F 
HAH1 40-DATA-ED,59,06,FS,ED,78,IF,38,3FD 
HAHI 50-DATA-FB.ED,78,lF,38,FB,lD,28,3E7 
HAEH 6O-DATA-F1,F3,C9,0E,C8,21,AO.A3.4E7 
HABF 70-DATA-16.00,C3,8E,A2,4F,DD,21,356 
HAFG 8O-DATAAO,A3,DD,7E,0O,B9,28,OA,389 
HALC 9O-DATA-DD,23,DD,23,DD,23.DD,23,4O0 
HAFI 1O8DAIA-18,F0.DD,56,01,DD,SE,02,3?9 
HAHC U0-DATA-DD,46,O3,3E,19,93,B8,38,300 
HAKH 120-DATA-07,7B,8O,3D,4F,C3,74,A2.36? 
HA0L 130-DATA-0E,18,CS,FS,ES,DS,CD,74.4DB 
HAKI 140-DATA-A2,D1,E1,F1,C1.SF.78,93,570 
HABC 150-DATA-47,70,83,67,IE,01,14,18,1F8 

2 Go right until you reach the first / I f 
studio then left twice. Get the / 
dictionary and give K to Pippa / J H | 
(tho receptionist). | • 

3 Keep going right until you reach 
the first tree hut. Enter and get the X ^ T ^ j j 
jacket. Go to the top right hut. enter ^ ^ 
and get the spanner. Make your way 
back to the first studio and leavo the 
Jackot outside. 

4 Go to the lift and drop the spanner. Go to tho 
first floor (press K) and get the pom pom. Go up 
another floor and work around to the deflated 
balloon. Pick It up and return to the lift. 

5 Go to the top floor then go right. Get the studio 
key. Go back to the first !#studio (M to make the lift go 

down). Drop tho key at the 
door. Leave the balloon and 

P MbCX- get the jacket. 

4 
.)'• ''J J • 

9m 
g S 

6 Enter the Grease set. give 
the jacket to the biker and get 
the pump. Go right, enter the 
Malt Shop and give the pom-
pom to Sindy. Take tho key 
and the parrot food. 

7 Leave tho set. get the 

T i S S IJK JsSLef balloon, go right Into the 
g i ^ r e f f f r r E f c second hut and drop the 

j s K ^ j S j £ C^Cll balloon and pump. Go to the 
^ top-right hut. drop the parrot 

JUirT'l- cmrL KaciH/i Ihn Hnnr IVhnn 

S f y m o u r 

JQ^/ * • 'K r j $ n a c ' t beside the door. When 
F t HM parrot leaves collect i t Exit 

the hut. go to the top-loft 
was last spotted as an extra in an instant mashed potato ad. platform and ropeat Go loft 

HACL 160 
HALH 170 
HAJH 180 
HAAI 190 
HACC 200 
HAHF 210 
HACK 220 
HAHI 238 
HACI 240 
HAPJ 250 
HA0H 260 
HAIJ 270 
HAHF 288 
HACH 290 
HAEF 300 
HACK 310 
HACP 326 
HAFC 338 
HADH 340 
HANL 350 
HANG 360 
HABC 370 
HACL 388 
HACI 398 
HACK 400 
HACH 410 
HAJJ 420 

) 

DATA-DA,3E,40,32,7E,A3,3E,06.2FB 
DATA-32,83,A3,79,1D,93,32,1C,20F 
DATA-A3,7B,32,07,A3,IE,01,48,324 
DAIA-C3.8F,A2,59,7A,32,77,A3.413 
DATA-32,80,A3,22,BD,A2.7B.32.383 
DATA-82,A3,79,32,84,A3,11,7A,382 
DATA-A3.0D.D7,A2,3A,97,A3,B7,S14 
DATA'28,F4,11,74,A3,CD,C1,A2,460 
DATA-11.7A,A3,CD,D7,A2,11,7D,402 
DATA-A3,21,91,AC,18,1E,CD,D2,3D6 
DATA-A2,ll,78,A3,OD,D7,A2,21,435 
DATA-97,A3,CB,6E,28,F3,O9,01,458 
DATA-5F,A3,18,0B,01,47,A3,21,231 
DATA-97,A3,18,O3,O1,10,A3.ED.2F6 
DATA-43,09,A3,1A,47,CS,13,1A,242 
DAIA-01,7E,FB,F5,ED,78,87,30,48B 
DATA-FB,FA.EF.A2.FI,00,ED,79.5E9 
DATA-O6,08.18,FE,C1,1O.E6,01,2D4 
DATA-7E.FB,11.00,00.03,47,AC,340 
DATA-0C,ED,78,OD.1B,ED.78,F2,3FO 
DATA-10,A3,7A,B3.C2,0B,A3,ll,361 
DATA-08.00,60,ED,78,77,0D,23,218 
DATA1B,7A,B3,CA,3A,A3,ED,78,454 
DATA'F2,29,A3,E6,20,02,1D,A3,446 
DATA-C3.44,A3,0C,ED,78,0D,ED,415 
DATA•78,F2,3A,A3,E6,20,02,36,445 
DATAA3.21,97,A3,ED.78,FE(C0,521 

and repeat until the parrot onters the 
hut Get tho key and the daggor. 

18 Go to the first studio, drop the 
dagger, get tho key. Go left fivo 
times and open the door. Go to 

tho Grease set. then left, right and 
open tho door. 

9 Go to second tree hut. get the balloon 
and the pump and drop on tho platform. Ferry 

all four items across from the island. 

1 0 Get the key. go up and left to tho hut and get 
the key. Go to the Grease set. Go left, open tho 
door and work through the set. collecting the key. 
Go left, open the door. Left twice again, open the 
door and return to the Grease set. 

1 1 Get the gloves and go into the Shorlock Bones 
set Make sure the gloves are last on tho inventory, 
go right, get one coin and the cards, thon the 
arrest warrant from Rick Bracy. Go to the Western 
set. enter saloon, talk to Billy tho Kid. then give the 
evidence to Rick Bracy. 

12 Go to the Western set. climb the stairs in the 
saloon, go left and enter the green door. Talk 
to Sal and give the letter to Rick. Get the lollipop 
and coin from the Sherlock Bonet set, go to 
the limo. then left and into Greasy Lil*s. Give 
her the coin, then 
take a buttie and 
the key and go to 1 I K 
the Grease set. C 9 | 
dropping tho \. ^ M M 
lollipop off at r w l | 
the limo. 

13 Pop along to 
the Western set, and 
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HAHJ 430'DATA-38,FA1OC,ED,78,77,OD,23,34A 
HAFL 440 DATA-3E,05,3D,2O,FD,ED,78,E6,3E8 
HAAK 450DAIA.10,20,E9,C9,ED,78,F2,SF,498 
HAJH 46O-DATA-A3,C9,D9,01,7E,FA,ED.49.4F4 
HALL 470*DATA-01,8D,7F,ED,49,AF,08,D9,3D3 
HAPC 488•DATA*E9,03,6F,BO,60,01,68,02,106 
HAFE 490'DATA-4A,00,09,40,00,00,00,08,167 
HADH 50O DATAiO2,C8,2A,FF,0O)O7,0C,OF,215 
HALB 510 DATA>60,03,04,06,01,02,OE,00,01E 
HAAC 520 DATA-06,16,IS,99,48,00,00,00,100 
HAXB S3O-DATA<eO,C7,O2,Oe,eO,Oe,08.OO.eOS 
GAM 540 DATA-08,88.00,08,88,80,80,00,000 
OACC S50-n:-8:a-48000:U-10:WHILE-1<•SSO:COSU 

B•568:UEND:GOTO-600 
NACG S68-cs^:F0R-x:l'T0-n:READ-vl:v:VAL("IV 

«t):POKE'«,v 
LALH S70'C$:cs»v:a:aM:HEXT:READ ct:c=UAL("l-

• c$ ) 

OALK 580 • IF -cOcs • THEN • PRINT'Data • error• in• 1 i 
n t ' M : D O 

drop tho buttle at the locked door to the left and 
then open the door to the right. 

1 4 Get the ball from the tree hut and go to the 
Frankenstein set. Give Towser the ball. 

15 Go to Ill's, codoct the foot and then the hand 
from the limo. Go to the Frankenstein set and get 
the other foot. Work through to below the table and 
drop everything. 

16 Get key and open tho last door (whero tho 
buttio is). Go to the Rick Bracy set. take the body 
and gloves and get a coin from the Sherlock Bones 
set. Go to tho Frankonstein set. Leave the 
gloves and coin on the ftrst screen. Put 
the body on the table. f , 

17 Repeat for the hand (third floor / • I 
lift), hoad (first floor lift), arms (from [ • H 
the island and tho Western), and legs I " v 
(second hut and the Western set). V *"*« ' 

18 Get coin and gloves. Put the coin into 
the machine, then, wearing the glovos flick 
tho bottom and top switches. Flick tho top again, 
then the bottom. Go right, get the brain and drop it 
outside the Grease set. Get tho dagger, mallet and 
buttie. then onter the King Kong set. 

19 Make your way to the top. give King Kong the 
buttie and use the dagger to cut the girl free. Drop 
the mallet, get the medal and collect the brain. 
Then get the clockwork heart from the Flash set. 

2 0 Go to tho Wizard of Oz set and give all three to 
Dorothy. Take the towel. 

21 Get the lift to tho third floor and coUect the 
potion. Go to the Flash set. 

22 Place the towol in the toloportor. operate the 
computer, then repeat to teleport yourself. 

EAJH 590•1=1•lO:RETURN 
IAPC SOO•MODE•1:INK•0,13:INK•1,0:BORDER-15 
XAAL 610-PRINT"Insert-gane-disc,-then"; 
KAMI 620 PRINT- press anykey.:CftLL «BB18 
AAA0 630-' 
GAL0 640-'•Cheats-goes here 

First to be hacked into oblivion is that two-player 
robot farce, Xybots. Infinite credits are provided 
and this program should be merged with the 
main POKE or typed directly after it. 

2 3 Go right and get the lift. Go left, past Ming and 
get the detonator. Make sure that you aro still 
carrying the pobon. Pass Ming, drop tho potion 
thon teleport back. 

2 4 Got the flowers from the island and the 
oxplostves from tho Rick Bracy set. 

2 5 Give the flowors to Pippa. tako the key and got 
the lift to the top floor. 

2 6 Go left and open the door. Drop the explosives 
in front of the safe, drop tho detonator on the 
settee. Enter room and collect the script. 

Onco finished you have to And ail the 
Oscars. Good old David comes up with 

J ^ the goods again with all these Oscar-
' J U L • \ winning locations: 

<Jr I 11n the props 
He J department. 
a j ^ f hidden underneath 

a barrel. 
2 At the lift underneath the 

Yukka plant 
3 In the hut where you found 
the ball, underneath the 
window pane. 
4 To the right of this hut. on 
the platform, under the leavos. 
5 Top-right treehut, 
underneath a barrel. 
6 In the Wizard of Oz set - go 
to the top of the castle, fall 
instead of Jumping up to tho 
flying monkey and land on the 
platform. It's under tho leavos. 
7 On the Rick Bracy set In a 
lock-up under a packing case. 

P €S 

GAHC 650 '-Mots-TNT-disk 
EANL 660 ' 'by ANDY-PRICE 
KADC 670-''Merge-with-Dolphin•Systen 
AAF0 680-' 
GAFI 69O'DATA'Cd,0d,a2,cd,26,a2 
FAF0 700 DATA'3e,03,21,OO.cO,cd 
GAPB 7l0-DATA-3O,a2,cd,O9,a2,3e 
FAHI 728-DATA'07,21,40,00,cd,38 
FAKL 730'DATA*a2,3e,c3,32,4O1OO 
FAG0 740-DATA-21,aa.be,22,41,00 
FA0I 750-DATA<21,40,00,c3,65,a3 
FAEP 760-DATA-f3,cd,6c,00,31,40 
FAFI 778'DATA-68,21.db,01,16,00 
GANF 780DATA 0e,c8,cd,e4,00,3e 
FAOJ 790-DATA-01,21,84,03,cd,86 
FAAP 800 - DATA-00,af,32,If,72,c3 
CAN0 810 DATA'S9,80 
FAHJ 820 FOR xr«BE88•TO•ABEC9 
FACK 830-READ'al:a:UAL("l"*al) 
CA0H 848•POKE«x:sHEXI 
FAPG 850 IF'»OI1A19 THEN 878 
EAIJ 860-MODE>1:0ALL-A8888 
HACJ 878 PRINT"Error'ln«Ch»at* 

721F,00 Infinite Credits 

Second game oblivion bound is that waterfall 
frolicker, Toobm'. Once again, infinite credits are 
provided and you should also merge this with the 
main POKE or type it directly afterwards. 

CA0E 
EANL 

658< 
660' 

•Toobin'TNT'disk 
•by-ANDY-PRICE B3T 

Continues on 
next page. 

W — 
8 First screen in the Sherlock [ 
Bones sot halfway up a tree. / 
9 In Sal's Saloon - jump on to the I U I -

piano, then across to the last \ 
chandelior. then try to pick it up. j [ I T I 
1 0 Under the packing case in the j ^ f c i ^ ^ 
corridor of Sal's Saloon. 
H Under the bedknob in Sal's bedroom. 
1 2 In the ftrst room in the Frankenstein set. hidden 
under a railing. 
13 In the Secret Lab. Frankenstein sot. 
1 4 In tho Flash set - on transporting. Jump up and 
right to Ming's armoury. 
15 In the space base under the ftrst air vent. 
1 6 Jump across tho third chandolier in Sal's 
saloon, hold down entor and it usually appears - if 
not keep trying. 

M 

Strangely, something M*mt to bo k reaming out "SPCCCY PORT!" 
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Fiendish Freddy 
Ros» Watson from Redcar in Cleveland 
suggests that on the tape version of Fiendish 
Freddy (hang on, I'm getting a sense of 
presque vu"), at the end of each judging 
session note down the number on the tape 
counter then play the next event. Get Judged 
on that, and then rewind to whatever number 
you wrote down. You will now be judged on 
your original event and you can keep on 
doing this time and time again until you get 
the required $10,000. 

Graham Gooch's 
Test Cricket 

A r e you r i 
be fuddled | | 
by listings? ^ ^ 
Don't panic! There's a full explanation of how 
to typo in listings and what the codes at the 
beginning of each line mean in the Type-Ins 
section which starts on page 32. 

this mission, exit the dungeon immediately for a 
free 100 gold coins - can't be bad. 

2 Allow the computer to load the Options Menu, 
and do it all again. 

Bouncing back with an excellent POKE is the 
unstoppable Andy Price, this time taking all you 
deattvdefying Skoda fans to another dimension 
with Extra Time cheat 

HALX 1-' Hard Drivin'-THT disk 
EADF 2-'-by AMY-PRICE 
AAKH 3*' 
CAOH 10*OPENOUT"x":NEN0RY-42FF 
EAAK 20-CLOSEOUT:M0DE•1 
FALK 3fl'L0AP"aeaload",4300 
FAHF 40•FOR•n:ABE88•TO•4BE9C 
FANG 50-READ-al:a=VAL("l"*aS) 
EAJE 60POXE-n,a:NEXT 
CAIN 70-CALLME80 
CANH 80'CALL300 
DAOD 9O-POXE-«18B9,0 
CALX 100'CALL-1521 
FACD 110-DATA-3e,c9,32,f3,O4 
FABD 120-DATA-21,91,be.7d,32 
FAIC 130-DATA-a2,04,7c,32,a3 
FACD 148'DATA-04,c9,01,c$,7f 
FAHJ 150'DATA-ed,49,af,32,c2 
EALX 160-DATA-48,c3,88,ff 

Multiface POKE 
4BC2.00 Extra time 

XADG 870-' Herge-uith-Dolphin'Systea 
AAFO 680 
CAFI 698-DATA-cd,Od,a2,cd,26,a2 
FAIO 7OO-DATA-3e,06,21,OO,c0,cd 
CAPB 710-DATA-30,a2,cd,09,a2,3e 
FAII 728-DATA-08,2I,48,00,cd,30 
FAXL 73O'DATA-a2,3e,c3,32,4O.0O 
FACO 748-DATA•21,aa,be,22,41,08 
FAOI 758-DATA-21,40,00,c3,65,a3 
FAEP 760-DATA-f3,cd,6c,08,31,40 
FAFI 770-DATA-O0,21,db,01,16,0O 
GANF 780-DATA-0e,c8,cd,e4,00,3e 
FABK 790-DATA 04,21,84,63,cd,86 
FAJP 800-DATA 06.3t.a7,32,eS,9c 
DAPK 81O-DATA-c3,S9,08 
FAPJ 828•FOR•x=JBE88•TO•IBEC A 
FftCK 830-READ-al:a=UAL(*4"»al) 
CAOH 840 • POXE • x, a: y=j»*a :NEXT 
FAAH 850• IF• «<>« 1 MS• THEM• 870 
EAIJ 860 MODE-1:CALL*A80G8 
JAHD 870 PRINT"Error-ln-Cheaf:CLEAR 

Multiface POKE 
9CE5.A7 Infinite Credits 

FAPK 200 REM INFINITE-LIVES 
EAGD 210-DATA-AF,32,62,A8 
FANF 220-REN-INFINITE-TINE 
EAJN 230-DATA-3E,C9,32,211,92 
JACL 240•REN•NEXT•LEVEL•WHEN•TINE•RUNS-OUT 
CANI 250-DATA-21,CA,4E,11,91,00,22,58 
EA00 260-DATA-AO,ED,53,SD,AO 
FAXN 270-REN-LEAVE-THIS-LINE 
EAJI 280-DATA-C3,40,00.END 
DACD 290-add:4BE80 
IAJJ 300-READ-aS:IF•al:"END">THEN-GOTO-340 
IA IF 310•IF•A!:"X"•THEN•ADD:*BE87:C0T0•300 
IANN 320-P0XE-add,UAL("4"»al):add-add»l 
CACX 338-C0T0-300 
DAPN 340•MEMORY•A7FFF 
EALC 350-L0AD'NENU\ 48000 
DAXA 368-CALL-4BE80 

Multiface POKEs 
Impossaball 92D2.C9 Infinite time 

A062.AF Infinite Lives 
Cisco Heaf 396B,AF l l n , l t a T m o 

nan or l , n f i n , t e T i m e  

fl7 (do all three POKEs) 

Having watched my dog get bombarded by the 
postman with requests for a cheat for the AA75 
covertape (he waits under the letter box. you see 
- the dog, that is) here's one we made earlier, or 
rather S (Saddam? Spaghetti?) News on from Hemel 
Hempstead did. Delete all cheats you don't want. 

IAPB 10-REN- -AA7S-C0VERTAPE-
JAEE 20•REN - -•INPOSSABALL•AND•'CISCO•HEAT•-
HAHP 30-REN TAPE -AND-DISC 
IAKH 40 • REN BY-STEUE NEHSOH 
EAHP S0-REN •»•'CISCO-HEAT* 
GALC 60-REN-LEAUE-THESE'LINES 
GA0H 70•DATA•21,8F,BE,22,A1,87,21,B7 
GAXL 80'DATA'BE,22,EE,87,C3,D7,8O.AF 
FACD 90 REN-INFINITE-TINE 
GAEH 100-DATA-32,6B,39,32,80,39,32,95 
CAIF 110-DATA-39 
GAFE 120-REM-ALWAYS-1st-PLACE 
I AN J 130-READ-af:IF-al:',END--THEN-GOTO-180 
GAAI 14O-DATA-21,3E,01,22,A1,2A,2A,32 
DADA 150-DATA-A3,2A 
DAIC 168-REN-LEAVE 
EAAB 170-DATA-C3,40,00,00 
CALE 180•DATA-X 
FAJI 190•REN•*•INPOSSABALL•» 

ShaneMcGuiness mi'" - mm if, 
from Dr. | 
had his Guinness S r o •: * v ' m 

(f bet that's not the l a ^ ^ g M ^ M f f T . 
first time he's ' 
heard that one - Dave) with this excellent cheat 
for that hack-and-slash feast. HeroQuest. He 
suggests that to get as many gold coins as you 
want, follow these steps carefully: 

1 After choosing your character(s), load the 
quest entitled The Stone Hunter. When you start 

More game-winning tips now from our 
man in March. Andrew Cranwell. 
Graham 'dead cat on lip' Gooch's 
Test Cricket is this month's target | 
- apparently this is Andy's Dad's • 
favourite game. M 

1 At the start of the game it I 
asks you to Edit the team if '§ 
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TVantor 
Age-old frolics now with a corking tip (Multiface 
owners only) for that supremo platformer, 
Trantor. Alexander Franklin from Warnbro 
(sounds like a hip' street saying) in Western 
Australia suggests that to finish the game you 
should first disable all the computers and then 
activate the Beam Control computer. Now, 
freeze the game with the Multiface. and. using 
the Window option, point to address 23D8 Hex. 
Here you will find a three-letter code. Return to 
the game and type it in. Now step on to the 
transporter at the right of the terminal and pull 
down on the joystick/Down' key. Congrats, 
the end is in sight. j i 

A AV 

Gazza's Super Soccer 
7 I 

Ross Watson from Redcar in • -
Cleveland suggests that on the tape V 
version of Gazza's Super Soccer, if you 
hold down the keys CTRL/SHIFT/HSC the ref 
will blow for full time (this is best used if you're 
winning at the time, by the way). 

Poking the 
multiface way 

1 Make sure that you've got a Multiface 
plugged into the back of your CPC; It helps. 
2 Load the game as normal. 
3 Press the RED button on the Multiface. 
4 Press T for tool. 
5 Press *"' to select the code. 
6 Press H' for HEXADECIMAL input. 
7 Press SPACE' for input. 
8 Type in tho ADDRESS (ie. 3A7C) 
9 Type in the POKE (ie. A7) 
1 0 Press "RETURN' 
11 If there's more than one poke go to 7. 
12 Press 'ESC' back to the menu. 
13 Press 'R' to return to the gamo. 

Ye Gods! After last month's plea for more POKEs we suddenly got inundated 
with more than you could shake a stick at Ken Wood (good on yer Ken) of Blyth 
and CB Thomas (now. now. first names please) provide a plethora of poking 

Game 
Midnight Resistance (CB) 

Format Poke. Addross 
Tape/disk 470F.00] 

4710.00] , , 
4711,00] ( 0 n l 

0E28.XX x 

19BA.xx x* 
48DC.ni 

Effect 

Keep keys whon hit 
(enter all three POKEs) 

xxsrNo of lives (1-FF) 
xx=Noofkeys (1-FF) 

xxsType of gun 
|1=FLAME. 2=3-WAY. 3cfUUAJT0.4=SH0TGUN] 

(Yes we're still talking MR here) 4F1 B.xx] xx=Gun Ammo (1-FF) 
4F1C.XX) (enter both POKEs) 
48ED,xx xxsNo of backpack 
(1=N!TR0. 2=H0MING. 3rSH0WER) 

4F2C.xx xxrNo Of backpack 
Ammo (1-FF) 

Deliverance 1st toad (KW) Tape 1131.00 Infinite lives 

mania zone 
delights. Eeo, I don't know - you get the same names writing in for years and 
then two new uns turn up at once. Just like the AA Editors realty (hahf - Dave). 
As usual, the Initials indicate which POKEstor to shower with praise. 

Game 

Deliverance 2nd load 

Deliverance 3rd load 

Rambo 3 (KW) 

Prehistoric 2 (KW) 

Format Poke. Address 
49EB.00 
4B7A.00 
4BF6.00 
1137.00 
493E.00 
4AD1 00 
6469.00 
1134.00 
4005.00 
59A9.00 
18A6.00 

Effect 
Infinite boulders 

Infinite arrows 
Infinito spikes 

Infinite lives 
Infinite boulders 

Infinite arrows 
Infinite spikes 

Infinito lives 
Infinite boulders 

Infinito spikes 
Infinito continuos 

7001.00 infinite arrows and bullots 
OE 11,00 Infinite lives 
4707.00 InftntMjijliteij 

Get list® 
the mode 

Stuck on a game? Or perhaps you've found a 
cheat or hint that you reckon other people 
should know about. Either way. if you want to 
get into the Cheat Mode, the address you need 
to writo to is: Cheat Mode. Amstrad Action. 
Future Publishing. 30 Monmouth Street. Bath. 
Avon BA1 2BW. 

you want to. For this cheat you 
do. so click on Yes. 

2 Select the way you want 
• teams to be set up 

_ them. Change 
all the figures in the 
columns to 00 and then all the 
Slow people to Fast. 

3 Save the teams. 

4 Now play a good 40 overs without your 
opponents' scoring. 

Andy also blatantly asks me to mention Andrew 
Pilbeam, Martin Wright and Steven Hunt as his 
accomplices in cheating. Consider it done Andy. 
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The Prophecy Lords & Ladies 
o f A d v e n t u r e \ • P I I I P yy Written by Alex Gough was that the cornet of Sayla was riding high in 

I k 11LIIPrice: Disk £4, Tape £2 the n>ght sky< The Westerners looked to the 

I I M I I 11 Available from: The East, read the prophecy and prayed for a King. 
" A Adventure Workshop, 36 But to you, living in the far west of the 

Grasmere Road, Royton, Oldham, country, the problems of the East seem small 
Lancashire. OL2 6SR. Cheques/Postal compared to the dayto day troubles of 
Orders payable to: PM Reynolds. running your farm. Besides, what could you, a 

poor farmer, do to save the western lands? 
...And the prophet Colias came from the You'd be surprised, 
wilderness and spoke to the people, saying Although this adventure was written with the 
these words: help of GAC it is a text-only adventure which 

"When the star with the tail is returned and uses colour cleverly to alter between day and 
that which was lost is found, a King shall arise night as you play the game. The only trouble 
in the West who will unite the land and challenge with this is that the daylight colours are both 
the power of the eternal one, so that which has light colours (light blue background and yellow 
lived too long will die. And he will be strong and writing). This could cause a few problems for 
wise and brave and perform great deeds so this green-screen players, 
may come to pass." The market place seems the ideal place for 

And the prophet returned to the wilderness dropping all your objects as you explore the 
(as prophets do) saying. "That which must be area, and you'll meet many colourful 
done will be written." characters moving around along your way who 

Many scholars dismiss this passage in the add to the atmosphere. 
Life of Colias as a brief lapse of sanity for a I seemed to spend most of my time trying to 
man whose works and teaching have been kill the vanous baddies that cropped up amidst 
revered throughout the known world, and the gameplay, which meant that instead of 
probably beyond if any interested aliens were getting on with the business of trying to solve 
eavesdropping. Yet when the Sorcerer seized particular sub-tasks most of my time was spent 
power in the Eastern Kingdom over 400 years typing KILL PATROL or other such mundane 
ago, and seemed to maintain his youth despite commands. This, I'm afraid, turned me off the 
the passing of time, people began wonder H adventure a little bit, although I'm sure that some 
Colias knew a thing or two. of you enjoy that sort of game play. 

And now, with the latest and probably last You can get killed, so I would recommend 
rebellion in the Eastern Kingdom ruthlessly that you save on a regular basis. If _ 
crushed the Emperor is turning his gaze with you're looking for something just 
avance to the hopelessly divided Western that little bit different then this will I QS % ) 
Lands... well, perhaps that Colias hadn't just be nght up your street. y y 
been too long in the bath when he spouted __ 
that prophecy. But the real clincher 

If you are stuck on one of the games listed 
bolow, these kind souls are willing to help you. 
Please remember to enclose an SAE with your 
enquiry and DONT ask for a full solution, as 
you might be disappointed. If you want to 
become a Lord or Lady please write in with a 
full list of the adventures you've completed. 

• Heroes Of Kam - Ewan "CMT Riley. 6 A 1 
Ferry Road. Leith, Edinburgh. 

• Five On A Treasure Island. Werewolf 
Simulator- Samantha Blair, 21 Obelisk Rise. 
Kingsthorpe. Northampton. NN2 8QT. 

• Famous Five On A Treasure Island - Tommy 
MacDonald. 7 County Cottages. Piperhill. 
Nairn (Where's that? - Dave). 

Debby Howard has surfaced from her lair in the murky depths that are the dark dungeons 
be low the A A off ice to bring you the latest news and reviews from the wor ld of adventures 

Cluepot 
Thanks to Phill Ramsay from Manchester for 
this month's Cluepot contributions. 

Darkest Road 
Wear the shoes when you enter the forest. 

Dragon Slayer 
TIE ROPE to HOOK and SWING HOOK to 
knock out the Goblin. 

Starship Quest 
Get along to the sickbay and SAY GOODBYE 
to Doctor McGinty. 

Case of the 
Beheaded Smuggler 
Examine the PATH, the ASH and the BODY. 

• If you want to contribute to the Cluepot. 
send your adventure tips and hints to The 
Examiner. Amstrad Action, Future Publishing. 
30 Monmouth Street, Bath Avon BA1 2BW. 

If you'ro looking for new and re-released 
adventures, then drop the following poople 

a line (enclosing a SSAE or course) for 
their latest stock list. 

• Amstrad Adventure Solution Service. 10 
Ovorton Road. Abbey Wood. London. SE2 9SD. 

• Adventure Workshop. 36 Grasmoro Road. 
Royton. Oldham, Lancashire. OL2 6SR. 

• WoW Software. 78 Radipolo Lane. 
Weymouth. Dorset. DT4 9RS. 



They tried tp constrain itv they tried to keep it boxed In, but 
it was no good. It exploded from the centenary covertape and 
voraciously consumed two pages of issue 100. But Elite's 
hunger was no^abated and so it" forced Clur to give it two 
more pages of exposure In the next issue... 

Have you seen Elite's / Fr<mt uiew V 

manual? It gives the 
Hong Kong phone — - . 

directory a run for Its money. . ; \ 
And we foolishly thought we | / i i.v^vv.V'i i I 
could cover all the vital points In [ ' v ^ ^ ' V . ' ; J 
just two pages last Issue. Well, = 
we nearly made It. We gave you ... " — .. 
all the bare essentials you 
needed to know to get started. & ^ ^ i 
But there are loads of ftner ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ — 
points of the gameplay and = = ° 
playing hints left to explain. 

So hore we go with the I I -
ultimate tips guide for Elite. !•»•!•• 
There's everything f rom Nyporspace to your destination, but b « warned - there 
assessing the UltHniite bug in could be some nasty pirates lying In wait for an innocent 
the game to loads and loads of » k m to b*-
multiface POKEs. Have fun folks. without the aid of a docking computer". So 

here's a cheat to avoid all the hassle that 
I n t h e d o c k docking brings. First chose a system to 
Ask anyone what he toughest thing to get hyperspace to and go there. Then (I know it 
the hang of In Elite is and more than likely sounds drastic) get yourself killed by any 
they'll say, "docking with a space station means possible. Press Y In response to the 

^ ^ m ^ m m "Load new commander?" prompt, but then 
•VIuluidCG PtWCES save the commander to tape. Now return to 
EFFECT ADDRESS POKE the game and you'll find yourself docked at 
Indestructibility 787C 00 the space station of the system you 

7861 00 hyperspaced to. 
6E63 

Cloaking device 4902 
4906 
F908 

ECM system jammer 8932 
48CD 
48C3 

Instant hyperspace 4CF6 
507F 

No hyperspace range limit 4C08 
4C12 

Infinite credits FE78 
FE86 

Infinite fuol 4F02 
Infinite missiles 382D 
Constant galactic hyperspace 

4BFA 
Constant escape pod 3849 
No cargo loss on escape 3866 
No laser temperature rise 7A4F 
One hit destroys enemies 7AA8 
Space stations launch Thargoids 

896B 
Missiles able to blow up space stations 

8A8F 
Constant energy bomb 2F6A 
Remove blinding flash from energy bomb 

2F7A 

described above, but switch on the cloaking 
device just before you hyperspace and then 
destroy all but one Thargon. 
4 Switch off the cloaking dovice and wait 
'till Tharglets appear. Destroy the Thargon 
mother ship and collect the Tharglets. 
5 Repeat this until you're suro you'vo got 

• enough alien items or are about to get your 
A hold like a TARDIS ship destroyed 
Once you've docked, even if you've got 6 Enter tho normal system and abandon the 
loads of money, there is a limit to how much ship using the escape pod. Whon you get 
you can buy, 'cos you've only got so much your new ship you'll have a 35-ton cargo 
cargo space on your ship. And there's not a bay plus all the alien items. Soil theso and 
lot you can do to Z ^ m m s 
increase your cargo 
space fl, 
buying a load of J * * 
cargo pods. . r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H S ^ ^ ^ M i H ! ' . 
there? Try this - H ^ ^ H I ^ ^ ^ H M 
one. i fs tough, but jjf 

a cluster . 
two to three 
no more than 2.5 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
light years apart. 
2 Sell all cargo. If __  
possible arm yourself 1 ... ( \ W m . H - i ^ ^ ^ H H 'ST . . " ' A / r ' — I I I Kl— 
to the hilt with a f u • ••<> • - X / • • " i p c 
mining laser, C T I . . . . . r s / . . . . . \ ^ ^ J L 
cloaking dovice k c i ^ ^ B ^ B N i " * J t S H ^ H ' j 
and energy. l f » l a o D M — ~ ^ 
3 Enter Witch Space ft an asteroid or a viper police sblpT * y C j f f l 
by the method Cbeck out the combat tips to find out. / c . d W P 

So that you know when i fs best to buy what 
product here's a specially compiled list of tho 
average prices of the various goods that you 
can purchase around the universe. (Remember, 
buy choap and sell at oxtortionato pricos - if 
the planet you're on doesn't offer a good price 
then go somewhere else.) 

ITEM AVERAGE PRICE 

Food 4.4 credits per tonne 
Textiles 6.4 credits por tonne 
Radioactives 21.2 credits per tonno 

* Slaves 8.0 crodits per tonne 
Liquor/Wines 25.2 crodits per tonno 
Luxuries 91.2 credits per tonne 

* Narcotics 114.8 crodits per tonne 
Computers 84 credits per tonne 
Machlnory 56.4 crodits por tonno 
Alloys 32.8 crodits per tonne 

* Firearms 70.4 credits per tonne 
Furs 56.0 crodits per tonne 
Minerals 8.0 credits per kg 
Gold 37.2 credits per kg 
Platinum 65.2 credits per kg 
Gem Stones 16.4 credits per kg 
Alien Itoms 27 credits per tonne 

* These itoms aro definod as illegal by the 
Galactic Govornmont, so trading in them tends 
to be a mite risky. 



Blasterama 
If you're just into a bit of a blast then why 
not have a go at taking on the Thargoids in 
Witch Space lf$«4|tiftadly pastime to say 
Jhe least but if you have the urge to blast a 
few speedy aliens then here's a trick to 
automatically take you there. First choose a 
system to hyperspace to and pause the 
game. Press the F key. restart the game 
and then hyperspace. You appear In Witch 
Space with three or four Thargoid 
motherships aiming their weapons at your 
hull. To leave, just pause the game, press F, 
restart and hyperspace again to the system 
you originally intended. 

T U T O R I A L 

Career prospects 
The message "Right on Commander" is the 
key to moving on up the ratings ladder. To 
start on ttfe ladder to improving your status, 
you'll need to make around 200 kills. The 
messages only start when you're rated * 
'competent* so here's a quick guide to those 
careeruplifting moves: 
• Competent commanders need 3 Right on 
Commanders to make D a n g e r o u s / " ^ ^ 
• Dangerous commanders need 1 message 
to be assigned their First Mission. 

Mystery cheat 
If you're so darn clever that you've made it 
through to Elite in two days then how about 
this for a whirl? It only works for disk 
versions of the game I'm afraid. 

1 Start the game as normal then go straight 
First Mission survivors need 3 messages % to the load/save screen. 

to be sent on the Second Mission. 
• Second Mission veterans need 2 Right on 
Commanders to be rated Deadly. 
• Deadly commanders and archangels, 
need 1 message to face their Third Mission 
• 13 messages later and you are rated Elite. 

F r o n t U i e w 

bay door*. 

2 Select the option LOAD NEW 
COMMANDER when prompted. 
3 Input the commander's name as Elite and 
hit the enter key. 
4 The message disk loading error will 
appear - don't fret i fs supposed to do that 

5 Press 4 to exit the 
loading screen. 
6 Press space to begin the 
game and be prepared for 
a big surprise. 

Apart from giving you all 
sorts of things you normally 
don't have, this also seems 
to introduce some rather 

interesting little • 
• ̂ S H P i f c i i ' , bugs into 

B ^ ^ t f 8 a m 0 , 

• NB If you're using tho 
• j cheat abovii don't save 

h r i your games on fb the Elite 
disk itself because it'll tend 

to corrupt your 
disk. You have 

been warned. 

Combat tac t ics Missiles, energy bombs and ECM's will have no 
effect so don't waste valuable hre power and time. 

• When using an ECM to trash missiles, wait until 
it has almost hit you - that way you might well kill 
more than one bird with the ECM stone. 

• The golden rule of combat situations, though, 
is to always have a hyperspace destination set up 
to escape to if things get too scary. 

ADDER- Often used by smugglers, 
only carrios one missile, so it is 
unlikely to use it on you. 

ASP MK I - Galactic Navy vessel. 
Theso blighters are very fast and 
particularly manoeuvrable. 

COBRA MK III - A good all roundor 
(it better be good 'cos i fs yours). 

FER-DE-LANCE - Completely self 
sufficient luxury ship. 

you can use the extra cargo space. This will 
disappear If you have to use the escape pod 
again and aren't carrying alien items, but 
you can always ropeat the process. 

Cloaking devices 
To be sure of winning through there's one 
thing that every good pilot should not be 
without - a cloaking device for your ship. To 
get hold of a cloaking device you must 
destroy a ship that already has one - they 
appear as a flashing spacecraft. You have 
to have a rating of at least 'dangerous' 
before a cloaked ship will appear. After 
destroying K scoop up the cargo pod that 
remains in the debris from the ship. The Y 
key will now toggle the cloaking device on 
and off. but it will drain your energy rapidly 

i. an<* automatically switch 

' ^ f f i t i t i f t s r r , itself off if 
— your energy 

levels get too low. 

Of all the things in Elite, some of the most crucial 
decisions aro those of target identification. If 
you're a law-abiding space trader you don't want 
to start blasting pirates only to find that you've 
taken out a Viper police ship and tho cops aro 
after you in droves. So hero's the AA guide to 
surviving combat situations. 

• Asteroids usually appear Just in front of you. 
Thoy don't shoot but you can crash into them and 
they prevent you Torus-jumping. Blasting them 
earns you 0.5 credits 

• Pirates have a tendency to appear in the top 
left hand corner of your scanner, if there are four 
or more unidentified ships then they're definitely 
plratos so let loose with tho lasers. 

• Once you've committed yourself to a fight with 
pirates, there are a fow very effoctivo techniques 
that can help push tho kill rate up. Always try to 
take them from as far away as possible - use 
those missiles. If a pirate gets bohind you then 
i fs best to slow down, pull up and turn 180 
degrees to get their rear-end in your forward gun 
sights. Speed up and with luck you can get on 
their tail and shoot at them in relative safoty. 

• When rumbling with Thargoids, rolax and ignore 
those Thargons and go for the mother ship. 

| j / L g f s f t f 

WttM 

KRAfT - Small but reliable one-man 
fighting machines. 

PYTHON - Ugly, uncomfortablo but 
largo enough to carry loads of stuff. 

SIDEWINDER SCOUT SHIP - No 
hyperspace capabilities, mainly hangs 
around near planetary surfaces. 

THARGOID INVASION SHIPS - Hugo, 
fast and terrifying, oach mothor ship 
carries a number of remote control 
smaller fighters (worth a lot of 
money to the wrong people). 

VIPER - Police ships, don't shoot at 
'em unless you think less of your life 
than Simon thinks of mine. 



If A A doesn't fulfil your appetite for 
oucrv month here are a totinlp of ot! 
yon might want to peruse. D.>ve browses through '< 

A m s t r a d C o n t a c t 

I m p a c t 
PRICE: 50p 
EDITOR: Tom Dean 
ADDRESS: 53 High Lane. Burslem. Stoke-On-Trent. 
Staffordshire ST6 7DF. 

FORMAT: A diskzine. available on 3-inch disk. 

CONTENTS: A right weird mix of features we've 
got here (a bit like Simon's ftzzog. really). Among 
the less unusual features are game reviews 
(pages and pages of them, in fact, including every 
game on Beau Jolly's Big Box compilation) and 
tips - in the issue we received here at the office 
there were a complete set of maps for Bard's 
Tale. Then there are a few PD games (all Simon 
Avery text adventures) and The Plasma Demo 
thrown into the mix. But oddest of all is the 
selection of short stories which seem to bo the 
product of a mind not so much deranged as never 
having been arranged in the ftrst place. 

DESIGN: Minimal is the best way to 
describe It. The reviews and stories are 
just page after page of text that scroll on 
relentlessly. It really is crying out for a 
few pictures - especially in the game 
reviews. Okay, this might be tricky to 
achieve and would mean - horrors -
doing a bit of coding so that you could 
combine sprites with word processed 
pages, but I reckon it would be worth It. 
Anyone want to give it a go? 

Anyway, back to Impact. The menu 
system i t easy-to-use, but there seems to 
be no way of escaping sections once you 
start reading them apart from getting to 
the far end or quitting, which can be 
annoying when you're reading something 
like the reviewt section. But the maps 
are great and if you've got a printer you 
can even get hard copy of them. 

* * J 
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And there are more maps like these ones In Impact. In fact 
It's got a whole load of playing tips for Bard's Tale. 

COMMENTS: Impact ain't at all bad. just 
a bit dull to look at. 
The actual standard 
of writing is pretty 
darned good; the 
reviews are clear and 
concise but with a tendency to 
use what these teenagers of 
today call. I believe, 'hip 
language' - apparently. "One 
hell of a doss" means the game 
is good (personally I thought 
doss meant easy: I must be 
getting old). Actually, it was a 

I raSSt 5WBM really refreshing and 
BT * unpretentious read which, while 
ur it had nothing much new to 
•ct. In fact t a y f a t least said It an 

individual way. 

This one isn't exactly 
a fanzino - more of 
a club newsletter. 
But like WACCI, tho 
tho 'zine virtually is 
the club. Amstrad 
Contact is a CPC 
support group based 
in West Sussex, but 
it now has members 
as far afield as 
Scotland, so they're 
not choosy. 

The newslettor is 
a pretty flimsy affair 
that's a real pot-
pourri of items, snippets of info listings and bKs'n'pieces 
swiped from the long-defunct Bonzo's Scrapyard. 

I fs all a bit ramshackle and thrown together, with 
no consistent style. There aro some useful bits and 
pieces dotted around but it never really ovorcomos its 
newslettor roots. 

We'vo hoard vory good reports about Amstrad 
Contact as a user group and CPC support service, so 
by all means got in touch (tr 0403 753348). But don't 
oxpect too much from tho newslottor. It's functional and 
useful, but not really vory enjoyable. 

i&ijailcaKiaMi i _ .xfffm. fw-rtvsraaa&n:--: 

As for the short stories... er. well. I'm not really 
sure. They're certainly off the wall, but they left me 
more bemused than amused. At least they're 
something a bit different. 

A good read if you persovore. but there's not 
much meat to It. The choice of PD was also a bit 
uninspired. Worth checking out at a mere 50p 
(plus a disk) but it needs to be more original in its 
choice of foatures if i fs going to get people going 
back for more. The foundations are there. 

BUY IT IF... You want to read dozens of short pithy 
reviews or want the maps to Bard's Tale. 

CPC m o w ! 
PRICE: £1.50 
EDITOR: Jamos Hockney 
ADDRESS: 3 Saint Ethelwolds Close. Ely. 
Cambridgeshire CB6 3AX 

FORMAT: A4 

CONTENTS: Ifs a bit of a mlni-
Amstrad Action, really, with a mix of 
everything - game reviews, 
interviews with CPC-relatod 
companies, cheats, listings, serious 
software reviews, letters, a dead 
useful show diary, recipes for lobstor 
thermidor... er, scrub that last one. 

DESIGN: Though not as ambitious or 
original as some fanzines, CPC Now? is a well-
designed 'zino. the best thing being that tho text is 

very easy on the eye - there's none of that 
microscopic lottering and lines so close together 
the words merge nonsense here. Ifs intelligently 
illustrated, and the reproduction of tho pictures is 
much better than average. Even the printing 
seems to have been done with a better quality 

potato than most other 'zines. A 
sideways logo, though - I wonder 
where the idea for that came from? 

COMMENTS: CPC Now? comes 
courtesy of the entrepreneurial 
James Hocknoy and is one ol the 
most readable 'zines around Ifs also 
one of the fastest growing (In terms 
of page size if not roadorship). It 
might not be as outspoken as some 
'zines but its unpretentious style 
works in its favour producing a 

reader-friendly mag. Don't take that as meaning it 
must be bland, though; CPC Now! simply 

concentrates more on facts and info than radical 
opinions. And because it casts its net so wide 
there's pretty much something to appeal to 
everyone (except hardonod toch-heads). 

Imitation is the best form of flattery, they say. 
in which case we feel vory flattered. James might 
deny but quite a few of the sections do seem to 
have been 'inspired' by AA. But there's nowt 
wrong in that, is there? 

BUY IT IF... If 12 issues of Amstrad Action a year 
just ain't enough for you. 

Send us your wares 
Further reading is going to become what we in 
the trade like to call 'a regular feature'. So if 
you want your 'zine or newsletter reviewed, or 
you've got any snippets of fanzine news for us, 
send it all along to: Further Reading. Amstrad 
Action. Future Publishing. 30 Monmouth Street. 
Bath. Avon BA1 2BW. 
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O P O S T A G E & P A C K I N G I N 
B R I T A I N I S F R E E ( . . . r . . „ a d d 20%) 

O FOR M O R E I N F O R M A T I O N O N THESE A N D O T H E R GREAT 
PRODUCTS A V A I L A B L E - A N D A L S O DETAILS O F SOME EXCLUSr 

SPECIAL OFFERS - WRITE FOR O U R P R O D U C T GUIDE . 
GREAT 
VALUE 

tt M M 

D I S K : £ 5 . 

B L A N K D I S K S & C A S E S 

STAR COMMAND 
Earth M under attock from o voit flee? ol awon 
ipoce craft • ond H u up lo you lo stop thorn m 
fhts strategic ipoco woi gam*. 
You mull lake command ol either the Eartn c* 
often Ileal (lh* computer or a tnend commond» 
tho other fleet). ond then ftghl o bafllo to tho 
doath 
Tho command systom a on odvonc+d program 
featuring torno e i celtent graphics. and H alto 
pormits trocklng 01 on craft which it neodt to 
do wtth ovor 100 erott m bot»« 

TEN PINS I 
Proparo yourto* tor tho u/hmcrf* oxpodonco in 1 
Ton Pin Bowling Thtt gomo Is atMOlutoty 
pocked wtth foaturos. Including toe dittos tor 
dtftoiont ban wtghly ssnglo gamos/ 
n H n f 1 > m g | . I«t> . • f j n f i n • 1 I • •• RT I FT • 

cnompionsnipt. pray ogoinii rwnos ana/oi 
yout Amshod CTC - and much, much morot 
This gamo it goarod towards both tho novtco 
and tho export with Tasy 'apian* to got you I 
slartod, botoro you moot tno tuN toico of tho 
computor controdod opposition. AB this and 
g*«af Qropttici • what more could you wantl 

W A N T TO M A K E S O M E M O N E Y ? 

WOULD YOU LIKE ULTRA SOFTWARE TO SELL 
YOUR PRODUCT? 

WRITE NOW FOR DETAILS OF OUR EXCELLENT TERMS. 

i i o m t v /AROUND 

I ' U N I 'RIAS CJORNO»\R 
Welcome to a gambit* hoaven • betting 
where you can tocfualtyioM any money 
ihh vuperb botftng gam* features A OWoront 
ways to txrt up to 6 pkryn (human- computer) 
unlimrtod roc* mooting*; 6 rocoi per mooting -
eoch conttiling 016 honor Hpttorr. loan 
sharks, torn 6 poddock pu*d*s • etc. » l c 
Aftor you v* ptocod your boll, fun sit bock, 
watch tho gr*af roc* graphics, and lot your 
winninQ$ lotln • or not. at tho COM may bol 

% fAtti. i s no?) 
you havo boon put m charge of a run-down 
ttabioyard. m this oditton o1 tho Horsin Around 
sortos (more to toAow soon) 
VOu must turn thU yard Into tho botf tn tho 
country, by buying. soBIng, trasnlng ond racing 
up to 10 hon*t at any ono Hmo 
you make AB tho dodtton*. Including who to 
hko and fire (stable start and (ockoys). which 
horses to enter tn which focos. etc. etc 
Do you havo what B lakes to succood? 

nl xS JU.O x20 
3" Maxell Dttks £1.95 £8.95 £15.95 £29.95 
3.5" Branded Disks £0.95 £4.45 £7.95 £14.95 
3.5- Bulk Disk1 £0.55 £2 95 £4.95 £9.45 
5.25 Branded Disks £0.85 £3 95 £6.95 £12.95 
5.25- Bulk DWu £0.55 £2.45 £3.95 £7.45 
3V3.5~ Cast (ftMtl £0.75 13.45 £5.95 HI.45 
Disk l.tbeli 10-10.40 20-£0.70 5041.25 100* 1.95 

D R I V E C L E A N E R S 
3" Dnk Head Clear** £4.75 

3.5* Disk Head Cleaner £4.75 
5.25' Ohk Head Cleaner £4 75 

S K C M L O H F O I CUAM 
10 x r Maxell Disks 

10 K 3.5* Branded Otthi 
10 a 5.25 Branded Dtiks I 

DISK STORAGE BOXES 
10 3.5V6 r capacity UDrary Cue £1.75 
40 3-5790 3 capacity loduN* £5.95 
B0 3.5760 3 capacity lockable £6.95 
50 5.25' capacity LockaWe Bo* £6.45 
100 5.25 capacity lockable Bon £7.45 

DISKS * i o n s OFFER 
40 cap Box 4 30 3* M.uefl O1U1 

40 cap Box & 40 3.5* Branded Dnks 
40 cap Box t 40 3 5'Bulk Disks •. 

50 cap Box i. 50 5.25' Branded Disks 
50 cap Box & 5.25* Bulk Disks -1 

i f f 0 U 3 • { , \ < ; < : ; ; ;MOIU.VS houmu.95 
• rHP" -TT- ------ I 

f i i i O Q j J ? 
I < 4 • HIM 

ParwsonK KXPI123/1170 
Man/Tally MT80/81 

Epson LQ400/570/800 
Amttrad LQ3S00 

onuu : 
J • j - j t / j 

Star LCI0/20/100/200 
La4-I00 DMP tenet 

Citizen t20D Swift 9/24 
Epton LX400/800 

Star LCI0/100 £8.95 
Star LC200 £9.95 

Star LC24-200 £10.95 

MJJM 
Otuen I ZOO* £139.95 

Vm ICM' '£ (t l f ,9S 

RIBBONS FOR OVER 100 
PRINTERS ARE NOW LISTED 
IN OUR PRODUCT GUIDE 

f j o i m w o y j Ms u t t i . v j 
X!00 x5PQ sJOOO &200.0 

I T x 9.5* listing Paper £1.95 £6.95 £10.45 £17.95 
Exact A4 Uttlng Paper £2.45 £8.45 £12.95 £23.45 
3.5' x 1.5* labds £1.45 E5.4S £7.95 £12.95 

Epton 1X400 
Panasonic KXPI 170 

Srikosh*SPI900* 

Epson 1X850 
Panasonic KXPI 123 

Starl£24-I00 
Epton LQ570* 

li 

£144.95 
£149.95 
£t49.95 

£199.95 
£209.95 
£214.95 
£289.95 

1 

UnivtruI Pnnter Stand • £6.95 
Standing A4 Copy Holder • £5.95 

.XpU°. Ultra Software (AA101), Fulling Mill, Broughton, Banbury Oxon 0X15 6AP no catUrs 
pfcais 

^•AMIGA FORMAT 
BEGINNERS' GUIDE 

THEN DO 
NOT MISS 
OUT O I L 

THIS ? 

Clue: It's a 
sparkly new 

32-bit Amiga 
1200 ! 

With loads 
and loads of 
really cool 
software! 

ON SALE THURSDAY JANUARY 6! M m 



G A M E R E V I E W 

T| alk about being a lack of all trades. 
James Hockney of CPC Nov/ is sticking 
his digits into so many pies at the 

moment he must have bought a family-sized pack 
of Findus fish fingers to leave himself a few 
extremities free to tap away on his CPC 
keyboard. Having already set himself up as a mail 
order software house, a CPC repairs business, a 
fanzine editor and hardware supplier, he's now 
gone into the games publishing business. 

His first release is Street Rally, an overhead 
racer in the style of the classic Sltcks from 
CodeMasters. With tiny little cars and a scrolling 
screen that follows your car around the long and 
windy track (thafs windy as in bendy, not windy 
as in digestive problem). 

3 

fwlvtytunrty 
J porfkutnHy l v .S t y 
a Utray bendy tijJnjj 

K S E J a B U K n > 

bush, scrape the wing against a barn and 
overheat your engine all the damage you 
do is recorded. Then when your car finally 
gives up the ghost you have the chance to 
repair the various damaged bits so that 
you can carry on driving. 

There are over 70 bits that could all 
need repairing and these are all 
displayed in a table. What you need to do 
is scroll through them looking for any 
meters that display over 80 per cent damage. 

Pause on the ill bit of kit for a while 
and your repair team will get to 

work on that particular section 
of the car. The only problem is 
that there's usually more than 

one damaged bit to repair and 
only a limited amount of time 

allocated to your stay in the pits. If 
you don't manage to get all of them 
to read less than 80 then you get 
shoved out of the game and have to 
start all over again. 

The main quibble I have with the 
game is the appallingly juddery 
scrolling (particularly evident when 
you slow down to take the corners -
it reminds me of my Mum's driving). 
Graphically i fs great - loads of 
bright colours, nice scenery, fab 
fluffy sheep standing around in the 
fields and dinky little cars - but I'd 
give all the colours in the world for a 
smoother scroll. 

Nothing like a bit of day-for-night filming to make 
a racing game look bad (check out the film 
Witchfinder General for an even better example). 

was Pong. Here in 1993 this new version is just 
a poorly-executed driving game. 

Ifs annoying to see games like this - ifs as if 
the programmers put so much effort into making 
the code look neat and tidy, that they can't be 
bothered sorting out the glitches. And there are 
plenty to sort out in Street Rally. For example, if 
you miss time a corner you could end up stuck in 
the hedges for the rest of your life and you can 
drive through other cars and find yourself 
imbedded in the side of a house. 

The bottom line is that Street Rally isn't worth 
the money CPC Now! are asking for it. It's 
got potential, but frankly, it doesn't look 
like i fs been finished. Clur 

At first sight it seems like you're not racing 
anyone else, but this is only because, for some 
reason, the other competitors have a serious 
head start on you. When you do finally meet them 
youll have to fight hard to get past them 'cos 
they do their best to stop you The best way to 
get past them is to overtake on the bends. 

Damage repair 
The difference between this and your 
usual racing game is the damage repair 
screen. As you drive through the odd 

Sound criticism 
Erm I suppose at this point i fs traditional 
review format to mention the sound effects Apart 
from the fact that there aren't many to speak of. 
I'll just say that the guys from Commodore 
Format (they're in the office next door) thought 

their telly was blowing up. but it was only me 
playing Street Rally. 'Nuff said. 

Street Rally reminds me of a 
driving game I played years ago on 

I the BBC micro. Then I thought it was 
the best thing since sliced bread, but 

my only reference point at the time 

Trains don't seem to travel along the tracks 
so you're safe to Just carry on going. 

T 

GRAPHICS 
Bright and colourful, but some of 
the poorest scrolling I'vo evor seen. 

S O N I C S 
A thupp, a vroom and a phut, not 
much too talk about really. 

CRAB FACTOR 
It all looks fab, that is until you 
actually start to play. 
STAYING POWER 
A prize for anyone that can stick it 
for more than ono level. 

Second o p i n i o n 
I remember playing this on a BBC micro in my 
lunch hour five years ago - it was nob then, 
too. I was merrily blipping 'round 
the course, until I realised I A i 
wasn't having any fun at all. ^ f l 
Totally unimpressive. Simon / RATING Wr had trouble tel l ing th r sheep f rom tho 

puffs ef Mttoke, Hose about you? 
February 1994 AMSTRAO ACTION 

£2.75 case • £ 4 . 5 0 3-inch disk • 3.5-inch disk • CPC M o w ! 3 St. Ethel wo lds Close. Ely CB6 3AX IT 0353 6 6 3 0 3 0 

She might not know her sump from her big end, but Clur 
knows a thing or two about overhead racing games. 
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The next big thing is going to be basketball, believe it or not. 
You don't? Then take a look at Acclaim's bri l l iant new 

Mega Drive game, NBA Jam. You'll f ind the f i rst review 
in February's Sega Zone, on sale 27 January. 

Look at it our way 

Britain's premiere Super NES mag. New issue on sale Jan 13 
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'Your guarantee of value' 
This magazine comes from Future Publishing. 
Here's what we can offer you: 

H r t t * t advice. Our tides are packed with bps, 
suggestions and explanatory features, written by the best m 
the business 
Strwogwr reviews. We have a cast-iron policy of editorial 
independence, and our reviews give dear buying 
f ecommendjDoro. 
C l t a r f f ftoftign You n t t d solid information f l i t So our 
d i w | n w i highlight Koy elements by using charts, diagrams, 
summary boxes, ennotated photographs etc. 
Crwater relevance. At Future, editors operate under two 
golden rules: 
• Understand your readers needs 
• Satisfy them 
Merv reader interact ion. We draw strongly on readers' 
contributions, resulting in the liveliest letters pages and the 
best reader tips Buying one of our magazines is Ilka joining 
a nationwide user group 
Bwttwr value for mowey. Magazines you can trust. 

Home of Britain's IWiest magazines 
Commodore Format • PCW Plus • PC Gamer • PC Plus • PC Answers • PC 

FermH • Arwga Form* • Amiga Fem* Specials • 57 Formal • Sega 
Power • TOTALl • Amiga Power • Amiga Stepper • Super Play • Mega • 
GametMatbr • Mac Formal • Edge • Gams Zone • Sega Zone • Futars 

Music mi aiie CUiwc CO • Mounts* B*«( UK • Cydag Ptas • 
Nf f - ' i^ • CrosvSttcfc CoAerton • Caravan Plus aod many mors 

Amstrad Action recognises all copyrights 
contained in this issue. Where possible wo 
have acknowledged the copyright holder. 
Please feel free to contact us If we have 
failed to credit your copyright - wo will be 
happy to corroct any oversight. 

ABC 21,832 
Member ol 0m Auttt Bureau of CrcuUBont Feb '93 • Jun "93 

AMSTRAD ACTION February 1994 

Q. What 's the di f ference between 
th is issue and Amst rad Act ion 102? 

A. Abou t fou r weeks. 
Oh yeah, and a -few other th ings as 
we l l . Wanna k n o w w h a t they are? 

Right, well there are two ways you can find out. There's the easy way - you 
turn this page upside-down and read the answers - or there's the difficult 
but much more fun way - you actually do the wordsearch. We stuck in 22 
words. If you find any more by all means write in and tell us. Not that well 
be impressed, mind, but if it makes you feel better, what the heck? 

c Y B E R N O 1 D 2 
H L G F L U F F C R 
E B U J E U R O P E 
A A 1 R U N L Q C V 
T S W T A P E U K 1 
S 1 M O N B T W D E 
A c 2 P D A T A S W 
G 0 P T Y P E 1 N s 
1 Q A M S T R A D J 
X F D N u O S P 1 T 
Blow your mind w i t h 

(ABM Aq ' S . m u o i u * x o u u o s; z P j O U j a q A o ) 3dV l VIVO 'Nfld WdO 'DdD 3dOan3 
ZOI W BAVa NOWIS 'AQNV H010 OVHISWV SNI BdAi SM3IA3H SM3N SdLL 

'SU3H31 '300W 1V3H0 (OdD j o j n o s a s j o u jsaq eqi jaS 01 Moq) x j ONflOS 
'(p8Md{Aaj jsajei s j e o j p e y ) JJFILD '(EDEUAAOD S,I#UOUJ j x a u u o ) z aiONH38AO 
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From now on, 
AA will be out 
on the third 
Thursday of the 
month. That 
means that the 
March issue will 
he hitting the 



AMIGA 600 
WILD, WEIRD & WICKED 

TECHNICALLY SUPERIOR 

FREE DELIVERY 

TOTAL PACK l«»t 
I FSS PACK SAW*; C?M»I 

SUCAPNCL m m 

Amiga 
C032 

• 3 r«E 
co mus 

A570 UPGRADE 

SUPfR GAMIS 
PACK 

FREE DEUVERY 
mnu\m 

• | 

WINNER OF THE 
AMIGA GOLO AWARD 91 
WW LOW 
PRICE 
CDTV RAM UPGRADES 

CALL FOR PRICES 

P A C K 

FROM SILICA - THE UK's No1 AMIGA SPECIALISTS 

F R E E ! 38 

WORTH OVER £265 

RACE 'H' CHASE DESKTOP DYNAMITE 

1 tif'i l

M m 

HOME ACCOUNTS 

/ 

SPECIFICATIONS 

' f|M ON STIMT HOMIHMUNTY ] OKA.. CCMfUkBUrCM I " 
AM ON BTT. AT HOW WAWUKTT | CM AU ClMtVHUll)r.'i 

FREE DELIVERY 
• fa • tn 

FREE DELIVERY 
* • Mm fbrt rv Mk* m • A.I 

• I I I f HDM l.l I" A ilMfflf LM 
HACf N CHASE 

• ou 4 • IMJIU® l i V 
DESKTOP OVNAMITE 

2 0 £ 3 4 9 
2 64 £ 4 4 9 2 64 £ 4 9 9 
2 85 7 4 9 9 2 85 £ 5 4 9 
2 127 £ 5 2 9 2s 127 £ 5 7 9 
2 209 £ 5 9 9 2 209 £ 6 4 9 
AMiCA tm mClllCAtlOM ill 'ft 11'» it* n 
* iiH.'nu® uatdaiiMi * • BNAa aan • '.|ii« ll"«Itt.llMn>MM a> HARD ORIVE DM ) 1 W U« OPTIONS 

iva A HioraN 
FREE DELIVERY 
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»ACK INCLUDES 
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CJA W 
124 W 
(94 W 
ryvw 
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ar »» i«K x Mat 
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OPEN ARCHITECTURE '<• III liw MpM 
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POWER: • i itnvi.yixr! 
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4 %c 80! £999 
4:. 130 £1049 
4 214 £1149 
4 „ 340 £1249 
4 a 540 £1499 

25mm« 68040 
6 130 £1899 
6 214 £1999 
6 340 £2149 
6 525 £2399 

FOR A500 or A500m 

FREE FROM SILICA: 
a Hutcfunaona Encyrclopatfa CO 
A laao-jir'ig âd <0 
itlmwxm toci con ip 

•urDIN VJllB "•"Ola 
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WONTH oven 

aann a*u tidudaa <aonl pnxa bum am tpaadri Qamae and ua***4 
WONTH oven £49 
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W A V E ELECTRONICS, DEPT A A 9 4 0 2 
1 B u c c l e u c h St . B a r r o w - i n - F u r n e s s . C u m b r i a L A I 4 1SR 

Mouse Mats 111.50 
Quickshot 2 Turbo Joysticks £7.75 
( PC 464/6128Scart Modulator inc PSU £15.99 
3-0735- 40 Capacity Disk Box £5.50 
3:0:73.5" 100 Capacity Disk Box £6.50 
Soft 999D - 12 Games on Disk £4.50 

LEADS & CABLES 
.£9.99 

...£9.99 

.15.99 

...£9.99 

...£9.99 

c TM fp Megadrive 
CTM to Spectrum +2/ 
CTM Co Atari ST 
t TM !i» Ami£a -
MegadriVe Speaker* 
CM 14 to Megndrivr ....... 
CM14 to Amig.i~.~-u..... 
C M 14 to Spectrum 
CM 14 to CO Player | €4.99 
CPC joystick Spiitter £8.99 
Joystick Extension - ,. 4 & 9 9 
CPC to Printer I .5M <-7.99 
GPC to Printer 2.0M - ..£9.99 
CPC+ to Printer. - .£9.99 
CPC to Video nN< _ S6 99 
CPC to Video Phono m J * . 9 9 
CPC 612# to Cassette D 49 
Expansion Port Adaptor ..,.—^<5 (19199 
RS212 to NC100-. X9 w 
RS232 to PC Nu l l Modem £9,99 
Dl.-2t PCnliH to FD-l" - £7.99 
DL-2M28 CPC612S+ to FD-! £9 W 

CONNECTORS & 
CABLE 

r> Pin Din Plug • ' 49 
6 Pin P in Socket $ . 4 9 
H Pin Din P lugU — - £lJW 
8 Pin Din SiK'ket ~ £1.59 
s Pin b i n Plug * Megadrlve _ £1.99 

l ' h o n ^ i o c k e t * 2 ... El 0 | 
50 Wu v Fdgc Board | £1.99 
9 Pin k l e the Wood - £1.99 

23 Pin Male fo Hood j..T „ [ £2.49 
23 Pin Female iiu, I lood — £2.49 

M,. l J ^ ^ L x j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
25tPi»j :enul.- Inc CI 4 9 

Cable 6 v n | Metre 
C.iblt- 8C oi 1 Metre -

V»hle 10 Core Metrv 
( .. !«• 25 Core l % h tre.. 

f 2 50 

.... . 3 1 . — a Jtjo 
£2.50 
• l.00 

RIBBON CABLE 
CONNECTORS 

J W t ^ ^ f J [ 
£ 9 Board M Way 

fen Cablt tJ^tyav 1ft. 

S S B a £3.9V 

EDUCATIONAL 
SOFTWARE 

FUN SCHOOL 1 UNDER 5*8 
CPC DISK £5.99 

FUN SCHOOL 1 5-7's 
CPC DISK £5.99 

FUN SCHOOL 1 8-12fs 
CPC DISK £5.99 

FUN S C H O O L 3 

UNDER 5's 
5 TO 7's 

OVER 7's 
CASSETTE £8.99 EACH 

DISK £12.99 EACH 

FUN SCHOOL 4 
UNDER 5's 

5 TO 7's 
7 TO 11*8 

CASSETTE £9.99 EACH 
DISK £13.99 EACH 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
IX 10 

A2 
£3.99 

X5 

LC2410 £5.99 £13.99 
DMP2iKK) 13.99 £8<99 
DMP4000 £4.49 £9.99 
l*CVV8256FN 13.58 £14.99 
PCW9512MS £458 £10.99 
PCW9512FN £4-58 C1Q.99 
CITIZEN I20D £4.99 £11.15 

HARDWARE 
& PERIPHERALS 

FD-1. CPC664/612S Second Drive 
FD-U, CPC612A+ Second Drive — 
FD-1DD1, CPC4*>4/4t»4+ Second Drive. 

MP-t CPC4<»4 to TV & PSU 
MP-I f , CPC4M to SCART TV 
MP-2F, CPC684/6128 to SCART 
RS232CPC, CPC RS232 Interface 
RS232CPC*. CPC* RS232 Interface 
MK R A M I xpantion CPC 464 
AM40025, CPC464 Upgrade ROM ... 

CPC SYSTEM DISKS 
CPCM2S. CP/M Plus £14.9<» 
CPC6128. DR Logo & Help CI1.«*» 
CPCbl28+, CP/M Plu.% £8.99 
CPC6128+, DR Logo tc Help .£8.99 
CPC464, CPM2.2 XI0.99 

SEGA MEGADRIVES 
Megadrive I plu* Sonic the Hedgehog 
tc Mega t i m e s 3 utnly C139.W 

Megadrive Controller* ,.....,.^,..£7.99 
Megadrive-Game Gear PSU .£14.99 
Game Gear Car Adaptor*..—... .£8.99 
Sega Hints fc Tips Book - £2.99 

All Disk Cames bclm CIS9 
Cisco Heat 

Rock n Roll 
Back to the Future 2 

Cliartbusters 
Stveevo's World 

Tao Ccti 
A/I Disk Camt belau • • 

Paperboy 2 -
Bonanza Bros 

Quartet 

All ttctow its Priced 
Ten of the Best 1 £6.99 
Ten of the Best 2 .......£6.99 
Quartet - 4 Games,...£5.99 
Disk 50,50 Games....£7.99 
Blue Ribbon Games .£6.99 
Turtles - Spanish £1.49 

CPC Cassette Games 
Turtles - Spanish .... £1 49 
UirtlesCoin O p £1.99 
Back to the Future 2.£l.49 
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SERIOUS SOFTWARE 
Touch n Go - Typing Tutor - £6-99 
rasword 6128 - The Best CPC Woal Processor £23.99 
Microfile/Word + Word Pro & Database — £5.99 
Mini Off ice 2 - Word Pro, Database, Spreadsheet, 
I Graphics & Communications Vw ion £11.99 

. . 

Discoiogy V3.3 - CIXT Disk Utilities: 
D i s l c ^ o ^ ' r / B a c J c u p Fast & U l t ra + D isk Ed i t o r etc. — £5.99 

Electric Unftt fn Show - Printer Utilities —i.'4.99 
A r t Suidio"Ck>lour Pr in te r D r i v e r — -£6.99 

P H O N E OUR SALES LINE O N . 0229 870000 


